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PART I

THE

PWROBLEM
OF

CONDITIONALS

I.1.

METHODOLOGICAL REMARKS

To those who believe that there is such a thing as the logic
of conditionals this dissertation mayappear to be yet

another attempt to unravel its secrets - which it is not.
As a logician,

you can do no more than devise a logic
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conditionals and try to persuade your readers to adopt it.
You may succeed in doing so if you are able to demonstrate

that the one you propose is a better logic for conditionals
than the ones proposed so far. The phrase ‘better for
conditionals‘ should, however, not be misunderstood.
In particular,
it should not be interpreted as meaning
‘morelike the real one’. The best logic for conditionals
one might propose is not that which they actually possess.
It cannot be, not because this actual logic would be not
good enough, but simply because there is no such thing.
Whethera given logic is better than somealternative has

little to do with its better fitting the facts; it is more
a question of efficacy.
This is one of the theses defended in the following
introductory pages. It is put forward whenthe question is
discussed as to how one should choose between rival logical

theories. That is a very natural question to ask in an
introduction to the problem of conditionals. If only because
so manytheories have been put forward, all purporting to
solve the problem, that putting yet another one on the
market might seemto only add to the difficulties.
I.1.1. The case of the marbles
Here is an example which will return regularly in much of
the following. There are three marbles: one red, one blue,
and one yellow. They are known to be distributed among two
matchboxes, called
1 and-2. The only other thing which

you are told is that there is at least one marble in each
box.

The various possibilities

which this leaves open can be

summarized as follows:

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

box 1.

box 2

blue
yellow '
red
yellow, red
red, blue
blue, yellow

yellow, red
blue, red
blue, yellow
blue
yellow
red

Bearing these possibilities

that

(1)

in mind, you will have to agree

The yeﬂﬂow manbﬁe LA in box 1, £5 both 05 the othenb
ahe to be ﬁound in box 2'
' '

Nowsuppose someone no better

claim that

informed than yourself were to

(2) The ye££ow*manb£e.tA tn box 7 t5 the btue manbte
to tn box 2

Youwill disagree.

Youmay even go as far as to assert

(3) It tbiuﬂibo that t5 the btue manbteto tn box 2,
the yettow one to tn box 1

After all, the yellow marble could just as well be in box 2
together with the blue one, as long as the red one might yet
be in box 1. Things are different, however, if it is
excluded that the red marble is in box 1. i In that case,
(2) holds. That is,
(4) 15 the ted manbte to tn box 2, then t5 the btue manbte
to tn box 2 at wett, the ye££ow'manbte to tn box 1

For those whodo accept the last two statements there is
a surprise in store. Using standard logical notation ), we
see that sentences (3) and (4) are respectively of the form
.

.

.

.

.

1

(3') -(b£ue tn 2-» yettow tn 1)
(4‘) ned tn 2 a-(btue tn 2-» ye£tqw.tn 1)

So we can apply the principle
(4') and conclude
(5')

of ModusTollens to (3') and

~ned tn 2

That is,
(5) Ititt

not the cate that the ted manbteto tn box 2

But this conclusion will be a lot less acceptable than the
premises (3) and (4) might have seemed.2)

Is ModusTollens playing up here, or should (3) or (4) be
rejected after all? Any who have been confused by the above

will feel obliged to choose sides.
Somemaychoose to stay with their initial

intuitions
about (3) and (4), regarding the example as evidence that

ModusTollens sometimes fails.

But what kind of evidence is

this? Whyshould intuitions be treated with this kind of
respect, especially where others do not share them?
Choosing instead to do something about (3) and (4), and
thus save the principle of ModusTollens, would seem a lot

safer: all
this.

3)

Even so,

existing theories of conditionals will support
one would not have an easy time working

things out. For although everyone is agreed that something
must be done, there is no consensus to be found in the
literature as to precisely what it should be. Sometheories

will advise you to reject (3), other ones to reject (4).
Often, however, the response is more sophisticated,

amounting

to a denial that we are dealing with a proper instantiation
of ModusTollens here. Thus it can for example be argued that

(3) is incorrectly formalized as (3'), as a negation of an
implication; there is a hidden operator, and (3) really means
something

like

‘it

is not 1/.Le.ce2.$2.$aJu',(’,y
the case that

if the

blue_ marble is in box 2, the yellow one is in box 1'. Or it

is argued that (4) is incorrectly translated into (4') as an
embeddedconditional sentence, that its meaning lies 010881.”to
something like ‘if baﬂt the red ami the blue marbles are in
box 2, then the yellow one is in box 1'.

Wewill be returning to these matters at length in chapter
2, so we save the discussion up for there. Suffice it here to
remark that it is not obvious howthis partiality for Modus
Tollens is to be justified. As above, by an appeal to

intuition?

I.1.2. Logic as a descriptive science
The marbles puzzle has not been presented under the illusion
that it would refute any theory of conditionals developed so

far. Actually, it was presented under quite a different
illusion, namely that it might help to put the aims and
methods of one at present quite popular approach to the
logical analysis of natural language in an unfavourable

light.
Typical of this approach, in what follows to be knownas
Methodological Descriptivism, are
(I) a drive towards cmAou$wiuetheories; that is attempts to

distinguish systematically betweenthe valid and invalid
arguments within some class of arguments taken from a given

natural language;
(II) the idea that such a theory can and should be tested
by comparing what it has to say about the validity of the
arguments it covers with the intwaﬁve judgments of those who
use the language concerned.

Keyword in (I) is 'descriptive'. It is supposed that a
logical theory should be descriptive - and that it can be so,
the idea being that the logical researcher is faced with a
class of arguments, someof which are, in fact, valid and
someof which are, in fact, invalid. The object of the
investigations is to discover where the division lies and, if
possible, to find out whyit lies there and not elsewhere.
‘Descriptive’ appears in the philosophy of logic in
senses other than this, as a qualification not of
logical theories but of the logical laws they sanctify. For
instance, it sometimes crops up in discussions about the
relation between logic and reality. Dothe laws of logic tell
us anything about the world? ‘Yes, they do’ is the

descriptivist
answer: the laws of logic add up to a
compendiumof the broadest traits of reality, and, in the

last resort, owetheir validity to their correctly
describing these. Onealso frequently encounters the notion

in discussions about the relation betweenlogic and thought.
There, a descriptivist is someonewho tries to ground the
validity of the laws of logic in the actual mental process
of reasoning: ‘logic is the physics of thought, or it is
nothing‘. 4)

It is quite possible to be a descriptivist in the
methodological sense while having nothing to do with
either of these outmodedconvictions about logical

validity.
Thus, the strictest of conventionalists can
hold that the validity of the laws of logic is just a result
of the linguistic conventions
l09iCa1 COnStantS, that other
these words would yield other
Wemay conclude that the laws

which govern the use of the
conventions about the use
logical laws, and from this
of logic are not descriptive,

neither of reality (not even of its basic structure 5)),run:of
mental process (not even of those occurring in the soundest
mind) 6). Still, a conventionalist must be rated as a maﬂwdaﬂxnbaﬁ

descriptivist if we insist

that logicians, in their

analysis of a given language, should restrict themselves to
describing the conventions which happen to bind the speakers
of that language, and that they should refrain from anything
like reforming those conventions.
So muchfor (I). (II) must be seen as a first attempt to
answer the following question: assuming that it is reasonable
to demandthat a logical analysis should result in a
descriptive theory, then how are we to find out whether any
such purported description really conforms to the facts?
Admittedly, (II) calls for someelaboration. Whatare
intuitive judgments, and why do they matter when a logical
theory is put to the test, while non-intuitive judgmentsdo
not? Twodifferent answers can be distinguished in the

literature,

a traditional and a modernone.

I.1.2.1. Therationalist tradition
To appreciate the traditional answer we must let ourselves be
carried back to the time when nobody ever seriously reckoned

with the possibility of there being various alternative

logics. 7) At that time, no logician engaged himself in so

many words with ‘the logic of natural language‘. One was, as
it were, in search of the one and only logic Unsbelieved that

it had already been found in Aristotle's Syllogistics or
Frege's Predicate Calculus), and that one logic was as a
matter of course taken to be the logic of the natural
languages.

Furthermore, it is important to realize that until about
sixty years ago, semantics was of no more than marginal

importance to the discipline of logic. Until then the core of
a logical theory was given by a system of deduction,
comprising axioms and rules of inference. These were couched

in a more or less artificial language, of which often not
even the syntax, let alone the semantics, was explicitly

stated.

Now, a minimal requirement for a.system of deduction - for

any system of deduction, if at least it is presented as a
chamuﬂzhémuﬁon
of some logic - is that it be reliable: every
sentence that can be deduced from a given set of sentences

must really follow from that set.
Traditionally, a system of deduction - every system of
deduction ever presented as a characterization of the one and
only logic - was held to be as reliable as its various axioms
and rules of inference, and their reliability was thought to
be 40,86evident. Take, for example, the law of
non-contradiction:

Lt 47.:not the cazse that both (band V102:
ch;

wouldn't it be perverse to deny its validity? Or take the
principle

of Modus Ponens: from ¢ and Lﬁdnthwiw it follows

that w; isn't it obvious that this is always the case,
whatever sentences ¢ and w may be? Such principles

simply

cannot possess any better credentials than their self
evidence; they cannot be rationally justified, for they are

themselves the principles which any rational justification
must presuppose.
Self evident axioms and rules of inference,

if indeedtﬂmﬁr
are self evident, will of course makeany further analysis
redundant. But how do we grasp the validity of these

principles of reason if reason itself cannot help us out?
It is there that intuition comesin: if our normal
intellectual faculties fail, somethingelse must enable ustx>
acquire knowledgeof the principles of reason. (Actually, it
must enable us to do so a.pt&mi, i.e. long before reason will
ever feel the need to exploit them.) This idea of a special
intellectual faculty - intuition - maysound rather adiwm.

But its significance for the history of philosophy can
hardly be overestimated. Indeed, it is not too muchto say
“that from Plato onwards, philosophers, in particular those
standing in the rationalist tradition, have constantly been
trying to make it into something more than an adfwc

solution.
For our purposes, it is not necessary to treat these
matters in further detail. It suffices to note that the
development of various non-eguivalent systems of deduction
has madeit increasingly impopular to establish the
reliability of a logical theory in the mannerdescribed above.

Indeed, even if one sticks to the absolutistview that
there is only one logic, one must at least admit that any
traditional estimation of the time and the trouble
necessary tcv find. it would be overoptimistic.
Self evidence has turned out to be an unworkable criterion.
In discussions of natural language various authors may,

nevertheless, still regularly be heard advocating one or the
other argument form as being intuitively valid. Even
non-absolutists tend to do so as soon as the discussion is
restricted to Ike logic of a given natural language. 8)
This, however, is by itself not enough to convict them of
the views here described. For, although this usage of

'intuitively' is certainly rooted in the traditional usage,

the word has in the meantime lost so muchof its original
impact that it might just as well be scrapped. Authors
using ‘intuitively’ in such a context often mean no more
than that the argument form in question seems reasonable
enough to them, thereby not excluding the possibility that

it might turn out to be invalid after all. In other words,
in such a context ‘intuitively’ marks the introduction of an
hypothesis rather than of an established truth.
Setting aside the descriptivist connotations, there is of
course no fault to find with this usage of ‘intuitive’ just
as long as one is aware that it would be begging the
question to defend such an hypothesis by recourse to its

intuitive validity if one is confronted with, for example,
an argued counterexample. That would only lead to dogmatism.
Or, whenever as in the case of conditionals,so manydivergent
views are held by so many authors, to an impasse.

I.1.2.2.

The empirical approach

Onbathe second, more fashionable view'of intuitive

judgments.

In practice it is not difficult to distinguish these fromthe

first and traditional sort.

As we saw in the previous section, intuition was
traditionally summoned
in order to establish general logical

principles. Consequently, traditional intuitive judgments
- or at least those found worth recording - always say that
some argument.1kmm, e.g. the Principle

of ModusTollens,

is

logically valid. Modernintuitive judgments, on the other
hand, mainly serve the purpose of falsifying putative logical
principles.

They are judgments of comywdnarguments (e.g. the

particular instance of ModusTollens given in section 1.1)
which typically turn out to be intuitively ‘absurd’.
Furthermore, ‘intuitive’ in the traditional sense goes
with ‘intuition’,

in the Aimmdma,sometimes preceded by ‘our’.

In the case of ‘intuitive’ in the modernsense, on the other
hand, the p%umui’intuitionA’ is employed, and mostly it is
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not our intuitions which are at issue but those of the
native speakers of the language concerned. If an author
speaks of ‘our intuitions‘, a precautionary ‘pre-theoretical‘
or 'untutored' will usually be inserted.
Indeed, 'intuitive' in the modernsense is directly
opposed to ‘theoretical’. Any judgment arrived at by
straightforwardly applying somelogical theory to a given
argument is deemednon-intuitive.

Of course, any such

judgmentis of no use whatsoever if it is the reliability
of the theory applied or of any of its rivals which is at
stake. Only the judgments of the theoretically unbiased
can then be allowed to count - this in order to preserve the
impartiality, one might almost say the objectivity, of the
data against which the predictions of the theory concerned
are to be tested.
Hence, intuitive judgments in the modern sense are
judgments about the validity of concrete arguments made by
theoretically unprejudiced speakers of the language concerned.
There must be more to intuitive judgments than this. How

reliable are they? After all, it would seemthat even the
most impartial arbiter may be mistaken in her judgment.
Can we not hope for more trustworthy

data?

it is suggested that all competent speakers
of a given language must, in virtue of their competence, be
implicitly acquainted with its logical characteristics, and
Commonly 9)

that

it

is this

zsubcon/.>c.£au2s
fmowlledgewhich surfaces

in a.n

intuitive judgment. Nowclearly, any judgment betraying
knowledge, even subconscious knowledge, must be correct.
So, if this is what intuitive judgments do, then they are
all true. Unfortunately, however, one cannot tell by just
the form of a judgment whether it is a case of bona fide
knowledgeor merely one of belief. It is even impossible to
decide whether ones own judgments were implicitly known to
be true before they were explicitly believed to be so. Take
the case of the marbles for example: do you know your own

response to be the correct one, or do you merely believe

this?
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So this suggestion does not really help much. The gap

between impartiality on the one hand and incorrigibility on
the other appears unbridgeable, at least in practice. Or are
we perhaps supposed to consult only speakers so competent
that they are never mistaken? Then how should they be

selected?
Somegeneral criteria are of course readily available:
very young children cannot be expected to have had the

opportunity to develop their language skills, while others
may for some reason not be able to. But it would seem that

in order to discriminate any better than this, we will have
to take recourse to Zogdwdlcriteria of some sort. Then, for
example, speakers so incompetent that they can simultaneously
believe

the

statements

’Jup»E/te/L«U.»b»éggeJL/than Mews’ and

bigge/Lthan Jupixte/L’could be excluded.

'McUus4'/5

As William Cooper

(1978: 57), whohas given a detailed exposition of the
descriptivist view, puts it: ‘If someonedid claim to believe
them both, one would have to challenge either his

understanding of English, particularly his understanding of
the full meaningof comparative construction, or else his
intellectual capacity1kn:applying his linguistic knowledge

accurately in this particular situation.‘
Well, take your pick. And then decide whether English
speakers who simultaneously believe the statements (3) and
(4) of section 1.1 should be treated in the same manner - or
do they both understand the full meaning of ‘if ... then‘ and

‘not’ and apply their linguistic knowledgeaccurately in this
case?

No self respecting descriptivist will want to have
anything to do with such selection procedures. Indeed,
descriptivists will do their utmost to banish all logical
bias, the more so as they expect their informants to do so
as well. Or again, as Cooper (1978: 89) puts it, quite
unaware that he might be contradicting his earlier remarks:
‘In order to gain a more objective view of a language one
must instead try to think like a Martian whohas no idea what
any of the humanlanguages are like.‘
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In addition to the problem of ascertaining an informant's
competence, there is also the problem of ascertaining his or
hers impartiality. This is no less troublesome. For one
thing, it is a fact that the intuitive judgmentsof those
whohave been in contact with logical theories are in many
cases different from the judgments of those whohave not.
Somehowa training in logic affects ones powers of judgment:
once speakers have been exposed in this way their intuitions
appear to be corrupted for good, no matter how they will try

to unburden their mind from its theoretical load. In any
case, we can never be sure if and to what extentijnaaffected
persons have retained their original powers of judgment. So,

for safety's sake all those acquainted with logical theories
should be excluded from having any intuitive say. Moreover,
it does sometimes happen that speakers confronted with some
such quirk of language as the case of the marbles quite

healthily and of themselves begin to theorize, in order to
remove the confusion. Their considerations maybe amateurish
in comparisonwith those of the professional logicians, but
they are no less infectious. So perhaps all those suspected
of theoretical tendencies should be excluded as well. But
where would all of this stop and who would be left over?
The most serious limitation of this modernapproach lies,

however, in the fact that professionals no less than
amateurs usually invent logical theories precisely where
their pre-theoretical intuitions desert them- and for that
reason. Aristotle's Sea Fight Argument, the Sorites Paradox,
the Paradoxes of Zeno, the Liar: all contain arguments which

simply are not, intuitively and without further ado, valid
or invalid. The situation maybe less disastrous when
dealing with, say, non-referring definite descriptions, or
with conditionals, but even in these cases it would be
gratuitous to suppose that we all intuitively knowwhat we
are doing. It is a riddle howour pre-theoretical intuitions,
Vague and dubious as they often are, could serve as a
touchstone in such cases.
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The only way out, it seems, would be to draw a distinction

betweenclear intuitions and the less clear, with all of the
problems of operationalizing which this would bring in its
train. And even if these problems, which for the concepts of
impartiality and competence would seem difficult enough, can
be solved, it remains to be.Mummthat the competent and
impartial speakers of a language have sufficiently manyof

these ‘clear’ intuitions to ensure that there is only one
logic covering them.

The descriptivists

themselves were and are amongthe first

to recognize these difficulties

with the empirical basis of

what they call Natural Logic, an empirical science which aims

at discovering the logic(s) underlying natural language(s).
»0nly they do not think that these difficulties are restricted
to their discipline. As a rejoinder to the criticism that the
intuitions of the native speakers of a language do not
constitute a rock bottom empirical basis for testing logical
theories they will be inclined to invokephilosophers of science
such as Lakatos and Feyerabend who said that there aren't any
rock bottoms anyway- not even for most physical theories.
For example, the criticism brought forward in connection with
the concept of competence might be considered tantamount to

the remark that a logical theory is for its testing dependent
on another theory - a theory of competence. And that is
commonenough in the field of empirical science. As Paul
Feyerabend (1970: 204) puts it: ‘It is hardly ever the case

that theories are directly comparedwith ‘the facts‘ or with
‘the evidence‘. What counts and what does not count as
relevant evidence usually depends on the theory a5um££ as on

other subjects which mayconveniently be called ‘auxiliary
sciences‘ (‘touchstone theories‘ is Imre Lakatos‘s apt
expression)‘.
Maybethis analogy is instructive andmaybeother analogies
can be drawn between natural logic and established empirical
disciplines in order to cover someof the other difficulties

14

which I mentioned. But I do not think they can all be
removed in this way. Take the problems I discussed in

connection with the concept of impartiality. Certainly, it
will not be difficult to find examples of measuring
instruments which react like theoretically biased informants.
To give an example, one cannot expect to falsify the
statement that the volume of a fixed mass of fluid mercury

at constant pressure is directly proportional to its
temperature, in an experiment where the temperature is
measured with the aid of a mercurial thermometer. Yet,
measuring instruments which settheir ownstandards, and
even tend to change them, like informants tend to do who

spontaneously start theorizing for themselves - those are
unprecedented, I am afraid. Imagine a telescope lacking
sufficient resolution, whichwhenits resolution is
inadequate, simply shows what it thinks might be there or
should be there. If all telescopes workedthat way, that
would certainly cripple astronomy except if they did what
they think best in a predictable manner (like the

‘intelligent’ television screens whichincrease contrast).
But it is precisely this uniformity which cannot be expected
in the case of self improving intuitions. People simply and
as a matter of fact do not resolve the issues in the same
way - otherwise there wouldnit be anything to argue about
amongthe Natural Logicians.

I.1.3. A.more pragmatic view

Suppose the logic of conditionalschxasexist. And suppose
that we are presented with an attempt to describe it. Then
the point made in the preceding pages is that we will have
no wayof seeing if the latter is an accurate representation

of the former. At crucial points, the theoretically trained
cannot be allowed to look, while the uninitiated will see
only blurs.
In the pragmatic view, the logic of conditionals is not to
be iumognamdin some logical

theory;

some theory is to
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achieve

necogmiﬁéon
cub the logic of conditionals.

On this

account, a theory's ratification will have little to do with
its accurately predicting intuitions and everything to do
with its clarifying these. The better theory is the one so
well motivated that people are prepared to allow it to guﬂﬁl
their judgments whenever their intuitions leave them groping,
and even to cavwnt their judgments whenever their intuitions
do not —not yet! - match the theory's predictions.

Pragmatists1O)differ from descriptivists in not assuming
that there already is a logic of conditionals, muchless
that the competent speakers, in virtue of their competence,
are implicitly acquainted with it; their confusion when
faced with the eccentricities of such sentences and the many
i”disagreements, even amongspecialists, on the subject of
conditionals are the pragmaticist's evidence for assuming
that conditionals do not yet have any clear cut logic - in
any case none which is accepted as such.

Nowpragmatists
and descriptivists differ in temperament
as well. If the latter were by any chance to discover that
conditionals do not yet have any logic - and surely, they
must reckon with the possibility that the logic of
conditionals might be simply unsettled at this point in the
evolution of natural language - they would have to lay down
tools. Being observers on principle, they can only wait and
see if perhaps some new developments arise.

pragmatists.

Not so the

Disregarding any advice against interfering

with the natural development of language, they do
approximately the following: they construct a theory which
is intended

as a guide,to wing cond/cltéonaﬁéand determine

the

logic conditionals would get if people were to use them the
way this theory suggests.
Strangely enough, theories will not always carry the

marksof their origin, whether descriptivist or pragmatist.
The reason for this is that descriptivists are usually not
satisfied with just pmedauﬁngwhich arguments are valid and
which are not; they want to amﬂminthings as well. In order to
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achieve this, they will often incorporate into their theory
a de/sc/uépxiéon 06 Ike. way in which cond.<',téona.€Acuw, uzsed - by the

competent speakers, that is. But then, of course,
descriptions of competent usage can easily be interpreted as
guidelines

for the less accomplished, and mummywa.

This, however, should not obscure the fact that

pragmatists and descriptivists take quite different actions
once their theories are ready. Descriptivists makeit a
point of duty to test the correctness of the theory by
comparing its pmeduuﬁonéwith the intuitions of the
competent speakers - a fool's errand, as we saw. To

pragmatists the idea of testing a theory's correctness is
quite foreign. Theyare hardly interested whether the
speakers of the language concerned already use conditionals
the way they would like them to, they want to know whether

the speakers are willing to do so in future. Andthe only
way to find that out is to see howthey react to the theory's
emMhnatamA.

Of course, pragmatists will not be able to force us into
using conditionals according to their prescriptions any more
than their descriptivist colleagues can compelus to remain
doing so according to their owndescriptions. Ultimately, we
will have to sort that out for ourselves. The difference is
that whereas descriptivists must be content tagging along
behind changes in usage, pragmatists
take it upon
themselves to bring them about: they will try to ensure that
following their advice would turn.language into a more useful
instrument of communication.
What about the judgments of the competent and

theoretically unbiased speakers of the language - don't they
matter

anymore? 06 cowuse/they do. And so do the judgments of

the less competent and the theoretically biased speakers,
though on the pragmatic account a speaker's judgment on the

validity of a given argument, whether intuitive or not, is in
manycases just the beginning of a test rather than the end.
For example, if according to the theory in question a certain
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argument is logically valid whereas according to a certain
informant it is not, then what matters is not so muchthe
informant's judgment, but the considerations that have led
to it. If there are no such considerations - i.e. if the
informant can only take recourse to her intuitions - it
may be helpful to explain how the validity comes about
according to the theory in question. It might happen that
after this explanation the informant changes her mind; she
might even conclude that she was mistaken in her judgment.

It might also occur that the informant still refuses to
accept the validity of the argument. But at that stage of
the discussion she will probably be able to be more explicit
about her motives for doing so. The least one may expect her
to do, then, is to point out what she does not like about
“ the explanation so that one may get an indication as to why
she does not want to use conditionals the way the theory

suggests. It would be a lot.more helpful, however, if apart
from that she would offer an alternative theory and explain
howher theory renders the argument invalid. Then it is the
proponent of the original theory who might change his mind;
he might be prepared to admit that the alternative theory
suggests a better way of using conditionals than his own
theory does. But it might also be that he sticks to his
theory and adduces some new arguments in support of it in
order to make his opponent as yet change her mind. And so on.

Admittedly, this picture lacks detail. It does not give
any clue as to the kind of arguments that can play a role in
the discussion. Andperhaps it is too rosy a picture, too
optimistic about the extent to which one or the other theory
will emerge in the heat of the competition as a better theory
than the others. Whois to say that the informant will allow the
theoretical discussion to change her mind for her? Indeed, in
this book we will on several occasions meet up with theories
which are unsatisfactory because they render argument forms
valid which we simply cannot get ourselves to.support. The
explanations which these theories give for this claim are
simply not enough to bend our intuitions in their favour.
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Still, the sketch given above does show how any
disagreement in the validity of someconcrete example

naturally develops into a full-fledged theoretical
discussion. And that is the point I wished to make.

Theoretical discussion, somethingdescriptivists at best
condone as a marginal activity (also knownas ‘explaining
awayputative counterexamplesf),is all in the day's work for

a pragmaticist.
One final topic: does the pragmatic approach hold out
better prospects for the problem of conditionals than the

descriptivist approach? It maysound rhetorical, but this
question must still be answered with somecaution. Since it
allows for a comparison of rival logical theories not only at
~“the level of prediction but also at the level of explanation,
the pragmatic approach enables us to evade the kind of
problems that beset the descriptivist. So much, I hope, will
have become clear.

But new problems lie ahead. Weare

supposed to evaluate these theories according to the
usefulness, fruitfulness, efficaciousness or what have you of
the alternative ways of using conditionals which they
prescribe. And at this point a good measure of scepticism may
well be due. Do these notions provide any workable criteria?
And if not, do they make much sense in this context?
I am afraid that the main reason whywords like ‘useful’

and ‘efficacious’ slip out so easily whenwe are talking
about ways of using fif ... then‘ or other phrases, is that
we are being carried away by a metaphor: words are like
tools - and of course some tools are more useful than others,
just as some ways of handling a given tool are more

efficacious than others. In the case of real tools like
hammersand saws this is fairly clear-cut, because it is
obvious from the start

what we want to use them mm; Moreover,

we can always perceive the results

we can literally

of applying them. Thus,

demonstrate their utility.

Andif a certain

way of handling such a tool is not very instrumental, we can

always, so to speak, furnish material proof of this fact.
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Nowthink of the results of applying a linguistic tool
like ‘if ... then‘. Or try to explain what this tool can be
used 501 - indeed, is ‘if ... then‘ used 50¢ anything at

all?

It is highly questionable whether the metaphor of tools

puts us on the right track here. Still, the last question is
meaningful, also whenit is taken literally - and I remain
very muchinclined to answer it in the affirmative.
more to a word than just
also

There is

the my in whichLt 4'23wsed, there

is

the pwzpozse50/: which Lt 4'/3Lused.11) In most cases the former

is well-suited to the latter. But the very problemof
conditionals is that howeverwe use ‘if ... then‘ (notjxxthe
least when we do so in an intuitive way), things never seem
to work out quite as we want them to.
Unfortunately, the obvious next question - well then,vdun:
is the purpose of ‘if ... then‘; how should things work

out? --is extremely difficult to answerin the abstract.
Apparently, the only way to get to grips with it is by
studying concrete proposals for using ‘if ... then’. AndeamH1
that may be too much said. The only thing that can be said
for certain is that by comparing these proposals we can
sometimes decide that one is more adequate to our needs than
the other, without thereby being able to tell whether these
needs were there from the beginning or whether they are
newly arisen ones, aroused as it were by the comparison

itself.

So the criterion of usefulness, even though it is
ultimately decisive, is not very workable in practice. One
cannot makeup, in advance,
a list of requirements that
any useful way of using ‘if ... then‘ should meet - no

definitive list, that is. Besides, the relative usefulness
of any proposed way of using ‘if ... then‘ is certainly not
the only thing that matters. For one thing, it might very
well be that some of these proposals do not provide anything
worth calling a way of using ‘if ... then‘ (or any other
expression for that matter) in the first place - not so at
least in the eyes of someonewhose own.proposal is based on
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an altogether different philosophy of language. To put it
otherwise: the question which theory suggests the most
useful way of using ‘if ... then‘ only becomespertinent
when we are comparing theories developed within the same
theoretical framework. Whenthe frameworks differ more

general questions will arise, pertaining to the frameworks
themselves rather than to the particular theories developed
within them.
Since the problem of conditionals has prompted several
alternative approaches to logic as a whole - not even the
concept of validity has been kept out of harm's way - we
shall more than once have an opportunity to discuss such

general questions in the sequel. It will appear that not all
of them can be decided on purely pragmatic grounds. Some

will be rather metaphysical in character, other ones will
concern epistemological matters. What I have called a.
theoretical frameworkcontains amongother things a
description of the kind of circumstances (ontological and
epistemological) in which the language users find
themselves - in which, so to speak, they cannothelp but find
themselves. This kind of circumstances in its turn puts
heavy constraints on the possible ways in which they might
use ‘if ... then‘. Therefore, if we ever want to devise
a wayof using ‘if ... then‘ that is of any use at all
we'd better reckon with the circumstances as they really

are.
The predictions of a logical theory are of minor
importance, what matters is its explanatory force. For a
logical theory has to be sold rather than tested. Noneof the
commentsmade above should be allowed to obscure this fact.

At best they tell that if we really want our theories to be
bought, we must take care that they satisfy the actual needs
of the language users. Not anything goes; there are all kinds
of reasons why people might not be willing to buy a theory.
Nevertheless, sometimes they do. Sometimes the way of
speaking suggested by some logical theory is recognized by a
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large group of people as a useful way of speaking. Take

classical first-order logic for example. Admittedly, the way
of speaking underlying this logic does not serve all
purposes equally well. Accordingly, the campaignto sell it
as such, as was once the intention of Ideal Language

Philosophy, has failed. Still, the way of speaking that goes
with classical first-order logic has been recognized as most
useful for mwﬂwmatami
purposes, in particular by those
philosophers of mathematics who take a realist stand on the
ontological status of mathematical objects. They nude

classical first-order logic the underlying logic of set
theory. And now that set theory has become widely accepted

as the basis of all mathematics, all students of mathematics
are;awght to express themselves as first-order logic says
they should. In this book, too, especially in the more

technical parts of it, classical first-order logic, together
with the 'material' wayof using ‘if ... then’ that goes
with it, is adopted as the standard of reasoning for the
metalanguage.12)
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I.2.

EXPLANATORYSTRATEGIES

The leading theme of the previous chapter may not have made
much of an impression on any who have themselves not

experienced howdeeply theoretical arguments can affect ones
intuitions. Hopefully the following pages, which contain an
extensive discussion of the case of the marbles will
strengthen mypoint.
Myprincipal concern, however, will be to introduce the
various schools of thought in the field of conditional logic
and to discuss the kinds of arguments which they employ. The
marbles puzzle is not discussed for its ownsake,1nn:to this
end.
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I.2.1. Logical validity
I.2.1.1. The standard explanation

The usual explication of logical validity runs as follows:
(S1)

An angument LA £0gLca££g ua£Ld L65 LtA pnemLAeAcannot att

be

tnue without LtA conc£uALOnbeLng tnue aA unﬁt

By far the most theories of conditionals developed so far

start from this explanation of logical validity; and nearly
all of these are based on the additional presumption that
non-truth equals falsity:
(82)

No Aentence 4'25both Mae and ﬁabse

(S3)

Eueng Aentence LA eétnen t7w.e on 5a.€’25e

Granted (S2) and (S3) the following truth-condition
negative sentences needs no further comment.
(S~)

A Aentence

05 the

50Izm-_r~.»d>4'25t2uLe4',55q5 tuefiﬁ

Once you have come to accept all this,

for

4'25 5a.€Ae

you hardly need

a theory of conditionals to see that the Principle of Modus

Tollens is logically valid. All you need is this sufficient
condition for the @u%Ltyof a conditional

sentence.

(SF) Any Aentence 05 the 50am ¢ +-w LA ﬁatAe L5 LtA antecedent
¢ LA tnue and LtA c0nAequent w LA 5a£Ae

All theories based on (S1), (S2) and (83) not only

subscribe to (SF) but also to the following sufficient
condition for the.vwtk of a conditional sentence.
(ST) Any Aentence 05 the.6onm ¢ +-w LA tnue L5 LtA conAequent
w £ogLcaL£y ﬁottown ﬁnam LtA antecedent ¢
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I.1.

PROPOSITION.Given (S1),

(S2),

(S3),

(S~), and (SF) the

principle of ModusTollens is logically Valid.
PROOF.Suppose Modus Tollens is not valid in the sense of

(S1). Then it should be possible for there to be three
sentences of the form ¢ + w, ~w and ~¢ such that both the

first and the second are true and the third is not true.
If ~¢ is not true, then by (S~) ¢ is not false; and if ¢ is
not false, then by (S3) ¢ is true. If ~w is true, then by
(Srv) w is false. So ¢ is true and w is false, which with
(SF) yields that ¢ + w is false. Given (S2), this
contradicts the requirement that ¢ + w should be true.

0

All theories based on (81), (S2) and (S3) subscribe to
(S~) and (SF). In other words, all of them sanctify Modus
Tollens. Consequently their advocates will maintain
that it is wrong to accept both the sentences (3) and (4)
- or at any rate their formal counterparts (3') and (4') —
occurring in the marbles puzzle. At least one of these
premises must be rejected, but which one should it be? As I
noted before, the consensus seems to dissolve here just as

rapidly as it was reached. I shall present two theories, the
one requiring us to accept (4') and not to accept (3'), the
other one precisely the opposite.

Thefirst theory tells us that ‘if ... then‘ is just the
so-called material implication: the condition laiﬁldownin
(SF) is not only sufficient but also necessary for the
falsity of conditional sentences. Using (S2) and (S3) this
means 2
to)

A Aentence 05 the 50am ¢ + w LA tnue L65 LIA antecedent
ﬁaZAe 0h.i£A

¢ L4

conAequenI w LA tnue

This has certainly been the most disputed truth-condition in
the history of logic ever since the Megarian Philo (fourth
century B.C.) first suggested it - not only the most heavily
criticised, but also the most ably defended. In recent
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introductory textbooks nobody ever pretends that (3)
exhausts the meaningof ‘if ... then‘. At best it is

pointed out that it is the only alternative left
once one has chosen for (S2) and (S3), assuming one insists
on speaking a Imumrﬂuwiuwmﬂlanguage, i.e. a language for
which the following holds:
(T) Tne.1nu1n vaﬁue o5 any compound éentence LA uniqueﬁy

detenmined by the tnutnbuaﬂueb oﬁ LIA conétiiuent

Given (S2), (S3) and (T), the question

Aentenceb

as to which truth

condition is best for conditional statements boils downto
the question as to which of the values ‘true’ or ‘false’ the
compoundsentence ¢-+w should be assigned in each of the

following cases: (i) ¢ is true, w is true; (ii) ¢ is true,
w is false; (iii) ¢ is false, w is true; (iv) ¢ is false, w
is false. Theansweris: (i) true; (ii) false; (iii) true;
(iv) true. (Proof: consider the following conditional
sentence

I5 Mien 4'25oven ﬁiﬁty yeazw ozd, than he 4'23oue/Lzthvuty

yaUw»o£d.Wecertainly want this sentence to come out ‘true’,
whatever Allen's age may in fact be. Nowsuppose Allen is in

fact sixty; then the antecedent is true, and so is the
consequent (case (i)). If Allen is in fact forty, the
antecedent is false and the consequent true (case (iii)).
And if he turns out to be twenty, both the antecedent
and the consequent are false. So there is at least
one example of a conditional sentence that is

true in case (i), true in case (iii) and true in case
(iv). But if one conditional sentence is true in these cases,
then by (T) all are. Hence, we must put the value ‘true’ in

case (i), (iii) and (iv). That we must put the value ‘false’
in case (ii) is nowobvious if only because otherwise every
conditional sentence would turn out to be a logical truth.)
The logical theory of truth—functional languages is
relatively simple. Therefore from a didactic point of Viewit
is preferable to discuss the properties of those languages
first in an introductory course. But does (T) have any merits
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over and above this

one? Whywould anyone wmuf to speak a

truth—functional language? The answer to this question is,
I think, to be found not so much in (T) alone, but in the
combination of (T) and
(A) The Ihuth uaﬁue 05 any non-compound Aentence.iA Aoﬁeﬂy and

entineﬂy dependent on what LA, in (act, the caAe

(T) and (A) are two of the cornerstones of Wittgenstein's
TILCLC/CCUCLL/.>
Logico-Plulﬁoboph/Lcué. In a way,

they

just

restate

the

old positivist principle that only facts can be a genuine
source of knowledge: the truth value of any statement is
wholly dependent on what is, in fact, the case. But (T) and

(A) do more than just restate this principle, they also tell
how one might live up to it: speak a truth—functional
language, and things will work out exactly as you want them
to. No wonder, then, that WittgensteinFs.ThaoUduA found so
much response among the members of the Vienna Circle.

Weare ready now to apply this theory to the marbles

puzzle. Applying (3) to (4f), we see that it is false just in
case all three marbles are in box 2. But we already know that

this cannot possibly be so. Only the situations depicted in
the table can obtain, and whichever of these may happen to be

the real situation, (4') will hold. Therefore, we can safely
accept (4').
It is on the other hand not possible to say anything
definite about the truth value of (3'). (2) and (S~) say that
(3') is true iff both blue and yellow are in box 2. So

(3') is true if the real situation is like the one
depicted in III, but false if the real situation happensto
be any of the others. Hence, it would be premature to say

anything definite about (3') at this stage. Wecannot accept
it, but we cannot reject it either. This is not to say (3')
has not got any definite truth value, only that we lack the
information to decide which truth value.
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The second theory I want to discuss would have us believe

that ‘if ... thenl is a so-called strict implication.
Roughlyspeaking, a conditional sentence is false according

to this theory not only if it iszuiﬁaet the case that its
antecedent is true and its consequent false, but also if
that might poébtbty be so. Just to get an idea Of howthis WOrkS

we turn to (3') again. Clearly, the blue marble might be in
box 2 together with the yellow one (witness situation III).
This means that the sentence

btue tn 2 ‘* yeftowtn 1

evaluated as a strict conditional, turns out false.
Consequently its negation (3') turns out true.
Before we can say what happens to (4') we must develop

the rough idea given above more fully. Note first that the
principle(1ﬂ of truth-functionality is abandonedby this
theory: the truth value of a conditional is not uniquely
determined by the truth valuescnfits constituents - not by
their aeﬂw&.truthvalues at least. In evaluating a
conditional we must reckon not only with the truth values
which its constituents happen,in fact,to have, but also with
the truth values which these might possibly have. Weare as

it were to transfer ourselves to situations other than the
actual one, and to evaluate the constituents there. If we
are dealing with constituents that are themselves
conditionals then evaluating the constituents in these other
situations will involve transferring ourselves to yet ‘other’
other situations, and so on.
One way13)

of working this out is to say

be) A Aentehee 05 the ﬁonm¢«+ w ta thue tn a given pobétbte

Attuattoh A tﬁﬁ thete t4 no poébtbte Attuatton A’ Auchthat

¢i2st2uletn4'ahdxp4'2s5at2setnzs’
Truth btmp&&uH2t.isthen to be understood as truth in.the

actual situation.

Now,as far as the case of the marbles is concerned, the

relevant possible situations are the ones depicted in the
table.14) There is one situation, III, in which the blue and
the yellow marble are both in box 2. So, by (=) we have that
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the sentence

Hwue.U12+gm££muinI) is false

in each of

the situations I-VI. In someof these, notably I, II and VI,
the red marble is in box 2. So there are situations in which
the sentence n£d.U12is true while the sentence umue,uz2 »
gmﬂﬁmuin
Ilis false. Given (=), this means that (4'),
fwd in 2 —>
(bﬁue in 2 ->yelfiow in 1) is

false

in each of the

situations I-VI. In particular we have that (4') is false in
the actual situation, whichever situation that maybe.
Therefore, it is wrong to accept (4f).
It is of interest to compare (4') with
(1')

(lnedxln Z Abﬂue Ln 2) +ye,U’.owLn?

Given the following truth condition.for conjunctions it can

easily be verified that unlike (4'), (1') is true.
(SA) A.¢entence

05 the ﬁonm ¢ A w LA inua

(in a given poAALb£e

éixuation 5) £55 both ¢ and w aha than (in A)

Apparently the theory of strict implication distinguishes
between sentences of the form (¢ A w) + x and sentences of

the form ¢ + (w + x). The theory of material implication

does not, and - intuitively - that is a point in its favour.
But the material implication has manyproblems of its own,
as we will see in due course. So the question arises whether
or not there are any other theories in the framework
described by (s1), (s2), (s3), (s~), (SA), (SF) and (sm)
which render these two argument forms equivalent.
Its answer15) is that there are not.
I.2.

PROPOSITION.Within the framework given by (S1), (S2),

(S3), (S~), (SA), (SF) and (ST), the theory of material
implication is the only theory which renders the argument
form

(*) (¢'/\\P)’*X/¢‘*(1P'*X)
valid.
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REMARK.Here and elsewhere I write '¢1,...,¢n

argument with the set of premises {¢1,...,¢n}
conclusion w.

/ w‘ for the

and the

PROOF.Wemust show that the only truth condition

for

sentences of the form ¢ + w left over is this:
¢ + w is true iff ¢ is false or w is true
The proof from left to right has already been given in the
proof of proposition 1.
For the converse, we must show that

(i) if ¢ is false, then ¢ + w is true;
(ii) if w is true, then ¢ + w is true.
(i) Suppose ¢ is false. By (S~), it follows that ~¢ is true
Note that given (S1): (S2)r(SA),anui(SP). (~¢ A ¢) / x is
valid. In View of (ST) this means that (~¢ A ¢) + X is true.
Using (*) we see that ~¢ + (¢ + X) is true. Since ~¢ is

true, it follows that (¢ + w) is not false, otherwise (SF)
would not hold. So, by (S2) ¢ + w is true.
(ii) Analogous. (Note that given (S1) and (SA) w A ¢ / w is

valid.)
I.2.1.2.

0
Truth and evidence

In part II of this book we will return at somelength to the
standard concept of validity and the various theories of
conditionals foundedon it. In part III,a theory is
developed on the basis of a different explication of
validity.

Compare (D1) with (S1):

(D1) An ahgumentt4 togtcatty vattd tﬁﬁ ttb phemtbencannot att be
thue on the ba/its 05 the auattiabte eutdence without its
conctubton betng thue 0n.the babtn 05 that evtdenee at wett

We obtain

(D2), (D~) and (DF) in exactly

the same way from

(S2), (S~) and (SF) by substituting ‘true on the basis of
the available evidence‘ and ‘false on the basis of the

available evidence‘ for ‘true’ and ‘false’ in the original.
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Wecannot translate (S3) in this manner, since the result of
doing so is unacceptable: not every sentence need to be
decided, true or false, by the available evidence. For
example, the data presently at your disposal neither allow
you to conclude that the red marble is in box 2, nor that it

is not.

(DF)offers only a sufficient condition for a sentence of
the form ¢ + wto be false on the basis of the available
evidence. As a first approximation of'a necessary and
sufficient condition we have
(Dad A tentence 05 the ﬁonm¢ +-w.tA ﬁatne on the baatt 05 the

auattabte eutdence.t55 thtt eutdence coutd devetop tnto
eutdence on the battt 06 whtch ¢ tA tnue and w tn ﬁatte.
Othenunte, ¢ +-wtn tnue on the battt 05 the auattabte
evtdence.

Let us apply these ideas to the marbles puzzle, beginning
with (3'). Clearly we could at somelater stage be less
ignorant about the exact distribution of the marbles among
the boxes. Wemight for example find out that the

distribution in III of the table is the real one. There both
the blue and the yellow marble are in box 2. This means that
the evidence we have could develop into evidence on the
basis of which the sentence Ewue«U12is true and the
sentence

yetéiowtn 7 is false.

So, by (D->),

btue tn 1 +

gmttmvtnI is false on the basis of the evidence presently
available and with (D~)this gives that its negation
~(btue tn 2 —>
yeﬂﬂowtn 1) is

true.

As far as (4') is concerned, suppose that our present
information about the distribution of the marbles was to
grow in such a way that we knew its antecedent,ned,U12, to
be true.

Then(4 ') ‘s

consequent

btue tn 2 ->yettowtnl would

also be true on the basis of the available evidence. This
is easily seen as follows. If the information could grow
some more in such a way that we were to learn that the blue
marble is in box 2 and the yellow is not in box 1, we would
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at that stage have evidence on the basis of which all three
sentences

'/Ledin 2', ‘Mac in 2', ‘yellowin 2' were true.

But

our initial information that there is at least one marble in
each box excludes this possibility.
According to this theory, then, both (3') and (4') are
quite acceptable, while ModusTollens fails. It does not
follow from (3') and (4') that the red marble is not in box
2; we only get that it maynot be there.
Still, this theory does not leave us very muchroom to
tinker with Modus Tollens. (D1), (D2), (D~) and (D+)
preclude three sentences of the form ~¢, ¢ + w and ¢ 311
being" tmua on the basis of the same evidence. So, what

happens if we are finished with the extra information that
the red marble is in box 2? Well, hopefully something will
happen to the truth of (3') or (4'). It does, as can easily
be verified. On the basis of such new information, (3') will
be false. Whatthis meansis that truth or falsity on the
basis of the available evidence need not be invariable under
growth of that evidence. Various sorts of sentences do

possess this sort of stability, but conditional sentences
typically do not. A conditional ¢ + w can be false on the
available evidence simply because it is natgmi possible to
rule out the possibility that (15
will turn out true without 11)

turning out true too: the available evidenceis just too scanty.
Addinginformation which does rule this possibility out will
then switch the truth value of the conditional.
It is worth noticing that this approach in a sense lies
somewherebetween conditionals as material implications and

conditionals as strict implications. In evaluating a
material implication, one is only interested in what holds
in reality - one behaves, so to speak, as if the evidence
is complete. In evaluating a strict implication, one always
takes abﬂ possibilities into account - as if, so to speak,
one never learns that someof these are, in fact, excluded.
But according to this approach, one is interested only in
those possibilities which are left open by the evidence
which one happens to have. This, of course, makes
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conditionals highly context dependent. In a context where

no specific evidence is available, they are like strict
implications. In a context where the evidence is complete,
they are like material implications. In most contexts they

are neither.

I.2.1.3. Probability semantics
The theory developed in part III is not the first theory of
conditionals based on a non—standardexplication of logical
validity. Indeed, there is something about conditionals
which seems to invite such a manoeuvre.
Ernest Adams (1966, 1975) has also proposed a

modification of the classical standard of logical validity.
His idea is that someconclusion logically follows from a
set of premises not if its :Uwthis guaranteed by theirs,as

the classical standard wouldhave it, but rather its
pmomﬁdtbqpAn argument is said to be valid,

on Adam's view,

if it is possible to bring the probability ofiixsconclusion
_arbitrarily close to one by raising that of its premises
above some suitable value. More precisely,
(P1) An angament A/¢ ta vattd tﬁﬁ got evaay e > 0 theta tA a 6 > 0
Aacn that 501 any paobabtﬂtty atbtgnment P L5 P(w) > 1-6 ﬁat
each w E A, than P(¢} > 1-6.

Consider the set

to of sentences that can be formed out

of the atomic: aed tn 1, btue tn 1, yetﬂowtn I, lied tn 2, bﬂue in 2,

andgnttwutn 2 by conjunction and negation only. The next

definition says what a probability assignment to the
sentences of L0 is.
(P2) A paobabtttty abttgnment ﬁat L0 it a ﬁunctton that abbtgnb a
vaﬂae P(¢J, 0 § P(¢) g 1, to auaay ¢ 6 L0, wntte ﬁaathaamoaa
(«U

P(<!>)

ll PM

A cb)

(LL) EW¢/xw)

Pfw/\¢}

(it£}PW¢/\(w/xx)?

P(M>A1MA)d
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(iv)

PUM +IN~¢)

(v)

P(¢)

1

PW /\11J)+

Think of the probability
agent's

P(<1>/\~1lJ)

P(¢) of a sentence ¢ as an

degluze05 be}?/Legin C13
- something

that

could

be

measured by betting odds: if you are willing to bet at odds
of 1:5 - but at no higher odds say 1:1 - for the
proposition that both the red and the blue marble are in
box 2, then your degree of belief

P(/LedLn 2 A biiue in 2) =

1/1+5 = 1/6 - rather than 1/1+1 = 1/2.
(P2) imposes heavy constraints on the way an agent can

distribute his degrees of belief amongthe various sentences
of L. Actually, it is not meant as a description of howa
particular

agent will do so, but of how a /La/téonaﬁ
agent wduld.

’ Somedistributions of belief are not rational in that they
allow a Dutch book to be made against anyone whose state of
beliefs conforms to them. (A Dutch book is a set of bets

which the holder of the beliefs must accept (given his

belief distribution) but whichwill certainly result in a
net loss to him in the long run.) It can be shownthat a

necessary and sufficient condition of not being in a
position to have a book made against you is that your
degrees of belief in the sentences of L0 satisfy the axioms
laid down in (P2), which are just a version of the axioms

of the probability calculus.
Ewmmﬁe:Assuming that you find each of the six

distributions of the marbles amongthe two boxes equally
probable (and assuming you do not consider any other

distribution possible), you should get
P(h£d in 1)

1/2

P(»«(ned in 2 A bﬂue in 2))

5/6

Now, what is the logic generated by (P1) and (P2)?
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I.3.

PROPOSITION.Let Aﬂb be an argument of L0.

A/¢ is valid according to (P1) and (P2) if and only if
A/¢ is valid according to (S1), (S2), (S3), (S~) and (SA).

PROOF.For a proof of this proposition the reader is
referred to Adams (1975: 57-58).

a

In other words, as far as L0 is concerned, the
probabilistic account does not bring up anything new. Things
change, however, if we turn to sentences containing ‘if’.

The basis for the probabilistic treatment of the
conditional sentences consists, not surprisingly,in the
idea of conditional probability.
(P3) Let P be a pnobabtttty

aAAtgnmehtto the Aenteheeb 06 L0

and ¢>a Aentehce 06 L0 with P(¢) # 0. we deﬁthe P¢ ab the
ﬁunetton aabtgntng to eueny Aentence w 05 L0 the vatue
P¢(¢) = P(¢ A ¢)
dP(¢)

I.4.

PROPOSITION.Let P and P¢ be as above.

P¢ is a probability assignment in the sense of (P2).
PROOF.Left to the reader.

a

P¢(w)ijzcalled the conditional probability of w, given ¢.
Intuitively what P¢ is supposed to describe is the emugeof
belief that results once ¢ is knownto be true. Again it can
be proved that agents who do not change their beliefs by
'conditionalizing' on this new information can always have a
Dutch book made against

them.

Envmﬁe:Assuming, once again, that your degree of belief

each of the six possible distributions
the two boxes is 1/6, you should get
Pbwe in Z(yeXtowtn 1)
P ted in 2

Pnedtn

bﬂueim 2

(yetzaw m 1)

2 A btue tn 2 (yeﬁtow tn 7)

= 2/3
1
1

in

of the marbles among
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Notice that P
P(¢a~UH # 0

(X) = P

¢w

(x) for any ¢, w, x such that

¢A¢

Nowlet us see how we must adapt (P2) if L0 is extended

to L, the set of sentences that can be built from atoms
naiin I,h£d.U12 etc. using conjunction, negation and
implication (and nothing else).
The basic idea is to equate the absolute probability of
the conditional ¢ + wwith the conditional probability of
w, given ¢.
(P4)

I5.P(d>) 240, than P(¢ nu)

=

P¢(\12)

If P(¢) = O we leave P(¢ + w) undefined.16)

(This means of

course that we will have to reformulate the axioms given in
(P2) in such a way that they do not apply to sentences whose

probabilities are undefined.)
As an example of this idea working at its best, consider
the Hypothetical Syllogism

¢»+x,¢-*1!»/d>+x
The relevant probabilities are then the following
pup

-> x)

= Put» A X),

P(¢)
P(¢ + w) = P(¢ A w), and

P(¢)
P(¢ + X) = P(¢

A x)

P(¢)

Wecan choose
mutually exclusive ¢ and X, and a sentence
w which is compatible with both of these. Then P(¢ + X) will
be zero. But the probabilities of P(¢ + x) and P(¢ + w) can

increase without this having any effect on P(¢ + X). So the
Hypothetical Syllogism is not in general valid in the sense
of (P1) which is surprising but just as well. NOone would
accept that from
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I5 JOHQA
uunb the eﬁection than Smith uiii define to pniuate Ziﬁe

and
15 Smith ctéezs beﬁolte the eiecz‘/Con than Janus w4',(’,K
win Lt

it follows that

15 Smith dieé beﬁone the eﬂeciion he.u%££netine to private Kiﬁe

(P4), however, cannot be all there is to it. For one thing,
it does not allow us to extend the result mentioned in
proposition 4 to the language L. That is, we cannot be sure
that we still get an (extended) probability assignment after
conditionalizing on an (extended) probability assignment.
It seems obvious that the way to achieve this would be to
add the following requirement:
(P5)

15 P(¢ A w) # 0 thm1P¢(¢~+x)

= P¢Aw(X)

Unfortunately, this does not work. As David Lewis (1976)
showed, this way you end up with probability functions
which are at most four valued.
I.5.

PROPOSITION.
Let P be an (extended) probability

assignment. Suppose there are sentences ¢ and ¢ such that
both_P(¢

A w) > O and P(¢ A ~¢) > 0. Then P¢(¢)

PROOF.Note first

that P(¢) > 0,‘P(¢)

= P(¢).

> 0, and Ptgw) > 0.

Therefore the following makes sense.
By (P5) and (P3) we have
Pw(¢

+ w)

= P¢Aw(w)

= P(¢

A W A w)

P(¢
P&w(¢ + w)

= P¢A~w(w)

= P(¢

= 1

A w)

A ~w A w)

= O

P(¢ A ~w)

Furthermore, by (v)
P(¢

P¢(w)

iPw(¢

+ W)
—>112) .

;1 . P(wl
H

P(¢)

of (P2), (P3) and (P4),
Pub)

+ 1>,,1,,(¢ —>an

+ 0 . p(~¢)

.

P(~u;)

T

n
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I happen to believe that P(hed,U11 Atwue,u11) =1/6, and
that P(naiin I/\~b&u1Ln H = 1/3. Furthermore I would say
that Phmiin ,uwua.az1) = 1/3, and that P(h&u1LnH = 1/2.
But the above forbids this. Lewis (1976) puts it more

generally: '...

if we take three pairwise incompatible

sentences ¢, w and x [I replace Lewis's notation by mine
here, F.V.] such that P(¢), P(w) and P(x) are all positive
and if we take 9 as the disjunction ¢ V w, then P(e A w) and
P(e A ~w) are positive but Pe(w) and P(w) are unequal. So

there are no such three sentences. Further, P has at most
four different values. Else there would be two different
values of P, x and y, strictly intermediate between 0 and 1
such that x + y # 1. But then if P(¢) = x and P(w) = y it

follows that at least three of P(¢ A w), P(~¢ A w),
”P(¢ A ~w), and P(~¢ A ~w) are positive,

which we have seen

impossible.

The reaction of Adamsto this perplexing triviality result
is to shrink the domainof application of his theory such
that the above argument cannot be set up. Starting from the

idea that an assertion of a conditional is a conditional
assertion and that as such conditionals lack the truth-values
of ordinary assertions, he argues that condition (P4) only
holds for conditionals ¢-+19 whose antecedent.¢ and

consequently do not contain other conditionals, and that it
is wrong to ask for a generalization to other cases. Only
unconditional consequents can be asserted conditionally and
that only on non-conditional conditions. He even denies that
one can attach probabilities to conjunctions, negations and
other truth-functional compoundsof conditionals.17)
As a consequence Adams‘ theory cannot help us solve the

puzzle of the marbles. Both (3') and (4') fall outside the
scope of his theory.
Lewis‘ triviality result does not only pose a problem
for Adams,but for everyone whowants to attach probabilities
to conditionals. In what follows I will not have muchto say
on this problem.18) Suffice it to say that from the
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perspective of data semantics it seems misguided to try
attaching probabilities to conditionals. Roughlythe argument
is this: bets can only be laid on sentences that are stable
in the sense that once they have turned out to be true/false
on the basis of the available evidence, they remain so. In
the preceding section we saw that conditionals do not have
this property. Now,at which point will it be decided whohas
won?

I.2.1.4. Relevance logic

Another and quite different criticism of the standard notion
of logical validity is to be gleaned from the work of the
relevance logicians.
Theybelieve that for an argument to
be valid, it is not sufficient that the truth of the premises
be transferred to the conclusion. The premises of the
argument must in addition be Iteﬂeuantto its conclusion. There

is something in this. It is at least misleading to conclude
from the irrelevant coincidence of it raining in Ipanema
that the red marble either is or is not to be found in box 1.
As Anderson and Belnap (1975: 14) put it:

‘Saying that w is true on the irrelevant assumption that
¢ is not to deduce w from ¢, nor to establish that ¢ implies
w in any sensible

sense of implies.

Of course we can say

A/szsumethat

mow 4'23pace.

Seven 4'25a p/1,0/nenumbe/L. But

Azszsumethat

mow 4'25pace.

It

thmeﬁone,

ﬁouowé

that

(or

‘or it may uabidty be Luge/med that)

if

we say

COVI/.>€QLLQ,Vlzt€.y,
or

seven 4'»:a paéme

numbe/L,
then we have spoken falsily. '
Under this banner they embarked on the ambitious programme of

analyzing the relation of entailment in such a way as to
circumvent these and other ‘fallacies of relevance‘.
The explication of logical validity developed in part III
is not going to satisfy the relevance logicians any more than
the classical one, and for the samereasons. It does not take
any account of the relevance of the premises of an argument

to its conclusion in assessing its validity. Andthis is not
the only fault which they will find.
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Weturn to the marbles for an example. The argument
Dhe ned.manb£e LA in box 7

I5 ii:iA naining in Ipanema, than the had manbﬂeLAin box I

is valid according to standards set in part III.
The problem which relevance logic would have with this is

not that its premise is irrelevant to its conclusion, but
rather that the antecedent of the latter is irrelevant to its
consequent. (As a matter of fact, relevance logicians
scarcely distinguish these two levels.) As a result, the
conclusion will be deemed false and the argument form will be
deemed invalid.

Everyonewould agree that to argue irrelevantly is to
argue badly, as it is to argue from false premises, in a
roundabout way, or to the wrong conclusion. And the claim

that the antecedents of conditionals should be relevant to
their consequents also has something to say for it. In any
case, as anyone whohas ever taught truth tables knows, this
idea appeals to a wider group than just the relevance
logicians (comparethis with section III.2), and it is to
their credit that they have insisted that these matters
should not be forgotten.
It seems to me, however, that the difference between
finding an argument invalid because the premises are

irrelevant to the conclusion, and finding it valid though
ineffective for the samereasons, is largely a verbal one.
Besides this, from a methodological point of view, it is
dubious whether there are any advantages in lumping together
these various ways in which arguments can be improper. The

relevance logicians run the risk of turning logical validity
into a clumsy thing. The difficulties they have in providing
their largely proof-theoretic theories withzaproper semantics
may be regarded as a symptomof this.

The semantic

theories which have thus far been put forward tend to lack
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the explanatory power which is to be expected from theories
which purport to say what relevance means. They are in a
sense mwutyformal, and are extremely difficult to apply in
analyzing the sorts of things which we are interested in
here. This applies not only to the larger part of the work
done in this tradition, which is primarily concerned with

the abstract notions of relevance and entailment, but also
to the work done by Barker (1969)

and Bacon (1971), which

does focus attention on conditional sentences derived from
natural language. In trying to apply their ideas to the
marbles puzzle, for example, I have not been able to decide
which of (3') and (4') they would recommendrejecting.
(They must reject at least one of the two, since Modus

Tollens is valid in relevance logic.)

1

I.2.2. Pragmatic correctness
One cannot assert any sentence at any time; statements can
be conversationally out of place even though they are true,

highly probable, or true on the basis of the available
evidence. Havingmadethis trifling observation - after all
7 + 5 = 12 - we might ask for the criteria

by which it can

be determined whether or not a statement is conversationally
correct. Following Grice (1975) we might try to find these
criteria

in some maxtrna06 eorwexcéatton
which the participants

in a conversation should observe in order that
their
0)
conversation be as productive as possible.2 Then. having
found these criteria, we might carry on and try to mapout
the circumstances under which various kinds of statements
can properly be made. In doing so we would discover that
statements when used correctly convey muchmore information

than just their togteat content. In addition to this there
are also the pmagmbUk.tmp&awdhneb.
For example, we might find
that an. indicative conditional tﬁ it 435the causethat <1:
then it
,(/_,jghggwggthat (p usually
‘implicates’
both /it may be the cause
that <1)and it may be the ea/.»ethat not <19
-'-usually,

but not always’:
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implicatures

are eaheeﬂﬂabte.Whenone asserts

.t5 the t4 andea.twehty, then I'££ eat myhat

one is not intending to suggest that she may be under
twenty at all. And the statement
the it oh the waongAtde 05 thtaty,

t5 the t4 a day

does not implicate that she may be less than a day old.
Wewould also discover that sometimes it is very hard to
distinguish between logical consequences and pragmatic

implicatures; especially if we are not yet completely sure
umtdilogic we are dealing with. Is ¢ + w a logical or a
pragmatic consequence of ~¢ v w? If you think that + behaves
as a material implication, then undoubtedly you will say

that it is the first. But if like Adamsyou believe that +
behaves as a conditional probability, in which case you'll
find the inference pattern ~¢ v w / ¢~+ w logically invalid,
you will agree that it is the latter. As Adams(1966: 285)

puts it:
‘Whatthe present theory shows is that inferring
then 1!;from e/(the/Lnot 4)on upis not atwagzs reasonable,

1%¢
but that

the only situation under with eaﬁearwtcboaxp has a high
probability,
but /L5cbthen myhas a low one is the situation
in which match has a high probability. Assuming this, we

have an immediate explanation of why we are ordinarily
willing

to

infer

L5 <1»
then 1])from e/{the/Lnot cb0/L11;: the

reason

is that people do not ordinarily assert a disjunction when
they are in a position to assert one of its members
outright. (In fact, it is misleading to do so, and
therefore doing it probably runs against strong conventions
for the proper use of language.) Thus, if one heard it said
that

eithe/L the game wtft not be paged tomomow, OILthe Dodge/uswtft

win he would be well justified

in inferring

4'5the game4'/3

ptayed tomo/mow,then the Dodge/vswtft wth, and what would justify

the inference would be the knowledge that the person
asserting

e/(the): the gamewftﬂ not be paged oh the Dodge/Uswtﬂi win

did not do so simply on the grounds of the information he
had to the effect that the gamewould not be played‘.
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Here we see pragmatic considerations

being invoked to

explain whya certain logically invalid inference pattern
has so many intuitively sound instances. And below we see
David Lewis (1976: 137) invoking exactly the same pragmatic

considerations in order to explain whya certain logically
valid inference pattern has so manyintuitive counterexamples
It concerns the scheme ~¢ / ¢ + w.

‘The speaker ought not to assert the conditional if he
believes it to be true predominantly because he believes its

antecedent to be false, so that its probability of truth
consists mostly of its probability of vacuoustruth. It is
pointless to do so. Andif it is pointless, then also it is
worse than pointless: it is misleading. The hearer, trusting
the speaker not to assert pointlessly, will assumethat he
has not done so. The hearer may then wrongly infer that the

speaker had additional reason to believe that the
conditional is true, over and above his disbelief in the
antecedent.‘
As these examples illustrate,

Gricean arguments have become

standard repertoire in defending logical theories. The idea of
a pragmatic theory complementing a semantic theory has become

quite familiar. Now,everyone is in agreement that semantics
and pragmatics should cooperate in this way, but there is a
lot less agreement as to the distribution of labour amongthe
two. The problem is that it is hard to say where semantics
stops and pragmatics takes over. What the one author

classifies as a clearcut counterexampleto a putative
logical principle is for the other merely an innocent
pragmatic exception to an otherwise faultless logical rule.
Are there any general criteria which can be used to
decide who is right and who is wrong, to distinguish the
domains of semantics and pragmatics? I have come to believe

that only global criteria wouldbe of any use in this,
that is doesn't makemuchsense to take any particular
inference rule and to fight it out over that one isolated
example. Instead, what matters is the way a combination of
a logic and its complementary pragmatic theory performs in
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general. The best combination will be something like the
combination which best emdhthb the plausibility of as many
plausible sounding inferences as possible, and bestémpﬂwaw
ethe implausibility of the rest. Andthe best dividing line
between semantics and pragmatics will be the line drawn by
whichever combination this is.
Of course this is both a simplified and rosy view of the
matter. In practice, we do not have dividing lines, but gaps.
Take for example classical logic. There are plenty of

clearcut intuitive counterexamplesto the classically valid
scheme ~(m + w) / m. For instance,
It it not the cabe that t5 the peace tteatyltt

Atghed, wuh.uMtt.be.pneuented

The peace theaty wttﬂ be Atghed

As yet, however, no adequate pragmatic explanation in terms
of maxims being overruled by anyone arguing in this manner
has been provided. As a second example, take the classically
valid

scheme (m A w) + x / (m + X) v (w + x) and its

instantiation:21)

following

I6 both the mathtuhtnh and the auxtttahy twitch ate oh, the match LAon
15 the mathtwtteh it oh the match LA on, Oh, t5 the auxtttahy Awtteh LA
on, the match LA on

It has proved extremely difficult to give a pragmatic
explanation of what is going wrong here.

Still,

I think that it should be possible to draw a neat

line between semantics and pragmatics, and not leave gaps

like these. Evenbetter, I think that the semantic theory
developed in part III of this dissertation draws such a line,
and that this line is drawnexactly as Grice's theory of
conversation prescribes: Every counterexample to an argument
form dubbed logically valid is to be explained as a product
of a violation of the conversational maxims. (Note that
Lewis is giving such an explanation).

And every argument form
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dubbedmerely pragmatically correct, must have instantiations
which show that the conclusion is sometimes cancellable.
(Note that Adamsdoes not give such an example.)

I.2.3. Logical form
The following quotation is taken from Geach (1976: 89).
‘Roughlyspeaking, hypotheticals are sentences joined
together with an ‘if ' . Wedon't count, however, sentences like
I putd you back that ﬁtveu, tﬁ you hemembeh; Thehe'A whtbhy tn the

deeante/Ltﬁ you want a. din/énh; for

here the speaker

is committed

to asserting outright - not.q§ something else is so - 1'pu&i
you buefz that

ﬁtueit or

Th?/‘Le’/.3
'wh»(2s!2y
tn the decunte/L. Nor do we

count sentences where 'if' means ‘whether’: I dndmitﬁiwftﬁ
come (quite good English, whatever nagging schoolmasters
say). Nor do we count cases where 'if' has to be paraphrased
‘with
and

'and' : I5 you my that, he may
he'll

you = PoMtb£y(you’tt zsuythat

hit you); I5 it xzotyusit /sometémebthunde/us = Somettmezstit

/La/in/5 and it thuhde/vs] . '

Ever since 1905 and the publication of Russell's

‘On

denoting‘, the sort of distinction which Geachis implicitly
making here between grammatical form on the one hand and

logical form on the other has been quite familiar. For a
while, during the heady youth of analytical philosophy, it
even looked as if elucidating the logical form behind various
misleading kinds of expressions would turn out to be the
proper task of philosophy. It was a time in which one was

largely interested in weeding out philosophy, in showingthat
large parts of traditional philosophy are in fact meaningless,
a time in which Carnap could hope to show that Heidegger's
work is nonsense just because it cannot be properly

translated into standard predicate logical form.
These days we know that there is a lot more besides

Heidegger which could not be translated into predicate logic,
and not all of it is nonsense. Be this as it may, the notion
of logical form is still very muchwith us, albeit in a
modified role.
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Wehave already mentioned the way a theory of pragmatics
can and should complement a semantic theory, such that the
two together cover as much of the whole field of what might

be called intuitively sound argument forms as possible. In
practice this does of course not always work out that well;
an example of this is to be found in Adams‘ treatment of the
Hypothetical Syllogism: ¢ + w, w + x / ¢ + x. According to

his logical theory it is not valid, while he cannot think of
a pragmatical reason why arguments of this form in many
cases seem acceptable. The way he then tacitly invokes the

notion of logical form in order to reformulate the premises
so that the argument becomesvalid is typical of-the role
which it is all too often given in the literature on
conditionals. (See Adams,1975: 22).
... we suggest that the ‘hypothesis’ of the first
premise (the antecedent of the conditional) is tacitly
'presupposed' in the second, ... we will not attempt a

rigorous justification of the foregoingintuitively plausible
suggestion, but wewill nowsee that if the suggestion is correct
it wouldexplain whyapparent Hypothetical Syllogism inferences
are rational , . . . makingthe tacit presupposition of the second
premise of a real life like Hypothetical Syllogism explicit,
transforms it into an instance of the Restrictadﬁypothetical
Syllogism pattern

¢ + w,(w A ¢) + X/¢ + x which is

universally probabilistically sound ..."
At its worst this is a strategy which cannot but result
in a proliferation of epicycles , and Adamsis by no meansthe only
one. Copper (1978;199) is embarrassed that his theory
deems ~(¢ + w) and (¢ + ~w) equivalent:

"It seems reasonable to challenge
It tt not the Cate that L5 Janet’ can it gone he.tA out
15 Janet’ can t4 gone he LA not out

It is unclear (to me) just what is going on in examples like
these.

Perhaps

It «(Anot the ea/.>ethat

when followed by a

conditional statement is sometimes understood to mean Itité
not heee/szsa/pitythe causethat . Or perhaps

negations

of whole

conditional statements, being rare in English, have an
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interpretation which is idiosyncratic and simply unsettled
at this point inithe evolution of the language."
Recall that a similar jump from a negated conditional to
an underlying

logical

form involving

VwcemMMy'
was suggested

in the first discussion of the marbles puzzle. It is a
suggestion to which I amquite partial. As a matter of fact
I wonder whether there are any negated English conditionals
wbﬂwut this so-called hidden operator, but more about that
presently. What I object to here is the ad-hoc manner in
which such a possibility is introduced in order to save
faces. If there are hidden operators in the negations of
conditionals then the :Umony should be saying this. We

shouldn't be forced to say it for the theory just to keep it
sounding plausible.
A third example of the notion of logical form being used
to patch up logical theories_is to be found in the extensive
literature on the argument form

(*)(<ov1P)-Yx/<9-*x.
which is invalid in most treatments of counterfactuals.
This is usually thought unsatisfactory, but it turns out that
you can render this argument form valid only at a fairly
heavy price. If your theory says that logically equivalent
sentences are interchangeable and that any sentence w is
logically equivalent to (w A w)v(w.A~w), then the validity
of (*) implies the validity of

(**)(P"*X/(£0/\1P)'*X,
which in the context of counterfactuals is a lot less

»

attractive.
(Write (o A w) v (m A ~w) for its equivalent
w in m » X, and then apply the principle in question once).
The reactions to this have been both manyand varied.
To be brief: Nute (1978, 1980) started by giving up the

replaceability of logical equivalents, but later (1980a)
changed his position and defended (*) as pragmatically
correct rather than logically valid. McKayand van Inwagen
(1977) invented some counterexamples to (*), but most people

think these are just pragmatically incorrect instances.
Warmbrod (1981) accepts

(**) and he finds its

counterexamples pragmatically incorrect. But perhaps the
V5
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most commonresponse (see Loewer (1978), Ellis

(1979)) is

just to deny that natural language counterfactuals with
disjunctive antecedents can properly be formalized as
(m v w) + x. Such a counterfactual is held to have the
logical form (m e X) A (w e X), and then the rest is easy
enough.
In the following I will try myutmost not to use arguments

like the above. Only if it is clear that dealing with an
amhqmvwésentence

like for example

tt t4 not the caae that the ted mahbte LAtn box 1 t5 the yettow
mahbte ta th box 2

_

will I allow different logical forms: ~(yellow in 2 + red in
1) and (yellow in 2 + ~red in 1). But I cannot see any
/ambiguity in Geach's example: I5 you My that, he mayhit you,

therefore I will formalize it as a sentence of the form
up-+muyqnthat is, as closely to the surface structure
as possible. For the same reason I will formalize English
sentences which run like

' it it not the cazsethat 1.5.. .,

thm1...’ as ~(... + ...). If you were to say these English
sentences say that it is not tumetmvatythe case that
if ... then ...., then I would agree. But if you were to
conclude from that that they should be formalized as
~n (... e ...), then at least you should be able to comeup
with an example of a negated conditional

sentence which does

hwtsaythat it is not necessarily so that if ... then ... .
The reason why I follow this strategy is because I think
it is the most sensible one to follow in studies like these,
where hardly any attention is paid to syntactic questions.
It is not because I think that there is no need for a ‘level
of logical form’ in syntax, or that such a level is only
needed for desambiguation,(as it is in Montague Grammar22))
I amready to admit that syntax is just as important to
semantics as pragmatics is, and that ultimately the question
is which combined theory of syntax + semantics + pragmatics
offers the best explanations. It might be that such a;Uwmhy
will enable us to use syntactic arguments in our explanations.
It might even be that the notion of logical form will then be
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of key importance. 23) in the absence of such e theory, however,
it is best to avoid ad—hocexplanations.
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NOTES TO PART I

1. ~ is short forsuug A is short for mat v is short for on,
and —>
is short for L6 than

2. This example is a slight variant of Lewis Carroll's
Barbershop Paradox, which first appeared in Carroll (1894).
3. ModusTollens does fail in the theory of conditionals put
forward in Cooper (1978). For this particular example, however,

it holds.
4. So wrote Theodor Lipps in 1880. (Quoted by Chisholm

(1966: 79)).

5. I do not think that the conventionalist is entitled to
draw this conclusion. In doing so, he is ignoring the
possibility that sometimes language users cannot follow the
conventions governing the use of a given logical constant
without certain ontological assumptions being made.

6. For a recent defense of this position see Ellis (1979).

7. I think that the first to conceive of this possibility
were the Neo-Kantians.

8. See for example the first

chapter of Nute (1980).

9. There is a ready analogy with the way the Chomsky

tradition sees syntactic competence.
10. Myown views on the status of logic have been greatly
influenced by the teachings of Else Barth. See for example
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Barth (1979).
11. This has been stressed more than once by Michael
Dummett.

12. This does not mean, however, that I am convinced that

for our purposes this really is the best way to proceed.
I amaware that if one takes a constructive stand on the
ontological status of mathematical objects - as perhaps
one should - one just cannot talk the way classical logic
suggests. Then, the way of speaking underlying intuitionistic
logic is muchmore suitable.
13. For other ways see II.2.2.

14. C.f. the discussion of possible worlds in chapter II.1.1.
15. A similar result is proved by Gibbard (1981).

16. This could have been done otherwise, but for the present
purposes it would not make any difference.
17. See Adams(1975)

PP 30 — 33.

18. Harper et. al. (1981) contains most of the important
papers on the subject. (This anthology is mentioned in the
references under Gibbard (1981).)

19. For a detailed criticism of relevance logic see
Copeland (1978).

20. A working knowledge of his work is assumed here.
21. Both examples stem from Adams (1975).

22. See Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982) for further

discussion of these points.
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23. Perhaps Discourse Representation Theory (see Kamp (1984))
can be seen as a new theory of logical form.

PART I I

PO'SSIBLE
WORLDS

SEMANTICS
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11.1.

PRELIMINARIES

II.1.1. Worlds and propositions
Giving a formal analysis of an informal argument is like
drawing a cartoon: one has to leave out everything that is
unimportant, exaggerate the few things left and whenthis is

properlycknnathe result can be a striking characterization
of what is going on. Possible—worlds semantics can best be

understood as a certain technique for drawing these cartoons.
Ask any two possible—worlds semanticists to analyse the case
of the marbles or any other argument involving conditionals,
and they will proceed in the same manner.

The first thing they will do is introduce a formal
language, some sentences of which represent conditionals.
Any of the following meets that requirement.
II.1..DEFINITION. A.£amﬁmgel. has as its vocabulary
(i) a number of atomic zseyutencezs;(ii) three Zogxlcaﬁc0nAtanbs,~,
A, and —>;(iii)
two pa/Leyuthezae/5,(, and ). Given the

vocabulary, the set of Aennumebof L is defined as the

smallest set X meeting the following conditions: (i) every
atomic sentence is an element of X; (ii) if ¢ is an element
of X then so is ~¢; (iii)
so are

if ¢ and w are elements of X then

(¢ A w) and (¢ » w).

For the example with the marbles a language with just six

atomic sentences is sufficient: ‘red in 1', ‘red in 2',
‘yellow in 1', ‘yellow in 2', ‘blue in 1' and ‘blue in 2'.
But the analysis of other arguments may require more atomic
sentences, some even infinitely many. That is why in the

definition the numberof atomic sentences is left undecided.
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As for the logical constants,

“*and A are meant as

counterparts of negation (‘it is not the case that ...') and
conjunction ('... and ...') as usual. The languages L are,
for reasons of economy, not provided with a counterpart of

disjunction ('... or ...').

Still, it is convenientto

smuggle in the well knownwedge 'v' as a metalinguistic
abbreviation: '(¢ v w)‘ will be short for '~4~¢ A ~¢)'. More
abbreviations will be introduced whenneeded.
Depending on the kind of example dealt with, '(¢—+ w)‘

must be read as an indicative conditional ‘if it is the case
that ¢, then it is the case that w’, as a subjunctive
conditional ‘if it were the case that ¢, then it would be
the case that w‘ or as a counterfactual conditional ‘if it
had been the case that ¢, then it would have been the case
that w‘. This is not to suggest that eVerYh0dYthinks that

these different locutions all have the samelogical
properties. (Somepossible-worlds semanticists think so,
others do not.) It is simply that we will be dealing with
only one kind of conditional at a time; so we do not need
any more than just one implication sign.
50 much f0r the lahguagés L-‘The second thing that every

possible-worlds semanticist will do is introduce a non-empty
set of so-called

pobmlbliewo/did/.».

Most possible-worlds semanticists do knowwhat this set
could be. Someeven think they can explain it independently
of the particular argument they are analysing. For them there
is just one set of possible worlds, the set of possible
worlds, and whatever the argument concerned, they always
bring this one set of possible worlds into play. According
to them the idea of possible worlds is to be understood in a

quite literal

sense. Theyare entities of the samesort as

the world we happen to live in. They differ from the actual
world only in what goes on in them. They may not acﬂudly

exist, since to actually exist is to exist in the actual
world, but they nevertheless exist. As DavidLewis (1973: 84)

puts it: "I believe that there are possible worlds other
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than the one we happen to inhabit.

If an argument is wanted,

it is this. It is uncontroversially true that things might
be otherwise than they are. I believe, and so do you, that
things could have been different in countless ways. But
what does this mean? Ordinary language permits the para
phrase: there are manyways things could have been besides
the way they actually are. On the face of it this sentence

isauiexistential quantification.IItsays that there exist

manyentities of a certain description, to wit ‘waysthings
could have been‘. I believe that things could have been
different in countless ways; I believe permissible para
phrases of what I believe; taking the paraphrase at its face

value, I therefore believe in the existence of entities that
might be called ‘ways things could have been‘. I prefer to

call them ‘possible worlds'."
The shift from ‘ways things could have been‘ to ‘possible
worlds‘ is by no means as innocent a substitution as Lewis
suggests. As Robert Stalnaker (1976: 68) points out: "If
possible worlds are ways things might have been, then the
actual
Lewis

world ought to be the ways th<'.ng2s
CULQ
rather
describes

it

- F.V.]

»U'7/CVLQA
CULQ
is a property

than

[as

I and CLU’,
my zsu/z/Louncbéngzs.
The way

or ‘a state

of the world,

not the

world itself. The statement that the world is the way it is
is true in a sense, but not whenread as an identity
statement.

(Compare: ‘the way the world is is the world‘.)

This is important, since if properties can exist
uninstantiated,

then .»thewaythe w0IL(’.d4'25could exist

even if

a world that is that way did not. Onecould accept ... that
there really are manyways that things could have been 
while denying that there exists anything else that is like
the actual world."
In other words, there is a difference between a way our
world might have been and a world which £4 that way. Lewis's

argument shows that there is nothing wrong - or strange - in

believing that the former kind of thing exists. But that
does not commitut to the assumption that the latter kind of
thing exists. Only the world which is the way things actual
ly are exists, the other ones do not.
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So muchfor the ontological questions surrounding Lewis's
possible worlds. On to the more urgent, epistemic questions.

After all, even if Lewis is right in maintaining that the
worlds he is talking about really exist, it remains that we
hardly know anything about them - how many are there, for
instance? - and that there is no way of finding out more

about them. It is to be feared that our theory of
conditionals is going to lack explanatory power if in each
and every application we must have recourse to these
mysterious entities. Andthat explanatory power is about the
only thing that logical theories cannot miss has been the
point of muchof part I.
These problems are partly caused by the undue weight of
extra baggage being lugged around in order to explain the
sort of things we are interested in. The possible worlds
involved are full blownworking alternatives to the actual
world.They can have all its complexity and detail. It seems

out of proportion that all of this is really necessary just
to explain, say, the example with the three marbles in the
two boxes. The only conceivable advantage of introducing
this very large set of very complexworlds is that it might
be sufficiently large and contain sufficiently complexworlds
to cope with all arguments at once. But we do not need one
big device that can handle all arguments at once. Wecan do
just as well with many devices, each handling one case. And
if this increases the explanatory power of our theory, then

it is preferable.
_
So we will prefer to think of possible worlds in a
slightly different manner.1) As above, a possible world could
be characterized as a-way-things-could—be (or, more precisely,
something that is that way) only this time it is a-way-é0m&
things-couldébe rather than a—way-a££-things-could-be;it
depends on the particular argument we are analysingowdch
things matter. This is how Stalnaker (1984: 4) says it: "The
term ‘possible world‘ is perhaps misleading for what I have
in mind. A set of possible worlds may be a space of relevant

alternative possible states of somelimited subject matter
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determined by a context in which somerational activity

(deliberation, inquiry, negotiation, conversation) is taking
place. Although the kind of abstract account of speech and
thought that I will presuppose takes possible worlds for
granted, it need not take on the metaphysical burdens which
the picturesque terminology suggests. All that is assumed
is that agents whothink and talk are distinguishing between

possibilities, that their so distinguishing is essential to
the activities whichconstitute their thinking and talking,
and that we can usefully describe the activities in terms of
the possibilities they are distinguishing between."
Sometimes the possible worlds in question may turn out to
be very simple sorts of things. Takethe case of the marbles: every
possible distribution of the marbles over the boxescounts as a
possible world. These possible worlds are not very worldlike,
all-right, but this is a matter of jargon. Howmanyof these
marble-worlds are there? There is room for discussion here.
Somemight want only six worlds, because that is the number

of possible distributions given the information that every
marble is in one of the boxes and each box contains at least
one marble. (Comparethe table in I.1.1.) Others might want
many more possible worlds, twenty seven for example, because
that is the numberof distributions to be reckoned with if

this accidental information is left aside. That there is room
for discussion here does not makepossible-worlds semantics
any less viable as one might perhaps be inclined to think.
Wemaydisagree about the range of possibilities to be
reckoned with. Your eventual analysis mayturn out better
than mine. Still, as long as we agree that there is such a
range of possibilities and that its exact measureis relevant
to the case concerned we are both doing possible-worlds
semantics, in any case we are well on the way.
Suppose we have chosen a language L and fixed a set w of

possible worlds, both suited to the argument we are concerned
with. Wecan now say what exactly we are after.

Wewant to

specify which sentences ¢ ofiL are true at which worlds i in
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W. In terms of the following definition:
which zérzzte/Lp/Le/twbéon
of L over

we want to specify

w is the correct

one.

II.2. DEFINITION. Let L be a language and Wa (non-empty)
set of possible worlds. An Lrutenpnexfaﬁéon
06 L we): wis a

function [ ] that assigns to each sentence ¢ of L a subset
[¢] of w.
If

i E [cp] we say that

at is /Uzueaxt i

(Lu/Lde/Lthe

interpretation [ ]).
If i E [ch] we say that

cpis ﬁaﬁéeai

i (uncle/L the

interpretation [ ]).

n

It is worthwile reading this definition twice - the
second time as a further explanation of what possible worlds
are. Apparently, no sentence can be both true and false at
any possible world i. Moreover, no sentence can be neither
true nor false at any possible world i. So, possible worlds
are complete in a sense; they may be Mmdl. worlds, depicting
a way Ammathings could be rather than a way a££ things

could be, still each world has to decide all of these
things.2)
It is commonpractice amongpossible-world semanticists
to refer to the subsets of the set of possible worlds as
pamxwitanw.In particular, if [ ] is an interpretation of
L over

(0, then

[Cb] is called

(umﬁm.theinterpretation

the p/Lopozsbtéonexplwlvsed by q:

I ]). In view of

the above

definition, it will be clear whythis is appropriate. You
know which set of worlds I¢1 is just in case you know when

¢ is true. Furthermore, the sets [¢] and [w] are identical
just in case ¢ and w always have the same truth value. What

is morenatural, then, than calling the set [¢] the
proposition expressed by ¢, so that we literally meanwhat
we say when we say that two sentences which always have the

same truth value express the same proposition.

As David

Lewis (1973: 46) puts it: "the identification of propositions
with sets of worlds captures a good part of the tradition.
Propositions so understoodare non-linguistic entities ...
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One proposition may be expressed by many sentences, in one
language or in many, or by non-verbal means of communication;
on the other hand there may be propositions that we have no
way to express." And he adds an important caveat: "But one

part of the tradition about propositions must be given up:
propositions understood as sets of worlds cannot serve as
the meanings of the sentences that express them, since there

are sentences —for instance, all the logical truths-that
express the same proposition but do not, in any ordinary
sense, have the same meaning." Fortunately, most possible

worlds semanticists are not looking for entities that
capture the meaning of a sentence. They are interested in
meaning only to the extent that meaningmatters to logic.

Giventheir explication of validity only truth conditions
/,really matter. Andpropositions understood as sets of
possible worlds seem just the right entities to capture
these.
As said above, we do no want to specify any old inter
pretation of the language L concerned, we want to specify

the correct interpretation.
Stalnaker (1968), Lewis (1973), Pollock (1976),
Veltman (1976) and Kratzer

(1979) —to mention just a few

whohave developed theories of conditionals within the
frameworkof possible—worlds semantics, all differ as to

which interpretation is the correct one. It will be the
object of muchof the following to compare these theories.
In this chapter, however, I ammore interested in what they
all have in commonthan in the respects in which they differ.
In particular, I am interested in what it is which makes

themall possible-worlds theories.
Oneof such feature is that they all3) satisfy the
following version of the compositionality principle:
Ike pmop0Aiiion expneAAedby a compound Aentence.iA uniqueﬂy

deienmined by the pnopoaitiona expmedaedby Liz conAiiIuent.AentenceA.

Toput it differently, all theories agree that the correct
interpretation is at any rate a.cmmmALt&ma£
interpretation
in the following sense:
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II.3.

DEFINITION.Let [ ] be an interpretation

of the

language L over the set of worlds W. [ I is aowmmitdwmﬁiff

there are functions FN, FA, and F» - F~ a function from
propositions in w to propositions in w; FAand F» functions

from pairs of propositions inlw to propositions in w - such
that for any ¢ and w,
(1)

[~¢1 = :=~<[¢1);

(ii)

M» A w1—.—F/\([<t>1,[u»]);

(iii)

H» —>ID] = F__,<t¢1,[w~1>.

”

Logically speaking, the version of the compositionality
principle given above is equivalent to a criterion of
replacement: whenever ¢ and w express the same proposition,
the replacement of an occurrence of ¢ in a sentence x by an
,occurrence of w will yield a sentence X‘ that has the same

truth value as the original x. 4)
A logical theory has to supply a well-articulated
criterion of replacement - otherwise, it is not worthy of

its name. Now, the above criterion might be wrong; it might
be that expressing the same proposition is no more a

sufficient condition for replacement than having the same
truth value is. (Cf. I.2.1.) Suppose, for the sake of
argument, that it L5 wrong. Then the immediate question is

this: if not their propositional content, what then should
two sentences have in commonto be substitutable for one
other, Aaﬂwzuovduie? Their meaning? Or should the notion of
a proposition be explained differently? Or what? Whatever
the answer, it would certainly take us outside the framework
of possible-worlds semantics. Therefore, as long as we want

to stay within the framework, we are virtually forced to
assumethat this criterion of replacement holds, and with it
the version of the compositionality principle given above.

Assumingthat the correct interpretation

of a given

language L over a given set of worlds w is compositional,
our problem boils downto this: what is the correct

interpretation

of the atomic sentences of L; which function
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from propositions in w to propositions in w is the right FNI
and which functions from pairs of propositions in w to
propositions in Ware the right FAand Fé?
As for the atomic sentences we can be short. Wewill not

look for their correct interpretation. Wewill suppose that
their correct interpretation isgyamnin advance, determined
as it were by our choice of L and w. This is captured

formally by the introduction of a function I that tells for
each atomic sentence ¢ of L what the proposition
expressed

by cb is.

I is called

I(¢)

an aiomic »éVr;(:eJLpILe/ta/téon
of L

over w.

As for the right E” and the-right FA we will not spend
muchtime looking for these either. Throughout this part of
our study, we will assume, as all 5) possible-worlds
semanticists do, that for any proposition p c:w,.Ev(p) =
wwp, and that for any two propositions p,q C w FA(p,q) =
pnq. In other words, a sentence of the formvvg is true at
a world i just in case ¢ is false at i. Anda sentence of
the form (¢ A w) is true at i just in case both ¢ and w are

umeati.

Finding the right Fa will take considerably more time.
Until further notice every function F from pairs of
propositions in w to propositions in w - henceforth: every
cormec/to/L with Was its

domain—counts

as a possible

candidate.
Putting the above considerations together, we state
wa set of possible
worlds, I an atomic interpretation of L over w, and F a
connector with w as its domain. Consider any interpretation
II.4.

DEFINITION.Let L be a language,

L I of L over
[

1

w.

conﬁommX30Iiff

[$1 = I(¢)
[ I is Aﬂmumhdiff
(i)
(11)

for

every atomic sentence

for any two sentences

I[~d>] = wrx/[d>];
M A 1121= [cu

n [w]

(1)

¢ and w
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[ ] is babmion F iff for any two sentences
[¢ * W] = F([¢]:[¢])-

¢ and ¢
D

Westill do not knowwhat the correct interpretation of a
given language L over a given set of possible worlds w is.
All we knowis that it will be a standard interpretation
conformingto a pregiven atomic interpretation,and that i;
will be based on an as yet unidentified connector. And that
is about the least a possible-worlds semanticist can and must
say about it.

II.1.2. Logical notions
II.5. DEFINITION.
(i) Let F be a connector with domain w. A set A of sentences

(of a given language L6)) is /.saL<'2s5.<'.a.b£e
by Fiff

standard interpretation

there

is a

[ ] based on F such that for some

i E w, i 6 [¢] for every ¢ E A. An argument A/¢ (i.e. the
argument with premises A and conclusion ¢) is vabﬂion F

iff A U {~¢} is not satisfiable
by F. A sentence ¢ isuaﬂﬁion
F iff the argument ¢/¢ is valid on F.
(ii) Let K be a class of connectors. An argument A/¢ is
vaLaiwLﬂMM.Kiff

A/¢ is valid

on each F E K. A sentence

¢ is

Lu£&iuiﬂhO1Kiff ¢/¢ is valid within K.

U

of course, we would have proceeded differently, if we had
already identified the right connectors. If we had known, for
every domain w of possible worlds, which connector is best to

be taken as the basis for the interpretation

of our languages

over.w, then we would have taken the class of these connectors

as the starting point for an absolute definition of logical
validity, whereas nowthis notion remains relative to
arbitrary classes of connectors.
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II.6.

DEFINITION.Let L be a set of arguments. E is azﬂgic

iff the following holds.
- Identity

: ¢/¢ E L for every sentence ¢.

—Augmentation
—Cut

: if A/¢ E L, then P/¢ E E for every I 2 A.
: if A,F/¢ E'£ and A/w E L for every w E P,
then A/¢ E L.

—Substitution

if A/¢ E £ then A‘/¢' E E, where A‘/¢' is

the result of substituting an arbitrary
sentence w‘ for some atomic sentence m at
all places where w occurs in ¢ and
in the sentences of A.

- Replacement

if

¢/¢ E L, ¢/¢ E L, and A/X e E, then

A‘/X‘ E L where A‘/X‘ is the result

of

substituting ¢ for mat one or more places
where w occurs in X or in the sentences of
A.

- Elimination
- Introduction

A : if A/¢;mw 63 L, then A/¢ E E and A/w E E.
A: if A/¢ E L and A/w E L, then A/¢/xw (E L.
& if A/~¢ E £ and A/¢ E E, then A/w E L.

—Elimination
—Introduction
~: if A,¢/~¢ E E then A/~¢ E L.
- Elimination ~~: if A-/~ ~¢ E_£ then A/cbE C.

u

II.7.-DEFINITION. Let K be a class of connectors.
Kogicde,teJLm(.n0.d
by K, is the set of all

arguments

that

LK, the
are

valid within K.

Maybewe have been a little
II.8.

n

hasty in calling EK a logic.

PROPOSITION.Let K be a class of connectors.

logic in the sense of definition 6.

LK is a

PROOF. Routine.

Whatabout the converse of this proposition? Is every
logic determined by some class of connectors? Rather
surprisingly, the answer is no. Somelogics are in this
sense

Lncompﬁete.

D
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II.9.

(i)

DEFINITION.Let E be a logic.

f is cmmﬁeteiff there is a class K of connectors such
that

L = EKF)

(ii) The hamyaof E is the class KE of all connectors on
which every argument belonging to L is valid.
II.10.

u

PROPOSITION.Let E be a logic.

(i)

L c £(K£).

(ii)

5 is complete iff L

(K5)

L.

PROOF. Obvious.

u

So, if the logic E is complete, the logic
determined
by the range of L is L itself. If L is incomplete, the logic
determined by the range of L is stronger than L suggests.
II.11. DEFINITION.Let K be a class of connectors. Call a
set A of arguments cmvmntwu%£&106l<iff a connector F belongs
to K just in case every argument in A is valid on F. K is
chalzaotelvézablie
iff there is a set of arguments which is

characteristic
II.12.
(i)

of K.

n

PROPOSITION.Let K be a class of connectors.
K c K(£K).

(ii) K is characterizable

iff K = K(£K ).

PROOF. Omitted.

D

(i) says that every class of connectors forms part of the

range of its logic; (ii) adds that for characterizable
classes of connectors the converse is also true.
Obviously no class K is characterizable unless it is
closed under isomorphism: if the connector F belongs to K,
and the connector G is an isomorphic copy of F, then G must
also belong to K.8) As we will see, however, even among the

classes of connectors that fulfill this condition, there are
manynon-characterizable

ones. Our formal languages just

lack the powerneeded to express all structural properties
that connectors can have.
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In the following we will be much more concerned with

questions of the form ‘what is the logic determined by this
particular class of connectors?’ than with questions of the
form ‘by which class of connectors, if any, is this_mn
particular logic determined?'. Consequently, there will be
a muchhigher chance of running into a non-characterizable
class of connectors than of running into an incomplete
logic. Actually, even if we were concerned with the latter
kind of question, there would be little chance of meeting
up with one of these, They are generally well hidden away;
you really do have to look for them. The only examples
I know of are in Nute (1978), who adapted some incomplete

modal logics to conditionals.9)
II.13. DEFINITION.Let E be any logic. 5 is cmmmctiff for
‘every A/¢ E E there is some finite F‘: A such that
1"/<1» e

II.14.

1:.

PROPOSITION.
Let m be the weakest logic (i.e.

smallest set of argumentsfulfilling
downin definition
PROOF. Induction

II.15.

the

the conditions laid

6).m is compact.
on m.

DEFINITION.Let E be any logic.

A set A of sentences

is L-c0n2s.i23»ten.t
iff there is no sentence (1)such that
A/cben: and A/~d>e E. A is maxunauy L-consistent
iff

both
A is

L-consistent while no proper extension F of A is
E-consistent.

E is c0n2s»(23JCen,t
iff ¢ is L-consistent.

wInView of proposition
II..16.

(i)

8, m is consistent.

DEFINITION.

Let L be any logic. An interpretation
set of worlds w velvéﬁiu 1: iff

[ ] over a given

for every i E w,

{E I i 6 [¢]} is L-consistent.
(ii) E is camwanaﬂiff every standard, compositional
interpretation that verifies L can be based on some
connector

F E KL.
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Kmis the class of a££ connectors. By definition, every
compositional interpretation is based on Mmm.connector.
Therefore, m,is canonical.
mis compact, consistent

and canonical.

Wewill now

prove that every logic with these properties is complete.
II.17.

LEMMA (LA',ndenbaum'A
Lemma). If

5 is compact,

every

L-consistent Ahas a maximal L-consistent extension.
PROOF.Usually, Lindenbaum's lemma is stated for systems of

deduction - not for the kind of logics introduced in
definition 6. This hardly matters to the proof, though: here
the compactness of L plays much the same role as the finite
length of deductions does in the usual case.
n
II.18.

LEMMA.
Let A be maximally L-consistent.

(1)

¢ G A iff

A/¢ 6 E;

(ii)

~¢ E A iff

¢ é A7

(iii)

¢ A w E A iff

Then

¢ E A and w 6 A.

PROOF. Standard.

II.19.

THEOREM.
Every consistent,

compact and canonical

logic is complete.
PROOF.Let L be consistent,
compact and canonical. Let w be
given by W= {A I A is maximally L-consistent}.
Since 5 is

consistent and compact w $ ¢. Consider the interpretation
over

W defined

by [¢]

[ ]

= {A E W I ¢ 6 A}.

Using lemma18, it can straightforwardly

be proved that

[ ] is a standard interpretation.
Next we showthat [ ] is compositional. It is sufficient
to show that if [¢] = [¢'] and [w] =[¢'], then [¢ + w] =
[¢' + w']. If [¢] = [¢'], then ¢/¢' e E and ¢'/¢ e :. And if
[¢] = [¢'], then w/w‘ e L and w‘/w € £. Applying the

replacement rule of definition 6, we find that
¢ + w/¢' + w’ E L and ¢' + w’/¢ + w E L. This means that

'[¢ ->-w1=”[¢'->

aw].
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So, [ ] is a standard, compositional interpretation that
verifies 5. Since 5 is canonical this meansthat there is a
connector

F E Kg on which [ 1 can be based.

Weare now ready to show that E is complete. In view of

proposition 10 it is sufficient

to showthat £(K ) C £.

Suppose A/¢ E E. Then A‘ = A U %v¢} is E-consistent.

Since

L is compact, A‘ has a maximal L-consistent extension F.
Given the definition of w, P E W. Given the definition of
[ ], F 6 [$1 for every ¢ 6 F. This shows thatI‘is
satisfiable by F. Hence, since F E KE, A/¢ is not valid on
some connector in KE. In other words, A/¢ ¢ £(KL ).
n

As a first

application, we see that m is complete.

It will appear that theorem 19 provides a very fruitful
methodfor proving completeness results. In fact, this
method works so well, that one may wonder whether it is

generally applicable: is every consistent, compactand
complete logic canonical?
The question has not yet been settled. No example is
knownshowing that the answer is no, but neither is there a
proof showing that it is yes. (The same holds for modal
logic, although somespecial results in Fine (1974) and
Van‘Benthem(1980) suggest that for compact and consistent modal

logics, completeness and canonicity do indeed coincide.)
By now, you will be accustomed to the rather unorthodox
way in which the word ‘logic’ is used in this chapter.
I even hope it has becomeclear that the way it is used is

not that unorthodox after all. In fact, this waywe cover
two more or less standard usages.
If we had followed commonpractice

we would have had to

makea choice, using the word ‘logic’ either in connection
with classes of connectors or in connection with systems of
proof. In the former case, custom would have dictated this

definition:

- Let K be a class of connectors.
within K}.

EK = {¢ I ¢ is valid
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So we would have thought of the logic determined by a class
K of connectors as the set of sentences valid within K
rather than as the set of arguments valid within K. Note,
however, that once you know what EK is you also know what

LK is. Moreover, if EK is compact, the converse holds as

well. To put it differently, as long as LKis compact, the
difference between BKand CKis merely one of presentation.
In the latter case, we would have specified a number of
proof systems. The definition of a logic would then have
been something like this.
- Let E be a proof system. £2 = {A/¢ | ¢ is provable from
A in Z}.

The connection between our logics and the logics generated
by proof systems may have become clear fromiﬂua discussion
of the logic m. m is resursively enumerable, as is obvious

from its definition, but the definition does not supply a
proof system enumerating it. What it supplies is an
inventory of the properties that any such system must have.

Fortunately, this inventory is so detailed that a suitable
proof system can easily be extracted.

(A Gentzen-like

calculus of sequents suggests itself.)
It will be clear that these remarks apply to manylogics
other than m.
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II . 2 . DELINEATIONS

II.2.1. Constraints on consequents
Let C be the weakest logic E with the following properties:
Free Deduction:
Modus Ponens

H C is better

if A,¢/w E 5 then A/¢ + w E L;
:

if

A/¢ + w E E and A/¢ E E then

known as c,CaAA/Lcazﬂ
logic,

A/w E L.

and it is not only

the weakest logic with these properties but also the
strongest one: every consistent logic that includes C is
equal to C.

Actually, most logicians think 6 is muchtoo strong. Or
rather, manythink it is muchtoo strong for indicative

conditionals, and all agree that it is muchtoo strong for
counterfactuals.
Let us concentrate on the latter case. Perhaps the
quickest way to see that Cfis muchtoo strong for counter

factuals is this.

II.20. PROPOSITIONLet L be a logic. 1: is closed under
Free Deduction iff for all ¢,¢ both ~¢/¢ + w E E and
W/¢

+ W E E

PROOF.Suppose L is closed under Free Deduction. By Identity
and Augmentation we have that ¢,¢/w E L. Hence, w/¢:+ w E E.
By Identity and Augmentation, both ~¢,¢/¢ E L and
~¢,¢/~¢ E L. By Elimination ~, it follows that ~¢,¢/w E L.
So, by Free Deduction ~¢/¢ + w E E.

Rwmwh:
a neat shorthand notation suggests itself;
notation the preceding argument becomes:

in this
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¢/¢

~¢/~¢

——————Aug

———————Aug

~¢,¢/¢

~¢.¢/&¢

~¢,¢/w
_

FD

~¢/¢

+ w

For the converse, we first note that every logic E is closed
under the following rule:
(*) If

A,¢/w E E and A,~¢/w E E then

A:¢/¢

“¢/“W

-——j————Aug

AI~KUr¢/lb

.

A:“¢/W
. Aug

AI“,-wI¢!'V'lp_

“W/“W

.

Aug

A:~‘I.Jp~¢/lp

E

A,~.«v,¢/~¢

A/w E E.

.

‘

Aug

Ar~‘1’r~¢/N-'~p

EN"

A.~42,~¢>/i~ ~.¢

IN

I".

Aa.~.w/‘~¢

Amp/~
AI-'1.’/N

~4>

E~

~31.’ _

Irv

5/” ”¢

.___.____E~ ~
A/W

Using (*), we can complete the proof as follows:
W/¢

+ W

.

.A.¢/W
A.¢/¢

A,¢.w/¢

Aug

+ w
Cut

+ W
A/¢ + w

~¢/¢ + w
.
Aug
A.V¢/¢ + w
(*)
0

A counterfactual ¢ + w is normally uttered in a context
where the antecedent ¢ is knownto be false, and our theory
will have to explain whythis is so. However, if this theory
dubs ~¢/¢ + w as a valid argument form, it will at best
explain why this is not so. Indeed, what could possibly be
the point of uttering a sentence beginning with ‘if it had
been the case that ¢' in such a context if its end ‘then it
would have been the case that w‘ could be chosen at random.
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Similar remarks apply to w/¢ + w. After all, it often
happens that a sentence w is true - regrettably so - and
that we want to point out to those responsible for this
that ‘it would not have been the case that w if only ...'.
But what could be the use of such a statement if everybody
was always justified in replying that ‘w would have been
the case anyway‘?
Wecannot accept Free Deduction, but we may want to keep

somerestricted

form of this principle.

Free Deduction says

that if you want to show that ¢ + w follows from A, it is
sufficient to show that w follows from A and ¢. Nowclearly,
if ¢ + wnis a counterfactual, you cannot just add ¢ to the

premises A, supposing as it were that in addition to the
sentences in A ¢ {A also true.

In such a case you will have

to start with a counterfactual hypothesis ‘suppose that ¢
hadfmen true‘, and it may very well be that some of the
sentences in A.are incompatible with this hypothesis. What
if ~¢ E A, for instance? Would~¢ still have been true if
¢ had been true? On the other hand, there is nothing wrong
in appealing to gamn counterfactual consequents of ¢ in

such a case. Indeed, the least one can say is that in order
to show that the counterfactual ¢ + w follows from A, it is
sufficient

to show that

w follows

from ¢ and {X 1 ¢ + X E A}.

In the next definition A¢is used as an abbreviation of
{X

| ¢ + X E A}.

II.21.

DEFINITION. A condi/téonal’,logic

is any logic

1: with the

following property:
Restricted

Deduction:

if A¢,¢/w E 5 then A/¢ + w E E.

u

I would not call an arrow + that does not even allow

this restricted form of hypothetical reasoning a conditional
operator.
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II.22. DEFINITION.Let F be a connector with domain w.
F is comuﬂwiveiff for every i E w and p,q,r c w
(i)

i E 7'-(PIP);

(ii)
if i E F(Prq) and q g r, then i E F(P,r);
(iii) if i e F(p,q) and i e F(p,r), then i E F(p:q n r).
Ffis btmwgﬁycmncﬂwive
if (iii) can be strengthened to
(iii)'
if Q # ¢ and i 5 F(p,q) for every q E Q, then
i E F(p,nQ).

U

II.23. PROPOSITION.
Let 3 be the weakest conditional logic.
Let F be any connector. The following three statements are

equivalent
(i)

F E KB;

(ii)

F validates all arguments of the form
Conditional Identity (CI)
: ¢/¢ + O,

Weakening

the Consequent

(CW) :

¢ + W/¢ + (W v X),

Conjunction of Consequents (CC):

¢-+¢,¢-+x/¢-+(w.«x);

(iii) F is conclusive.
PROOF.

iw“i_nwin

(i) implies (ii).

W

This is proved by showing that the

arguments mentioned under (a), (b) and (c) belong to 3.

(ii) implies (iii).
(iii)

This is obvious.

implies (i). Note first

that B is compact. Wemust

show that if A/¢ E B, A/¢ is valid on F. This is proved by
induction on B. In View of proposition 8, the only

interesting case is that of Restricted Deduction:
Suppose A/¢ + w E B in virtue

of the fact that A¢z¢/¢ E 3

By compactness there is some finite F c A such that
F¢,¢/w E B; given the induction hypothesis, we may assume
that F¢,¢/w is valid on F, which means that for every

standard interpretation
n{[x1

[ ] based on F,

I X e I¢ u {¢}} c [m]

Now,consider any standard interpretation
[ ] based on F,
and any i in the domain of F such that i E [6] for every
8 E A. Then i E [¢ + X] for

every

In other words, i E F([¢];{x])

X E T¢.

for every X E F¢.

Since F is conclusive, i E F([¢],[¢]).

Hence,
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i E F([¢],[x])

for every x E F¢ U {¢}.

Since F is conclusive, and F¢ U {¢} is finite,

that

1 6 FM],

this means

n{[x] Ix e r‘*’u {¢}}).

Since F is conclusive,
we get

and n{[X] I x E P¢ U {¢}} C [W].

1 e F([¢],[w]).
That is, i 6 [¢ + ¢].
This shows that
II.24.

A/¢ + w is valid

on F.

U

THEOREM.B is complete.

PROOF.By theorem 19 it is sufficient

to show that 3 is

canonical. Let [ ] be any standard, compositional inter
pretation verifying 3. Assumethat w is the set of worlds
over which [ ] is defined. Consider the connector F with
domain w defined as follows: i E F(p,q) iff
either (i) there is no ¢ such that [¢] = p;
or (ii) there are ¢,w such that [¢] = p, [w] C q, and
1 6 [¢ + w].

First, we prove that [ ] can be based on F. Obviously,
if i 6 [¢ + w] then i E F([¢].[w]). Nowassume that
i E F([¢]:[¢]). Then there are ¢' and w‘ such that
[¢']-= [¢1.[w'1 c [W]. and i 6 [¢' + ¢']- Since [ ] is
standard

[w'] = [w'] n [W] = [w' A w]. Since

[ ] is

compositional, it follows that i 6 [¢ + (w' A w)]. Since
[ ] verifies B, and ¢ + (w' A w)/¢-+w E 3, this implies that
i 6 [¢ + W]

Next we show that

F E KB. By the preceding proposition

this means that we must show that F is conclusive.
(i)
For every i and p, i E F(p,p). The only interesting
case is the case in which p = [¢] for some ¢. Wehave

(ii)
(iii)

seen above that ¢/¢->¢ E B. Since [ ] verifies B, it
follows that i 6 [¢ + ¢]\ Hence i 6 F([¢].I¢]).
If i 6 F(p,q) and q o r, then i e F(p,r). This is an
immediate consequence of the definition of F.
If 1 e F(p,q) and i e F(p,r), then 1 e F(p:q n r).

Again, the only interesting case is the case in which
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p = [¢] for some ¢. Suppose i E F([¢J.q). Then there is
a sentence w such that [w] c q and i E [¢ + w]. Likewise,

if i E F([¢],r) there is a sentence X such that [X] c r
and i E [¢ + X]. Clearly,

[w A X] = [w] n [X] c q n r.

Furthermore, since! ] verifies

B and

¢ + w,¢ + X/¢ + (w A x) E B, we have that

i 6 [¢ + (w A X)]. So, i E F([¢]/q

0 r).

(i), (ii), and (iii) prove that F is conclusive. Fromthis
and the fact that [ ] can be based on F it is clear that B is
canonical.
0
Notice

that the above proof shows that B can also be

described as the weakest logic containing all arguments of
the form CI, CC and CW.

II.25.

DEFINITION.Let F be a connector with domain w.

Consider the function C that assigns to each i E Wand each
p c w the set Ci(p) of propositions given by
q E Ci(p) iff 1 E F(p,qi.
C is called

the conzsequenceﬁuncxiéondemlved Mom F. If q E Ci(p) ,

we say that q is a consequent of the antecedent p at i.
Likewise,

the antecedence ﬁunctéondeluéuedMomF is the function

A that assigns to each i E w and p c w the set Ai(p) of

propositions given by

q E Ai(p) iff i E F(q,p).

If q E Ai(p), q is called an antecedent of the consequent p
at i.
u
The above definitions work both ways. The consequence
function derived from F uniquely determines F,
and so does the antecedence function derived from F.
Therefore, if we want to, we can choose to begin with the

consequence or antecedence functions, deriving the connectors
from them instead of the other way around.1O)
The notion of a consequence function will prove to be of

great heuristic value. In particular it will help us get
to grips with conclusive connectors.
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Let F be any connector. Let C be the consequence function
derived from F. Saying that F is conclusive amounts to

saying that for every world i and proposition p, the set
Ci(p) —i.e. the set of consequents of p at i - constitutes
a. @d%£n(that contains p as an element): every r that

includes the intersection q1 n q2 ...n qn of finitely many
consequents q1,...,qn of p at i is again a consequent of p
at i. Saying that F is strongly conclusive amounts to saying
that each Ci(p) constitutes a pmawimuiﬁduzn(that contains
p as an element). In this case every r which includes the
intersection of arbitrarily manyconsequents of p at i is
again a consequent of p at i. In particular, nCi(p), i.e.
the intersection of all consequents of p at i, is a
consequent of p at i. nCi(p) is, in fact, the strongest
, consequent of p at i: if q E Ci(p) then nCi(p) c q.

Thus, strongly conclusive connectors give rise to the
following.
II . 26 . DEFINITION. A befieczi‘/Lon-ﬁuncztéanﬁ)
for a given set (Uof

possible worlds is any function 3 that assigns to each world
i in w and each proposition p inaw a subset Si(p) of p.
If j 6 Si(p) , we say that j” is

Iwﬁevantto p at i.

n

II.27. DEFINITION.Let [ ] be a standard interpretation over
a given set of worlds w, and let S be a selection function
for w. [ ] is baAmi0n.S iff for any two sentences
1 6 [¢ + w] iff si([¢]) c [w].

¢ and w,

Whatthese definitions tell is that a conditional ¢ + w
is true at a given world i just in case the consequent w is
true at all [¢]-worlds that are in somesense relevant to
[¢] at i. Of course, since we do not know in which sense

these [¢]-worlds are relevant to [¢] at i, this can hardly
count as a theory. But at least it is a start. Andit is
precisely what is conveyed by the notion of a strongly
conclusive connector.

D
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II.28. DEFINITION.Let?‘ be a connector with domain W, and
let S be a. selection
function for w. F is xéyute/Lchangeabiie,
with
3 iff for every i E w and p,q c w,

’ i e r(p.q> iff sitp) c q
If F and 3 are interchangeable,
meaning to e.
II.29.

a
they give the same

THEOREM. A connector F is interchangeable

with a

selection function iff F is strongly conclusive.
PROOF.Suppose F is interchangeable with 3. Let i be any
element of w and p be any proposition in w. Then we have

(i)

i E F(PrP): because Si(p) c p.

(ii)

if i E F(p.q),then 3i(p) c q. If, in addition, q c r,
then Si(p) c r. If Si(p) c r, then i E F(p,r). So,
if iEEF(p,q) and q c r, then i E F(p,r).

(iii)

if Q # ¢ and i e F(p,q) for every q 6 Q, then
3i(p) c q for every q E Q. This means that Si(p) c nQ
Hence, i E F(p,nQ).

This shows that F is strongly conclusive.
To prove the converse, suppose that F is strongly conclusive.
Let S for every i and p in the domain w of F be defined by:
si(p) = n{r | 1 e F(p,r)}.

Note that i E F(p,Si(p)). Hence, Si(p) c q iff i E F(p,q),
which means that F is interchangeable with S.
D

As we saw earlier (proposition 23), the class of
conclusive connectors is characterized by three argument
forms: conditional identity, CI; weakening the consequent,
CW;and conjunction of consequents, CC.
The obvious question now arises as to what arguments we

must add to this list in order to get a characterization of
the class of strongly conclusive connectors. Unfortunately,
it cannot be answered. The class of strongly conclusive
connectors is not characterizable. Since our languages admit

only finite conjunctions, it is impossible to express that
the set of consequents of a given antecedent is closed under
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arbitrary (possiblyinfinite)intersections.Pkawillneed one
more definition,
II.30.

and a lemmabefore we can demonstrate this.

DEFINITION.Let F be a connector with domain W.

Consider the set U of ultrafilters
on w. Let * be the
function from propositions in w to propositions intlgiven by
p* = {u € U I p E u}.

Let G be a

connector

with

domain U. G is an uL1‘JLa6L£’/tejt

exﬂuwion of F iff for every p,q c w,
G(p*,q*) = (F(p.q))*.

II.31.

LEMMA.
Let G be an ultrafilter

U

extension of F. Every

set of sentences satisfiable by F is satisfiable by G.
PROOF. Let w, U, F, * and G be as above.

atomic interpretation

Let I be any

over w, and consider the atomic

interpretation 1 over u that is related to I as follows:
J(¢) = I(¢)*
Weshow, by induction on the complexity of ¢, that the
interpretation
[ ] conforming to I and based on F and the
interpretation
E B conforming to J and based on G are

likewise related, i.e.
for every sentence ¢, E¢] = [¢]*.
As for the case in which ¢ = ~w, observe that (w%p)* = U%p*.
The case in which ¢ = w A X follows smoothly once it has been
proved that (p n q)* = p* n q*.
Here is the proof for the case in which ¢ = (w + X). By

definition, Em+ x]==G([w],[xﬂ). By the induction hypothesis,
e(iw1.uxn> = e([w1*,[x1*). By definition, G([w]*,Ix]*) =
u=(tw1.[x1>)*

= up -.»w1*.

The lemma now follows immediately from the observation

that if i 6 [¢] for every ¢ E A, then the ultrafilter

u

generated by {i} has the property that u E ﬂ¢ﬂ for every
CIJEA.

II.32.

n

COROLLARY.
A class of connectors is characterizable

only if its complementis closed under ultrafilter
extensions.
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III33.

THEOREM. Let F be any conclusive

There is an ultrafilter
strongly conclusive.

connector.

extension G of F such that G is

PROOF.Suppose that w is the domain of F, and let U and * be

defined as above. Wewill use 'P',

'Q' and ‘R’ as variables

ranging over the propositions in U, and 'p', 'q',
variables ranging over the propositions in w.

‘r' as

Consider for every u E U and P c w the set gu(p) =
{r I F(p:r) e u}
Note;

(i)

Since F is conclusive,

F(p,p) = w for any p. Therefore

F(p,p) E u for any u e U, which means that p E gu(p)
for any p and u 5 U.

(ii)

Since F is conclusive, F(p,q) n F(p,r) c F(p,q n r).
Since any u 5 U is a filter, this means that if
F(p,q) E u and F(p,r) E u then F(p,q n r) E u. In other
Words: if q 6 ou(P) and r e ou(P) then q nr 6 ou(P)

(iii) Likewise, we see that if q 5 gu(p) and q c r, then
r e ou(P)
Nowconsider the selection function s for u defined by
5 U | ou(p)
su(p)={ {V
¢, otherwise

c'V}

if

P = p*

Since * is injective, this is unambiguous. By (i) above we
have that if P = p*, Su(P) c P. So, 3 is indeed a selection

function.

Finally: let G be the connector determined by S, i.e. set
u e G(P,Q) iff

Su(P) c Q.

By proposition 29, G is strongly conclusive.
So it remains to be proved that G is an ultrafilter
extension of F. Supposeu f (F(p,q))*. By definition this
means that F(p,q) t u. In other words, q i gu(p), Nowas we

have seen above ((ii), (iii)), gu(p) is a filter.
the latter is equivalent to:
There is some ultrafilter

Therefore,

V E U such that gu(p) c v and

w%q E v.

This in turn means that there is some v 5 Su(p*) such that
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v ¢ q*. Which, by the interchangeability
to u ¢ G(p*,q*).
II.34.

of S and G, amounts
n

COROLLARY.
The class of strongly conclusive connectors

is not characterizable.
II.35.

COROLLARY.
The logic determined by the class of

selection functions is B.
II.2.2.

Constraints

(N1Antecedents

The next definition mirrors definition 22.
II.36. DEFINITION.Let F be a connector with domain w.
F is LmJmALve.iff for every i E w and p,q,r c w,

(i)
i E F(p.p):
(ii)
if i e F(q,p) and r c q, then i E F(r,p);
(iii)
if i 6 F(q,p) and i € F(r,p), then i E F(q U r,§n.
F is A£mwg£y,0m£u¢um.if(iii) can be strengthened to
(iii)' if Q # ¢ and i 6 F(q,p) for every q 6 Q, then
i E F(UQ,p).

B

Let F be any connector. Let A be the antecedence function
derived from F. Saying that F is inclusive amounts to saying

that for every world i and proposition p, the set Ai(p)

- i.e. the set of antecedents of p at i - constitutes an
,amae (that contains p as an element): every r that is
included by the union q1 U ...

U qn of finitely

many

antecedents q1,...,qn at i is again an antecedent of p at i.
Saying that F is strongly inclusive amounts to saying that
each Ai(p) constitutes a ptbuﬂpaﬂ ideal.
In this section wewill take a closer look at connectors that
are both conclusive andinclusive. Theseare interesting for
several reasons , one being that the logic determinedby the class
of connectors is the weakest conditionallogic in whichthe arrow ->
ibie-haves
as a Myvéctimplication.

Thefollowingwill

makethis clear.
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II.37.
(i)

PROPOSITION.
Let F be conclusive and inclusive.
F(p,q)

= F(p n (W“q):¢)

= F(W,(w“P) U q)

(ii) F is strongly conclusive iff F is strongly inclusive.
PROOF.

(i)

The following schemewill suffice.

i E F(p,q)

g-i E F(pr1(w%q),q)
1 e Hpﬁ (w~q),(w~q))

1 e F<pn(w~»q> .¢)

3» i 6 Up n <w~q) , (Wvp) u q)

{LO

q) -.1->
1 e F(p.

(W’\»p) Uq)

i€F(p.pUq)
(Here 'i' means ‘by inclusiveness‘,

(1 (wwq) M25)

I-'

i6 Hwwp) Uq~.<w'~«p)
uq)
1 6 Ho), (w~p)u

1 6 F(p

i€F‘“"“”"’p’
C

”q’

.

=”'€F(P’q)

\_‘l.]',__J
\...‘,....J
;.,r_J

and ‘c' means ‘by

conclusiveness'.)
(ii) Suppose F is inclusive and strongly conclusive. We
show that F is strongly inclusive. Assumethat Q # ¢ and
that i E F(q,p) for every q E Q. By (i) it follows that
i E F(w,(w«(q) u p) for every q E Q. Since F is strongly
conclusive,
and n{r | r = (wrnq) U p for some q E Q} =
(wr»UQ) U P, this means that i E F(w,(wr»UQ) U p). Applying

(i), we find that i€EF(UQ,p), which is what we had to show.
The proof of the converse is the dual of this.
m
Now, let

'1' be an abbreviation

of '(¢O A ~¢O)5 where ¢O

is somefixed atomic sentence; and let 'u¢' be short for
'(&¢ + 1)‘. Using these abbreviations, we find:
II.38.

PROPOSITION.
Let K be the class of conclusive

and

inclusive connectors. The following arguments are valid
within K.
(i)
(ii)

¢ + w/n(~¢ v w);
u(~¢ v w)/¢ + w;

(iii)

n(¢ A w)/n¢:

(iv)

u¢ A aw/n(¢

(V)

¢/n(¢ v ~¢).

A w);
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PROOF.(i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of proposition
37. Theproofs of (iii) , (iv) and (V)are straigh.tforward.

:1

This confirms what was said above: within the class of
conclusive and inclusive connectors, the arrow + behaves

like a strict implication: (i) and (ii) say that within
this class ¢ + w is equivalent to c(~¢ v w), while (iii),
(iv) and (v) add that n is the necessity operator of some
normal modal logic.
The question

II.39.

is MMAHI
normal modal logic.

DEFINITION.Let w be a set of possible worlds. An

aace/5A,éb4',€;('/tg-ﬁuncxtéon
for

(Uis any function

17that

assigns

to each world i in w a subset Di of w.
If j E Di, we say that j is accuséibﬁe mom i.

u

II.40. DEFINITION.Let [ ] be a standard interpretation
over a given set w of worlds, and let 0 be an accessibility
function for w.
[ ] is bcusedon D iff
sentences ¢ and w,
1 e [¢ + w] iff

for any two

[¢] n vi c [w].

D

Whatthese definitions tell is that a conditional ¢ + w
is true at a given world i just in case the consequent w is
true at all [¢]-worlds that are in somesense accessible
from i. 12) It may seem that this does not add very much to

definitions 26 and 27 where selection functions were
introduced - and, of course, as long as we do not precisely
knowwhat 'accessible' means the above cannot count as a
theory any more than those definitions did. Still, formally,

the transition from ‘all [¢]-worlds that are relevant to [¢]
at 1' to ‘all [cb]-worldsthat are accessible from i‘ parallels
the one from strongly conclusive connectors to connectors
that are both strongly conclusive and inclusive.
(I suppose you have recognized Kripke's semantics for
normal modal logics in the above. If not, notice that
according to definitions 39 and 40 a sentence of the form
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o¢ is true at a given world i just in case ¢ is true at all
worlds accessible from i.)
II.41. DEFINITION.Let F be a connector with domain w, and
D an accessibility
function for w. F is intouﬂmngmﬂﬁewith17

iff for every i 6 w and p,q c w,
i E F(p.q) iff p n vi c q.
II.42.

THEOREM- .Aconnector

0

F is interchangeable

with an

accessibility function iff F is strongly conclusive and
inclusive.
PROOF.It is left to the reader to check that F is strongly
conclusive and inclusive if F is interchangeable with some

accessibility function D.
To prove the converse, suppose that F is strongly
conclusive and inclusive. Let D for every i in the domain
Wof F be defined

by

vi = nCi(w) .

where C is the consequence function derived from F.
We must show that

i e F(p.q) iff p n Di c q.
Suppose i E F(p,q). Then by proposition 37,
i E F(w,(w'vp) U q). In other words, (w'bp)lJq E ci(w).
Therefore, p n Di==p n nci(w) c q. Conversely, suppose
p n Di c q.Eﬂna1nCi(w) c (w'bp) U q.

Given that

F is

strongly conclusive, this means that (w'bp) U q E Ci(p).
In other words, i 6 F(w,(w'vp) U q). By proposition 37, this
means that i E F(p,q).

II.43.

D

THEOREM. Let F be both conclusive and inclusive.

There is an ultrafilter extension 6 of F such that G is
strongly conclusive and inclusive.
PROOF.We follow the line of proof of lemma 33.
Suppose w is the domain of F, and let U and * be defined as

in definition

30. Consider for every u E U, the set

Su = {r I F(w,r)

E u}.
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(i)

au is a filter
theorem 33.)

on w. (Comparethe proof of

(ii)

F(p.‘q) E u iff

(Wm p) U q E 511. (Apply proposition

Nowconsider the accessibility

37.)

function 0 for U defined by

Du = {V E U I éu C V}.

Let G be the connector interchangeable with D, i.e.

let G

for every P, Q c u be given by
u E G(P,Q) iff

By theorem 33,

P n Du c Q.

G is strongly conclusive and inclusive.

It remains to showthat G is an ultrafilter

extension of F.

Suppose u £ (F(p,q))*. This is so iff F(p,q) ¢ u. Given (ii)
this means that (w m p) U q é Su. Given (i), this means there
is some ultrafilter
v such that Su c v and p n (w m q) 6 v.
This is in turn so
in case there is some v E Du such
”'that V 6 p* and V i q*. Which by the interchangeability
of
D and G amounts to u ¢ G(p*,q*).

n

It follows as a corollary that the logic determined by
the class of all conclusive and inclusive connectors and the
logic determined by the class of all strongly conclusive and
inclusive connectors are the same. As a corollary
of theorem 42‘ we have that the latter is equivalent to the
weakest normal modal logic,

better

known as K.

Here is a suitable description of this logic.
II.44.
THEOREM. Let K be the weakest logic containing
all arguments of the form CI, CW,CC, and
Strengthening the Antecedent (AS): ¢ + w/(¢ A X) + w.
Disjunction of Antecedents (AD) : ¢ + ¢,X + w/(¢ v X) + w.

K is complete and its range KK is the class of all
conclusive and inclusive connectors.
PROOF.Obviously,

F E KKiff

F is conclusive

and inclusive.

To prove the completeness of K, it is sufficient to prove
that K is canonical.
Let [ ] be any standard, compositional intepretation
verifying K. Let w be the set of worlds over which-[ ] is
defined.

Nowconsider the connector F with domain w given by
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i € F(p,q) iff there is a sentence X such that i 6 [Ex]
and [x] c: (wmp) u q.

It is left to the reader to check that [ ] can be based on
F, and that.F E KK. The proof is straightforward
use of the following lemma.

and makes

II.45. LEMMA.
The arguments mentioned in proposition
belong to K.

38 all

PROOF.I will only prove (i). In a quasi-derivation this
proof looks like this. (Applications of Replacementare left

out.)

¢
¢ + W

(¢ A ~w)

(¢ A ~w> + w (As)

+ (¢ A ~¢)

(¢ A &w) + ~w

W A ~tP)

+ _L

(cw)

(CI)
(cw)

(CC)

In working out the proof of theorem 44, you will have

noticed that Kcan alternatively

be described as the weakest

logic containing all arguments mentioned in the lemma. Here
is another description of K:
K is the weakest conditional logic containing all arguments
of the form ¢ + w/~w+ ~¢ (Contraposition).

This underlines once more that inclusiveness is just the dual
of conclusiveness. Xet another description of K is this:
K is the weakest logic containing all arguments of the form
¢/¢ + (¢ v w)

(Logical Implication);

¢ + w/¢ + (¢ A w)
¢ + W/(¢ V w) + w

(Minimal Conjunction);
(Minimal Disjunction);

¢ + ¢,¢ + X/¢ + X

(Hypothetical

Syllogism).

I mention this description mainly because it shows how
strong the Hypothetical Syllogism is. Logical Implication,
Minimal Conjunction and Minimal Disjunction are very weak,

even all together.
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The majority of possibleeworlds.semanticists is convinced
that the logic of natural language conditionals cannot be
equated with K, or with.any of its extensions. Moreprecisely,
most possible-worlds semanticists are convinced that
counterfactuals do not behave as strict implications, and
manywould add that indicatives do not do so either.
The scapegoatkmnxais the principle of Strengthening the
Antecedent, but, of course, where this principle is rejected,
stronger principles (stronger whenadded to B, that is) like
Contraposition and the Hypothetical Syllogism will be
rejected too.
Intuitive counterexamplesto the principle of
Strengthening the Antecedent exist in abundance. As for
counterfactuals, one might even go as far as saying that it
/is difficult to think up a contingent premise of the form
tﬁ tt had been the cate that ¢, then tt woutd have been the

eauathattp
wpﬂwmtthere being a sentence X ready at hand to render
tﬁ tt had been the cate that ¢ and X, then tt woutd have been
thecmAe:Umt1p

an absurd conclusion.
Yet, on the other hand, it is no less difficult
premise of the form

to think up a

L5 tt had been the cate that ¢ on x, then it woutd have been
thecmAe.ﬂudiw

from which it it absurd to conclude
t5 it had been the eate that ¢, then tt wbutdhave been the
cwwesﬂmtth

Unfortunately, within the frameworkof possible-worlds
semantics, it is impossible to reject ¢ + w/(¢ A X) + w
while retaining
(¢ v X) + w/¢ + w. These two argument forms

characterize the sameclass of connectors.
What now? Give up possible-worlds semantics, and try to
develop a theory in which ¢ + w/(¢ A X) + w is not valid but
(¢ v x) + w/¢ + w is? Of course not. As we saw in section

I.2.3, where this problem was discussed in a more general
setting, the ultimate criterion is this: whichtummtmuﬁbn
of
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syntax + semantics + pragmatics gives rise to the most
convincing explanations? So, even if we leave syntax in
peace (as agreed), there still are several ways out.Vkacould

try to explain awaythe intuitively
(<1) v X) -> mp/¢ -> 112as

being

sound instances of

p/Lagmaztécallﬂy C.0fULQ.C‘/t
rather

than

logically valid. Or, alternatively; we could try to explain
away the intuitively
as being

absurd instances

p/Lagma/téca,U’.y
Lnco/z/Lec,trather

of (¢ + w)/(¢ A X) + w
than logically

invalid.

Weare not yet in a position to decide which option is

best. Still, it is worthwhile looking at the consequencesof
rejecting the principle of Strengthening the Antecedent for
our formal set-up. Clearly, an immediate consequence will be
that we must give up the idea that our eventual truth

definition can take the simple form it took in definition 40:
1 e [¢ + w] iff for all worlds j 6 [¢] n vi it holds
that j E [w].

Now,it might be hoped -for even expected - that at least

part of this definition can be saved. Wouldn't it be nice if
we could just replace the quantifiercuwl by a less
inclusive one? For example, what about
1 6 [¢ + w] lff for

nw5t'

worlds

"mug

it holds that j E [w]?

j 6 [¢] n Di

Acme‘

Unfortunately, this cannot be done. There are lots of
quantifiers that give the arrow + the properties of a
nonstrict implication, but on finite domainsall of themboil
downto aiﬂ. This means that they do refute the principle of
Strengthening the Antecedent, but only so for infinite sets
of possible worlds.
Clearly, that is not what we are looking for. If we reject
the principle of Strengthening the Antecedent, then certainly
our reasons.for doing so will have nothing to do with the
cardinality of the set of possible worlds. (Or would you say
that the absurdity of the argument
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I5

Jthejw,

had

bQ.Q.VL.)5LLgC(/L.«CVI..»'U’l/(A
.o.oMe<2., Lt

wouidhaue

»tCU$»'CQ.d.bQ}C'CQJL

°. I5 theta had been Augan and diebaﬁoiz in thia coﬁﬁee, it wvuﬂdhave

tcusted batten

is ultimately due to the fact that an infinite, rather than
a finite numberof alternatives is involved?)
Let us turn to the proof of the mentioned result.
extracted

I have

it from Van Benthem (1984), a paper in which

conditionals are studied from the perspective of the theory

of generalized quantifiers.
To understand the proof, there are a few things about
quantifiers you should know.
A quantifier can best be understood as a functor Q that
assigns to any domain Wa relation between the subsets of w.
Thus, for a set w of possible worlds, and a pair p,q of
propositions, 'Qw(p,q)‘ will meanthat the relation Qholds
intw between p and q. (Read ‘Qw(p,q)'as

‘within W, Q p-worlds

are q-worlds‘J.In this fashion, the familiar quantifiers a££,
bome, and moat can be introduced as follows:
a£zw<p,q> iff
.Mmww(p,q) iff
rmMtw(Prq) iff

Ip w qt = o;
|p n q| # 0;
[p n q[ >‘]p Wq

(Here, '|p|‘ denotes the cardinal numberof the set p.)
A less familiar quantifier is the quantifier Mdefined by
[p m q[ = 0, when p is finite
Mw(Prq)
We will

read

iff

[p m q| < |p|, when p is infinite.

‘Mw(p,q) ‘ as ‘by ﬂan the mobs:p-worlds

q-worlds‘ , keeping in mind that for finite

are

p ‘by 5cUL
the moat

p-worlds‘ means 'a££ p-worlds‘.

Of course, that a functor assigns a relation between its
subsets to any set is not enough for it to count as a
quantifier. In fact, there are quite a numberof conditions
that such a functor must satisfy. Here only one condition
matters.
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QwmM%iy:£Z
is a quantifier

any bijection

only if for any w and W‘,

0 from Wonto w', and any p,q e w,

Qw(p.q) iff Qw.(o[p],o{q]).
(Here o[p]

= {j 6 W’ I j = 0(1)

for some i E p}.)

Whatthis condition says is that if the relation Qwholds
between p and q, and you systematically replace the elements
of w by other ones, then the relation Qw,must also hold
between the new sets p‘ and q‘. A quantifier Q is, so to
speak, indifferent to the specific nature of the elements in
its domain, the only thing that matters is their
contribution to the Aim: of the sets containing them.
Apart from general principles, like Quantity, there are

also special principles that hold for certain kinds of
quantifiers, but not for all of them. Onesuch principle is
the following.
Actauiy: if p.# ¢ then there are q and q' such that Qw(p,q)
and not Qw(p,q').

What this means is this:

the question whether Qw(p,q) or

not Qw(p,q) may not depend only on p, except perhaps when
p = o; somewhere q must come in.

Note that Activity does not hold for everything that one
might want to call a quantifier. Take the quantifier
iwo,for example, which is given by
£22525
than twow (p.q)

iff

|p n q;

£223/5
than

< 2.

Clearly, if [pl < 2 then less than two p-worlds are
q-worlds, no matter how many q-worlds there are.

Recall, however, that we are interested in quantifiers
that can be used in a truth definition for conditionals. We
want to equate ‘i 6 [¢ + w]' with ‘Qw([¢] n Di:[¢])'.
And we
certainly do no want a sentence of the form ¢ + w ever to be

true (or false), at a given world i merely because the set
[¢] n Di contains a particular number of elements (except
perhaps when this particular number is zero). The number of
[w]-worlds, in particular the numberof [$1-worlds belonging
to [¢] n Di, should always remain relevant.
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II.46. RROP05ITI0NFZbet
Q be any active quantifier.

The first of the following statements implies the second.
(i)

For
(a)
(b)
(c)
(ii) For
(d)

any w, and p,q,r c w,
Qw(p,P):
if Qw(p,q) and q c r, then Qw(p,r);
if Qw(p,q) and Qw(p,r), then Qw(p,q n r).
any w, and p,q c w,
if cu1w(p.q) then Qw(p,q);

(e) if

Qw(p,q)

then

by 6CUL
the mobtw(p,q) .

PROOF.It is left to the reader to check that
(i) implies (d).
Nowassume that (i) and suppose that (e) does not hold. Then
we can find a set w, and p,q é w such that Qw(p,q), while
either (*) p is finite but Ip Wq[ # 0
or (**) p is infinitelmmilp N q| = lpl.

Claim: in both these cases it follows that Qw(p,¢).
For, suppose (*). Note first that by (a) and (c) we have that
Qw(p,p n q). Let j be any world in p n q, and let k be any
world in p N q. Consider the bijection 0 from w onto W such

that 0(j) = k and o(k) = j while for all i different

from j

and k, 0(1) = i. By Quantity, Qw(o[p],o[p n q]), which means
that Qw(p,((p n q) m {j}) U {k}). Given that Qw(p,p n q), it
follows by (c) that Qw(p,(p 0 q) M {j}). Since this holdsiknr

any j E ptlq, and since p n q is finite we find that

Qw(p.¢). (Apply (c).)
Nowsuppose (**). Again we have that Qw(p,p n q). Since
Ip % ql = |p| and |p n q] § [pl we can find a set r c p'bq

such that [r| = |p n q . Consider any bijection from Wonto
Wsuch that 0[p] = p and o[p n q] = r. Applying Quantity, we
find that Qw(p,r). From this and the fact that Qw(p,p n q)

it follows by (c) that Qw(p,¢).
This proves the claim.
Given that Qw(p,¢) it follows by (b) that Qw(p,r) for all r.
By Activity this means that p = ¢. But this contradicts both
(*) and (**).

U
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11,47, COROLLARY,
An active quantifier

satisfies

the basic

conditional logic B only if it is at least as strong as by
ﬁahihenwot, and not stronger thancuR4

PROOF.If we replace the last line of definition

40 by

1 e M + 1IJ]iff Qw([¢1 nDi,[u_2]),

then this will yield a logic at least as strong as B iff the
quantifier Q concerned satisfies for any W, anyll, any i,
and any p, q, r the following conditions.
(a)'

Qw(P “ Diyp)

(b)' if Qw(p n Di,q) and q C r, then Qw(p n Di,r)
(c)' if Qw(p 0 Di,q) and Qw(p 0 Di,r).
then Qw(p n Ui,q n r)

It is not difficult to see that this is so just in case (i)
of proposition 46 holds. Since (i) implies (ii), the
corollary’ follows immediately.

0

Finally, note that there are quantifiers between Euiﬁah
thenwot and<u%.for which the principle of Strengthening the
Antecedent does not hold. In fact we have that for any w such
that |w| 2 w and any p,q,r C Wsuch that r C p C q, lrl < w,
and |p[ 5 lql
m that by @ULthenwAq”(p,q) but not
by 54/: the mozsﬂtw
(p n r,q).

coun.terexamples

However,

do not exist.

just in case cw£w(p,q).13)

If

if“ [WI < on such

1w] < (1), by 6CU'L
the moo/tw(p,q)
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II . 3 . ALTERNATIVES

II.3.1.

Ramsey's suggestion and Stalnaker's theory

The logical problem of conditionals was first introduced
into possible—worlds semantics by Robert Stalnaker in his
by now classic

1968 paper ‘A Theory of Conditionals'.

Taking

the explication of logical validity in terms of truth for
granted, Stalnaker saw the logical problem of conditionals
as the problem of giving their tmdh conditions, a problem
that according to him must be well distinguished from the
problem of giving their azséeiztabttity conditions. On his view
the question as to whenone can justifiably believecn:assert
a conditional sentence belongs to pragmatics, and not to
semantics.
Still, it is an in this sense pragmatic Viewwhich

Stalnaker takes as a starting point in solving his logical
problem: the test for evaluating a conditional statement
suggested

by Frank Ramsey in 1929 and which is summedup by

Stalnaker (op. cit.:

102) as follows:

Thté t4 how.t0.eva£uate a condtttonat: ﬁthét, add the antecedent
(hypothettcatty) to youn Atoch 05 betteﬁt; Aecond, mahe whateuen
adjubtmentb ane.neqatned to maintain conttbtency (without modtﬁging

the hypothettcat betteﬁ tn the antecedent); ﬁtnattg, canatden whethen
on not the consequent in then tnue.

Ramsey's original suggestion only covered the case in
which the antecedent is consistent with ‘your’ stock of

beliefs. In that case, whichis typical of indicative
conditionals, no adjustments are required. Following an
idea of Rescher (1964), Stalnaker generalizes this to the
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case in which the antecedent cannot simply be added to

‘your’ stock of beliefs without introducing a contradiction.
In this case, which is typical of counterfactuals,
adjustments are required.
Now,in effect what Stalnaker does is to reconstruct the
above belief conditions as truth conditions. He thinks that
truth may not be allowed to depend on beliefs,

that you have

to appeal to the facts. So in his rebuilt version the actual
world plays the role of your stock of beliefs in Ramsey's.
Adding the antecedent and making the necessary changes

becomes, in Stalnaker's version, movingto that possible
world at which the antecedent is true and which in all other
respects most resembles the actual world. Here is a first
approximation of the truth conditions Stalnaker (op. cit.:
102) has in mind.
CohAtdehthe pobbtbte wontd tn which ¢ £4 thue, and which othehwtbe
dtﬁﬁenb mtntmatty ﬁnomthe actuat woatd. '15 ¢ then w’ ta tnue (5atAe)
jubt th cabe w LAthue (ﬁatée) in that wontd.

The obvious question arises as to which world if any most

resembles the actual one in the other respects.
This is a slippery question. According to Stalnaker it
is also in essence a pragmatic question and has nothing to
do with his logical problem. He stresses the point (op. cit.:
109) -thai: ‘the context 05 uttenance, the punpoée 05 the aabentton, and
the be?/éeﬁzs05 the Apeahe/Lah ha c0mmum'ty' may make a difference

to the particular

world which has the property concerned.+mw

these contextual features makethat difference is less
important. The only thing that matters is ;ﬂmtthese
differences can be made.

The groundworkfor a formal elaboration of Stalnaker's
ideas is provided by definition 26 and 27 where selection
functions are introduced and where it is explained how these

can serve as a basis for the interpretation of conditionals.
What Stalnaker adds to this formally amounts to
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II.48.

DEFINITION.Let S be a selection

Aiaﬂncdzejcﬂ/Liza
iff for ev-eryi € (Uand p,qcw

(i)

function for w. 3 is
the following

holds.

Uniqueness zif Si(p) # ¢ then Si(p) = {j} for some
3'

€

W;

(ii) Centering :if 1 E p then Si(p) = {i};
(iii) Equivalence:if 3i(p) c:q and Si(q) czp then
si<p> = si(q>.

a

Let S be a selection function for w. Consider Si(p) for
arbitrary i and p. Wehave learned to think of the worlds
i E Si(p) as the p-worlds that are - somehow- Iwﬂevan/tto p

at i. Now, (i)—(iii) all go without saying if you believe,
as Stalnaker does, that only the p—worldmost similar to i
can be relevant to p at i. (i) says that at most one
p—worldreally matters. With the aid of (ii), we can
partially answer the question which one: if p holds at i,
then i itself is the world relevant to p at i. (Of course:
if p holds at-i then i itself is the p—worldmost similar

to i.) And (iii) provides an identity criterion for the case
that p does not hold at i: if q holds at the world relevant
to p at i and p holds at the world relevant to q at i, then
these worlds are identical. (Of course if q holds at the
p—worldmost resembling i, then this world will also be the
p 0 q—worldmost resembling i, because any p n q-world more
resembling i would also be a p—worldmore resembling i.

Likewise if p holds at the q-world most resembling i, this
q-world, too, must be the p n q-world most resembling i.)

In the informal presentation of Stalnaker's ideas I did
not prepare the reader for the fact that Si(p) will
sometimes be the empty set. If p = ¢, for example, there is
no p~world, let alone a p—worldmost similar to i. Stalnaker
allows that Si(p) = ¢ even in cases where p # ¢ - the
underlying idea being that in somecases the worlds at which

p holds might all be so different from i that it doesn't
make sense to ask for the one most similar to i. In such.a
case, it makes no sense to suppose that p, not even
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counterfactually.
antecedent
qumﬂkbat.

Consequently, any conditional whose

expres~ses~p- will

be true;

ex abbundoAequ/(Ltwt

If you disagree with Stalnaker here - believing, as you
may, that it is never absurd to suppose a proposition that
is not itself absurd —then you may want to constrain the
selection functions more than is done by Stalnaker. You
maywant to add the requirements that S is universal in
the following sense.
Un,£ue)z23a,(’/Ct;/:
for

every

p c w, Si(p)

= ¢ only

if

p = Q5.

You may also wonder whether perhaps the selection
functions have not been constrained too muchalready.
Here the Uniqueness Assumption laid down in (i) of

definition 48 is, I think, a case in point. Canwe really
be sure that there will always be, for any proposition p and
world i, at most one p-world most resembling i? Couldn't
there be several such p-worlds, all equally close to i and
all closer to i than any other world - all minimally
differing from i in respects other than p,1nn:eachwdiffering
from i in other respects?
II.49.

EXAMPLE.
Consider the six marble worlds as depicted

in table 1 of section I.1.1. Whichof these is the world at
which the blue marble is in box 2 and which otherwise
differs minimally from world I?

n

The example serves to set a problem rather than to solve

it. It is terribly difficult to choosebetweenthe worlds II,
III and IV here, but it would be premature to conclude that

it is impossible. The point is that Stalnaker's theory does
not tell us howto choose. That is no logical question,
Stalnaker says, and he delegates it to the pragmatics. But
in the absence of the answer, the Uniqueness Requirement
remains a mere stipulation with a questionable ﬁogicwﬁpay off.
The logical pay off of the Uniqueness Requirement is the
principle of the Conditional Excluded Middle
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(¢ + w) v (¢-+~«w)

(see below). Hence at least

one of the

following sentenceswishtrue at marble-world I:
15 the btue mahbte had been tn box 2; the ted manbte woutd have
been tn box 1.
15 the btue ma/cbte had been in box 2,
have been tn box 1.

the /Led mCULb£Q
woutd not

Quite a few people happen to think that both these sentences
are false at world I. They could be wrong. According to
Stalnaker they are wrong. But his theory does not offer any
explanation as to why.

Stalnaker speaks freely of the p-world most similar to i.
If the above criticism is correct one should rather speak of
theémt of p-worlds most similar to i. But perhaps even that
cannot always be done. Perhaps there are propositions p
such that for every p-world j a world exists that is more
similar to i than j is. So that one can get closeranuicloser
to i without ever getting in a p-world that is closest to i.
Lewis (1973: 20) argues that this might very well occur:
"Supposewe entertain the counterfactual supposition that at

this point
there appears a line more than an inch long. (Actually it is
just under an inch.) There are worlds with a line 2" long;
worlds presumably closer to ours with a line 1%"long;*worlds
presumably still closer to ours with a line 1%"long; worlds
presumably still closer ... But howlong is the line in the
ctmumtworlds with a line more than an inch long? If it is
1 + x" for any x however small, why are there not other

worlds still closer to ours in which it is 1 + §x", a length
still closer to its actual length? The shorter we makethe
line (above 1"), the closer we come to the actual length; so
the closer we come, presumably, to our actual world. Just as
there is no shortest possible length above 1", so there is
no closest world to ours amongthe worlds with lines more
than an inch long ..."
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In the next section we will discuss the modifications of
Stalnaker's theory»whichLewis is calling for.
On to the logic yielded by Stalnaker's

theory. Howdoes

it relate to the logics discussed in the previous chapter?
Perhaps the quickest way to answer this is to see what
properties a connector F must have in order to be

interchangeable with a stalnakerlike selection function.
From theorem 29,

we

already know that

F must be

strongly conclusive: for any i and p, the set
Ci(p)

= {q Ii

E F_(p.q)} = {q I Si(p) c q}

(*)

must constitute a principal filter that contains p as an
element. Given theorem 35, this means that Stalnaker's logic
will be at least as strong as B.
Whatdo the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of definition
48 add to this? The Uniqueness Condition says that for any
i and p, Ci(p) must be a mawmml
filter.
(More precisely,ci(p)

mustbeeither the improperfilter or anultrafilter

generated

by {j} for some world j.) This means that F, in addition to

being strongly conclusive, must have the property that for
any i, p, and q,
either

i E F(p,q)

or i E F(p, w w q).

Obviously, the class of connectors with this property is
characterized by the principle of
Conditional

Excluded Middle (CEM): ¢/(¢ + w) v (¢ +.~¢).

The centering condition can be split up into
(i) if i E p then i E Si(p); and
yJ_(ii) if i E p then Si(p) c {i}.
By making use of (*), we see that (i) can be restated

for

F as

if i E p, then i E q for every q such that i E F(p,q).
Clearly, the corresponding argument form is
Modus Ponens

(MP):

¢,¢

-> 1p/up-."‘4‘)(

Notice that (ii) is already covered by Uniqueness. In terms

of F, it runs like this:
if i E p and i E q then i E F(P:q).

So, the corresponding argument form is
Conjunctive Sufficiency

(CS): ¢ A w/¢ + w.
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Finally, the constraint that the Equivalence Condition
imposes on F is this:
if i E F(p,q), i 6 F(q,p) and i 6 F(p,r), then i E F(q,r).

which gives rise to the following characteristic
form
Conditional

II.50.

Equivalence

argument

(CE): ¢ + w,w + ¢,¢ + X/¢ + x.

THEOREM, A connector

F is interchangeable

with a

stalnakerlike selection function iff F is strongly
conclusive, and for any world i and propositions p, q, r in
the domain of F,
(i)
either q E F(i,p) or (w mq) E F(i,p);

(ii)
(iii)

if i 6 p and i E F(p,q), then i 6 q;
if i E F(p,q), i E F(q,p), and i E F(p,r),

then i € F(q,r).
PROOF.The proposition

sums up the preceding discussion.

The next proposition must be compared with definition 36.
It says amongother things how inclusive a connector is if

it is interchangeable with a stalnakerlike selection
function.
II.51.

PROPOSITION.
In

theorem 50, condition

(iii)

can

be replaced by
(iv) if i E F(q,p) then i E F(q n r,p) pnovidedthat i€F(q,r);
(V)

if

Q75{:6and i E F(q,p)

for everyq

E Q, theni

PROOF.Let (c) be short for ‘F is conclusive‘.

E F(UQ,p) .

First we show

that (iv) follows from (c) + (iii).
i 6 F(C1:r)

C,
*}=.ieF(q,rnq))
=3ieF(q,q)
3 i E F(r n q.q)

i 6 F(q.p)

(V) follows from (ii),

strongly conclusive.

(iii)

+ l%1 i E F(q n r,p)

J

and the assumption that F is
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Note that according to (i) for any q 5 Q, either i € F(UQ:q)
or i E F( Q,w Wq). So then there are two cases:
First, assume that there is some q E Q, such that
1 E F(UQ.q).

Then the proof can be completed this way:
1 6 F(UQ,q)

% 1 E F(q,UQ)

iii

1 E F(UQ.p)

1 E F(q.p)

Now, assume that for every q 5 Q, i E F(UQ:w Wq)- Since F
is strongly
conclusive
and ﬂ{w Wq 1 q 5 Q} = W “ UQWe then

have
1 € F(UQ,W

W UQ)

}

1 6 F(UQ.UQ)

5-:-.1 e F(UQ.<25) ii 1 6 F(UQ.p)

Finally we show that (iii)

-er“-,
1

(P r)

is implied by (c) + (iv) + (V)

°-eF,(ww)U)
=:.1

(E?

P

r

S. 1 e F((W’\»p)nq,(w~p)

Ur)

= i 6 F(p‘Jq p)
ii 11 66 F(q.p)
F<p.p) } V
'

;1.erwpuqAw~p)ur)

i E F(P:q) ‘IV i E pU q.q)
S 1 e F(q,q)
;:=>i E F(pUq,r)

}¥>i€F(pUq'(wmp)

:1 e F<puq.r)

Ur)
M

(**)


} £3 1 e F(q.r)

Recall that condition (iv) without the proviso is
characterized by the principle of Strengthening the
Antecedent. It will be clear that on Stalnaker‘s account
this principle does not have general validity.
It may very well be that ¢ + w is true,

while (¢ A X) + w is

false. For, it mayvery well be that w is true in the
¢-world most similar to the actual world, whereas w is false
in the (¢ A X)-world most similar to the actual world.
Formally:
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11.52.

EXAMPLE.Set w = {1,2};

S1({1})

S1({1,2})

S1(¢)

= s2(¢)

= ¢;

= {1}; S2({2}) = S2({1,2})

= {2};

s1<{2})
f2}:anas2({1}) = {1}.
'
Note that S is stalnakerlike. Let ¢, w and x be atomic
sentences,

and take I(¢) = {1,2}; I(w) = {1}; and I(x) = {2}.

Then 1 6 [¢ + w], but

1 K [(¢

Howmuch of the principle

A x) + w].

o

of Strengthening the Antecedent

is retained in Stalnaker's theory? Or better, under what
conditions

LA it allowed to infer

(¢ A X) + w from ¢ + w?

Note first that given our basic logic B we will always be
in one of the following situations:
(a) both ¢ + X and ¢ + ~x are true

(b) ¢ + x is true and ¢ + ~x is false
(c) ¢ + x is false and ¢ + &x is true
(d) both ¢ + x and ¢ + ~x are false
8 does not allow us to infer

(¢ A X) + w from ¢ + w in any

of those situations. According to Stalnaker we may do so in
each of these situations excqmiin situation (c). His theory
says that (d) will never in fact occur (apply CEM).And it
also says that we may strengthen the antecedent with another
consequent: in view of (iv) of proposition 51 the following
argument form is valid
ASC

¢ + ¢,¢

+ X/(¢

A W) + w.

Since ¢ + x is true both in situation

(a) and in situation

(b), only situation (c) is left over.
The above suggests several descriptions of the logic
determined by the class of stalnakerlike selection functions.
Fromtheorem 50, one might gather that it is just
B + CEM+ CE + MP, i.e. the weakest logic containing
arguments of the forms CEM, CE, and MP. In view of

all

proposition 51 we could restate this by saying that it is
B + AD + ASC + CEM+ MP. But there

is a surprise

in store.

In the next section it will appear that the logic determined
by the class of stalnakerlike selection functions is not
compact. So neither of these descriptions is enough.
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II.3.2.

Comparative similarity according to Lewis

II.53. DEFINITION.Let D be an accessibility
function for w.
An ordering function for w, given 0, is any function that
assigns a strict partial order <1 of Di to each i E w.
Whenever j <i k‘we say that j isc%0AwLt0i.tmu1k. Wewrite
'j_§i k' iff either j <i k or j E Di and j = k.
D

The strict partial ordering <i is meant to play the role
of a compafca/téue
Aimbewzbtyrelation,

excepting

that as yet no

constraints are imposed on it other than the ones one would
impose on any relation that is to hold between three objects
i, j and k iff j is more ... to i than k is. Belowit will
be our object to see if the relation <i will have to have

‘other properties besides the irreflexivity and transitivity
that makeit a strict partial order.

II.54. DEFINITION.Let [ ] be a standard interpretation over
a given set w of worlds. Let D be an accessibility function
for w, and < be an ordering function for w (given D). [ ] is
baéaion < iff for any two sentences ¢ and w,
i E [¢ + W] iff for any j 6 [¢] n Di, there
k.E [¢] n Di such that (i) k éi j; and (ii)
any 1 such that l E [¢] n Di and 1 $1 k.

is some
1 E [w] for
U

The structure of this rather intricate truth condition is
perhaps better displayed if we use
predicate logical
notation:
i€'[.¢-H111iff Vj€[<1>]nDi skew] nvitk éij a. vie [<1>]
nviu gik::>1e[w1)1

So, for a sentence of the form ‘if it had been the case that
¢, then it would have been the case that w‘ to be true it is
not strictly necessary that w holds at aﬁﬂaccessible
[¢]—worlds; if one can only find, for each accessible
[¢]- world j some [¢]-world k closer to the actual world
than j such that w holds at k and at all [$1-worlds still
closer to the actual world than k.
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Part of the complexity of this definition is due to the
fact that the ordering functions of definition 53 are not
presupposed to satisfy the
LLmCtAAuumM1on:
for any i E w, <1 is well-founded.

Call any j € w a c&MmAtp-world

k E p exists

to i iff

j E p n Di and no

such that k <1 j. The Limit Assumption can then

be restated as saying that for any proposition p such that

prlﬂi # ¢ there is some closest p—worldto i.15)
Whenthe Limit Assumption is satisfied things turn out a

lot less complicated.
II.55. PROPOSITION.
Let D be an accessibility
function for
W, and < an ordering function. Suppose the Limit Assumption

is satisfied. Then for any interpretation [ ] based on < the
following holds:
i E [¢ + W]-iff every closest [¢]-world to i is an
element of [w].
PROOF.Left to the reader.

a

Wealready saw why Lewis does not accept the Limit
Assumption, and we will not find any good reason to disagree

with him on this point. The same applies to this constraint:
CwwmctmﬂwAA:
for every j,k E Di, either

j = k, or j.<i

k,

or k <i j.

To see that this is just a reformulation of Stalnaker's
Uniqueness constraint in terms of ordering functions,
consider Si({j,k}) for arbitrary i, j, k. Thenif
Si{j,k} # ¢, i.e. if it is not absurd to entertain the

counterfactual assumption that the world i might have been

like j or like k, either $i({j,k}) ='{j} or si‘({j,k}) :{k},
i.e. either j must be the {j,k}- world most similar to i, or
k must be the {j,k}-world most similar to i. So if j # k,
j <i K or k <i j.
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Lewis weakens Connectedness to
Aﬁmoézt-Connecrfednci/34:
for any j,

either

k, l E Di, if

j <i 1, then

j <1 k or k <1 1.

To see the virtues of this constraint, let us write j 2i k
iff neither j <1 k not k <1 j
Di. Note that 2i is reflexive
general transitive. So we are
j and k are mnmiﬂysimilar to
II.56.

PRQPOSITION.Let < be an ordering function

given the accessibility
are equivalent.
(i)

while both j and k belong to
and symmetric, but not in
not allowed to read j mi k as
i.
for w,

function D. The following statements

j mi k iff for any 1 E Di, if j <1 1 then k <i l
and if 1 <i j then l <1 k

(ii) 2i is transitive
(iii)

<i is almost connected

So, how reasonable is it to assume that < is almost
connected? According to the above equivalences, just as
reasonable as it is to assume that mi is transitive. Andhow
reasonable this is seems to depend on what you have in mind
whenyou talk about comparative similarity.
Suppose, at one extreme, you like to think of miausmeaning
something like ‘are indistinguishable to the naked eye'.Then

cases where the transitivity

of the relation breaks downcan

easily be found. You can for example imagine three (almost)

identical triplet brothers, two of whichare just
distinguishable, while neither is distinguishable from the
third. This could of course arise with any vague equivalence
and there is a ready analogy with a notion such as ‘looks
equally long to the naked eye’.
Another extreme, you could for example think of mi as

something like theljmit reached by a series of increasing
precise ways of judging objects to be indistinguishable.
Thisvnuryou could perhaps hold onto the idea that mi is
transitive, just as ‘equally long‘ could be kept transitive
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by taking increasingly precise measurementsof lengths into
consideration. The increasingly high resolution removes
counterexamples to the transitivity by deciding that some
things which earlier on looked equally similar to someother
thing were not after all. By removing the vagueness, you

hope to eliminate the intransitivity.
These are just two ways of thinking about comparative

similarity, and are only intended to illustrate that
differing opinions about whether mi should be almost
connected or not are defensible.

If we restate Stalnaker's Centering constraint in terms
of ordering functions we get
Cmntwumg:i.€

Di for any i E W; and for any j E Di, i :1 j.

This condition is accepted by Lewis, believing as he does
that there is only one world as similar to i as any world
can be,namely i itself.
One part of this -nuum5w@M%A
as we Shall
call it - seems very reasonable: no world j can be c£aMM;toi

than i itself.

But the other part - no world j can be eqwuwy

close to i as i itself - seems less so. Again, it all depends
on howyou like to think of comparative similarity.
Presumablyif you take all of the characteristics of the
worlds into consideration in judging similarity relations,
there will be just one world which resembles the real one
as muchas it itself does, that is to say, which is
indistinguishable from it. But suppose you were to decide
to judge similarity in terms of just someof these
characteristics. Then there could obviously be other worlds
which agree with the real one.
Finally we come to
Uyvévwzzsccf/tLty:
for

every

i

6 0), Di = 00.

Suppose D is not universal. Note that according to
definition

55, if [¢] n Di = o, i 6 [¢ + w] for¢uu{w. So if
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j happens to be inaccessible from i, this means so much as
that from the point of view of i, it is absurd to suppose
that the world might have been like j.

Is it reasonable to suppose that there are any such
inaccessible

possible worlds? Lewis (1981: 210) knows of no

very strong reasons for or against it, and accordingly he
treats Universality as an optional extra. Wewill not have
any more to say on this than he.
II.57.

(i)

PROPOSITION.

Awithinthe class of all ordering functions, all
arguments of the form CI, CW, CC, AD, and ASC are valid.

(ii)

Anordering function is almost-connected iff it
validates all arguments of the form
ASP:

<l> —*ID» ~.(<!> -> ~x)/(Cb

A X)

-* ID

(iii) Anordering function is connected iff it validates all
arguments of the form CEM.

(iv) Anordering function is faithful iff it validates all
arguments of the form MP.

(V) Anordering function is centered iff it validates all
arguments of the form MPas well as all arguments of
the form CS.
PROOF.Straightforward.

D

It is worth noticing that (i) of the above proposition
remains true if we drop the requirement that <1 be

irreflexive for any i. In due course it will appear that

there are no special argument forms corresponding to this
property. If we drop the requirement that <i be transitive,
it appears that only CI and CWremain valid; all three of CC,
AD, ASCcan be falsified on non-transitive ‘ordering’
functions, though not on just any non-transitive ordering
function.16)
The principle ASPintroduced in.(ii) says that an
antecedent ¢ofz1counterfactual<b+wpmay be Atrengthened with
x provided that the counterfactual assumption does not
exclude the possibility that X. So, given the validity of
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ASC, there is only one case in which it is not allowed to
strengthen the antecedent ¢ with X, namely the case where
¢-+~x is true and ¢ + X is false. This is just what we found

for Stalnaker's theory.
ASPis very attractive,

intuitively speaking, and so far

nobody every put forward a convincing counterexample.17)

It is tempting to see this as evidence in favour of the
almost-connectedness of the comparative similarity relation
- or, if you believe that this relation just cannot be almost
connected as evidence against any attempt of founding the
interpretation of counterfactuals on a comparative similarity

relation in the first place.
In the sequel we will refer to the logic 3 + AD + ASCas
P, and to ? + ASPas D. In section III.4 we will see that

ﬂthese logics are determined by the class of all ordering
functions and the class of all almost connected ordering

functions respectively.
In connection with (iv) and (V) it is worth noticing that
all ordering functions validating CS also validate MP. Only
if we drop the requirement that <1 be irreflexive, it becomes
possible to construct examples of ordering functions on which
CS is valid but MPis not; because in that case it does not
follow that for no j.E Di, j <i i if for any j E Di, i %.j.
II.58. DEFINITION.
Let ¢1,...,¢n,...
be countably many
distinct atomic sentences, and let wk and xk for any k > 0
be defined as
wk = ~((¢, v ... v ¢k+1) + (¢1 v ...
xk = ((¢1 v ... v ¢k+1) + ~(¢1 v .--

v ¢k))
v ¢k))

Let A be the set of all wk's and xk's.
LIM is to be the argument A/1.

II.59. PROPOSITION.Let < be an ordering
given 0. Then

n

function

for W,

< satisfies the Limit Assumptioniff LIMis valid on.<.
PROOF.Suppose first that < does not satisfy the Limit
Assumption. Then we can find for i an infinite sequence of
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worlds j1,...,jk,...

such that jk+1 <i jk for any k. Let I

be any atomic interpretation such that K(¢k) = {jk} for any
k. Consider the interpretation [ ] conforming to I and based
on <. It is easy to see that i 6 [wk] and i E [xkJ:ﬁ1rany k.

Hence LIM is not valid on <.
Conversely, suppose that LIM is not valid on <. Then we

can find an interpretation

[ ] based on < such that for some

i E W, i E [wk] and i E [xk] for any k. Note first
every k > 1, [¢1 V ...

that for

V ¢k+1] n Di # ¢. This is so because

for every k > 1, i E [wk]. Furthermore, since i E [xk] there
must be for any j E [¢1 v ... v ¢k+1] n Di a closest
[$1 V ... V ¢k+1]-world j such that;j ¢[¢1 v ... v ¢k].
A @wu%0mé,there will

j‘ E [¢1 v ...

be for any j E [¢1 v ...

v ¢k+1] W [$1 v ...

s”So for j1 E [$1] there

v ¢k] some

v ¢k] such that j'

<i j.

is some j2 E [¢1 v ¢2] W [$1] such

that j2 <i j1. For this world j2 in its turn there is some
j3 5 [$1 V ¢2 V ¢31 “'[¢1 V¢2] such that j3 <i 32'
Repeating this,‘ we find an infinite sequence
sequence j1,...,jk,...
such that for any k jk+1 <i jk, which
means that < does not satisfy

the Limit Assumption.

0

II.60 COROLLARY.
The logic determined by the class of all

ordering functions that satisfy the Limit Assumptionis not
compact. Neither is the logic determined by the class of all
(almost) connected ordering functions satisfying the Limit
Assumption.

PROOF.Let A‘ be any finite

subset of the set A introduced

in definition 58. Fromthe proof of proposition 59 it is
obvious that we can find an ordering function satisfying the
Limit Assumption on which A‘ is satisfiable.

So A‘/1 does not

belong to the logic determined by the class of all ordering
functions satisfying the Limit Assumption.Also, it is clear
that nothing changes if we restrict ourselves to the class
of all almost-connected ordering functions or to the class of
all connected ordering functions.
D
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Let wbe a set of worlds, 0 an accessibility

function for

w,, < an ordering function for w, given D, and [ ] an
interpretation
based on <. Call a sentence cb enielutainabﬁeat i

iff [¢] n Di # ¢. Then, if < satisfies
the following holds,

the Limit Assumption,

(*) If ¢ is entertainable at i, there is a world j such
that

j E [w] for any w such that

i 6 [¢ + w]

That is, if ¢ is entertainable at i we can always find at
least one world j at which.a£Z counterfactual consequences
of ¢ hold. If < does not satisfy the Limit Assumption we
can no longer be certain of this. At best we have
(**) Let cbbe entertainable

at i, and let

P be any 5x'.VuLte.

subset of {w I i 6 [¢ + w]}. Then there is a world
j such that

That is,

j E [w] for any w E F.

one cannot always find a p0M»<'.b(’.e
world j at which

all the counterfactual consequences of ¢ hold. Sometimesthey
are Ldnﬂudiworlds- the ultrafilter extensions of
{W}. 1 1 6 [ct + 19]} - at which they all

hold.

Several authors, in particular Pollock (1976, 1981) and
Herzberger (1979), consider (*), on intuitive grounds, no
less than an adequacy condition for any semantics of
counterfactuals. Consequentlythey either think, as does
Herzberger, that we must impose the Limit Assumption as a

constraint on the comparative similarity relation, or they
conclude, as does Pollock, that we must forget about using a

comparative similarity relation as the basis for the
interpretation of counterfactuals.
Lewis (1981: 229) thinks that despite the formal
advantages of (*) it is best not to impose the Limit
Assumption. [am inclined to agree with him, knowing that this

is not the first time that an intuitive opinion on a general
case (as formulated in (*)) turns out to hold only for the
finite case (as formulated in (**)).
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Still,

the above leaves several important matters

undecided. Howexactly,is the notion of comparative
similarity to be understood? In what respects are the
worlds to be compared? In all respects? In his (1973) Lewis
steps pretty lightly over these questions. He simply
advices USto take into accountcnmhcuw.similarities. He a'nits
that this is vague, but he says that ‘it is vague - very
vague - in a well—understoodway ... it is just the sort of
primitive that we must use to give a correct analysis of
something that is itself undeniable vague‘ (see Lewis 1973:
91). In section 4 we will see how well this vagueness can
be understood.

H
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II.3.3.

Premise semantics

Premise semantics,

developed by Veltman (1976) and by

Kratzer (1979, 1981), was like Stalnaker's theory inspired
by Ramsey's advice for evaluating conditionals.
To recapitulate: first, add the antecedent (hypothetically)
to your stock of beliefs; second, makewhatever adjustments
are required to maintain consistency (without modifying the

hypothetical belief in the antecedent); finally, consider
whether or not the consequent is then true.
Premise semantics starts off with an explication of this
advice within possible-worlds semantics - an explication
which is truer to the letter than that which Stalnaker gave.
The following stepwise analysis will makethis clear.
. gout Atoch 05 beﬁieﬁé ...

II.61.DEFINITION. A pammueaumiimqfor a given set w of

possible worlds is any function P that assigns to each i in
w a set Pi of propositions in w. The elements of Pi are called
the plnerrbizse/5
pertaining

to i._

For the time being you are asked to conceive of the
elements of Pi as your beliefs about the world i. It could
be that there are worlds i about which you do not believe
anything, in which case Pi = ¢. Someof your beliefs about
the world i maybe incorrect, then there are propositions p
such that p E Pi while i ¢ p. And perhaps you believe
incompatible things about someworld i, in which case there
will be no world j such that j e p for every p 5 Pi. P is
supposed to give a time slice through your beliefs; if you
change them, P will have to change, too. Think of Pi as

your present beliefs about i.
. . add the

ayuteceden/t

. . . WI’LC(xt€UQ/L
adjw.s4fme,m‘2s cue

Izaqujxzed

Suppose you are evaluating the counterfactual

...

‘if ¢ had

been the case then w would have been the case‘ - should you
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accept or reject it? Supposefurthermore that your stock of
beliefs Pi about the actual world i does not admit the
proposition p expressed by ¢; nPil1p = ¢. Then, having added
p to your stock of beliefs, you will have to make some

adjustments in order to achieve consistency. Pi does not
admit p, but perhaps some non-empty subset of Pi does. Now
imagine a muLmm£
non-empty subset of Pi which admits p, i.e.
a set Q of propositions such that ¢ # Q c Pi andr1Q[1p # ¢.
while for every proper extension Q’of Qwithi-n Qi, ﬁQ'np'= If you

were to replace Pi by this set, and add p, then presumably
you will have made the necessary changes.
Note that

there may well be manethan one maximal

p-admitting subset of Pi, as is shownby the following
example.
EXAMPLE.Let

Q = {1,2,3,4,5,6};

P1 = {{1,5,6},{1,3,5},{1,2,6}};
p = {2,3,4}. Both {{1,3,5}}
and {{1,2,6}} are maximal p-admitting subsets of P1. (If you
want to give someflesh and blood to this, see table I in

section I.1.1.)
Worse, maybe there are no maximal p-admitting

subsets of

Pi at all, for either of two reasons.
(i)

Perhaps no (non-empty) subset of Pi admits p; take for

example p = ¢

(ii) Or, even given that there are p-admitting subsets, it
could turn out you could add premise after premise to these
without ever reaching a limit. Suppose, for example, that
you believe that there are at least n grains of salt, this
for each natural numbern. This stock of beliefs does not
admit the proposition that there are finitely manygrains.
Nor does any of its infinite subsets. The only subsets which
do so are the finite ones. As each finite subset will admit
this proposition, however, none can be maximal.
Formally, this example looks like this:
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EXAMPLE. Let

W = m + 1.

Take

p E Pm iff

p = {G | 0 2 T for

some T E w}. It is easy to see that a non-empty subset of

Pwadmits w iff it is finite.

There is a very natural wayof avoiding the difficulties
involved in this phenomenon:we can resign ourselves to what
we shall call the Finiteness Assumption and assume that you
hold only a finite number of beliefs about each world. And

there is another equally convenient but less natural way,
too: just assume that there are no p-admitting subsets I
without a maximal extension:
II.62.

DEFINTION.Let P be a premise function

P Aa1;<'A5»éeA
xthe Fzéni/tenezszsA25/sump/1‘/Lon
iff

set

Pi is

finite.

the

for w.

cardinality

P zsa/t<'2.s5.ée2s
the Lzérni/tAzszsumpiaéon
iff

of

for

every

any

p c Wthe following holds:

each p-admitting subset of every set Pi is a subset
of some maximal p-admitting subset of Pi.

Obviously, any premise function satisfying the Finiteness
Assumptionwill also satisfy the Limit Assumption.
... conéiden whezhen on not the conaequent LAthan tnue.

II.63. DEFINITION4Let
[ ] be a standard interpretation
of a
given language L over a given set of worlds w, and let P be
a premise function fortv. [ ] is babuion P iff for every two
sentences ¢ and w,
i 6 [¢ + w] iff any non—empty[¢]-admitting subset Q of
Pi can be extended to a [¢]-admitting subset Q‘ of Pi
such that r1Q'r1[¢] c [w].

If P satisfies

the Limit Assumptionthis reduces to

i E [¢ + W] iff any non-empty maximal [¢]-admitting

subset Q of Pi is such thatt1Qr1[¢] c [w].
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It should be fairly clear that the definition follows Ramsey
as far as he goes. But it goes further than he does by
dealing with the eventuality that there are various ways of
making whatever adjustments are required in order to
maintain consistency. This is most easily seen if you make
the Limit Assumption; then as we have seen there may be

various different maximal [¢]-admitting subsets.
(Quantification over these has amongits credentials that
you do not get a conditional

contradiction

—both ¢ + w and

¢ + ~¢ are true at i - except as a result of there being no
non-empty [¢]—admitting subsets of Pi, in which case
and ¢ + ~w are both vacuously true at i.)

¢ + w

Without the Limit Assumption, the formulation of the
truth conditions becomesmore complicated, but the idea
"remains the same: ¢ + w is true at world i just in case one
can add sufficiently manypremises to any [¢]-admitting
subset of Pi to reach a point where one has got a
[¢]-admitting subset of Pi which in conjunction with [n]
implies

[w]. That one may go on adding more and more

premises, still keeping [¢]-admitting subsets of Pi, is of
minor importance.
If ¢ + w is vacuously true, this may, intjmaextreme case,
be due to ¢'s being absurd. (If [¢] = ¢ there are no subsets

of Pi admitting [¢].) Alternatively, it could result from
your not being able to entertain ¢ without first rejecting
everything else which you believed in. (Then the only
[¢]—admitting subset of Pi is empty.) The definitjcmxassumes,
as it were, that you are not prepared to do this, that you
find these sorts of ¢'s just as implausible as the absurdum.
If you do not, then you could consider adapting the truth
conditions to meet your taste simply by leaving out the
requirement that the [¢]-admitting subsets are not empty.

Alternatively, you could adapt yourself to the truth
conditions by choosing always to believe the trivial truth.
This amounts to including w in each Pi. In fact you needn't
even go this far, the simplest way to adapt your beliefs is
to make sure that they are unéuojvsaﬁ
in the following sense.

UVLCUQ/(ACLU/tl_.{:
P is an/éve/vsa,€ iff

for

every

i,

UPi = w.

Youcan verify this yourself by proving the following

proposition.
II . 64. PROPOSITION
.Let Pbe a universal

premise function for w.

Suppose that [ ] is a standard interpretation
based on P. Then i E [¢ + W] iff

each [¢]—admitting subset

Q of Pi can be extended to a [¢]-admitting

such that norlQ'r1[¢] c [w].
Another constraint

of L over w
subset Q‘ of Pi

you might want to impose on the

premise functions P is this.
Fa.<Lth6u.(7,ne/$5:
i E p for

every

p 6 Pi.

Indeed, it is arguable that the truth definition given
above does not deserve the name if we do not impose this

e'additional requirement. Without it, any phantasm, utterly
unfounded, but nevertheless figuring on ones stock of
beliefs, could makea difference to the truth values of ones
counterfactual statements. But clearly that is absurd.
Suppose you think that ¢ + w is true, purely as a result of
applying Ramsey's test to certain mistaken beliefs which you
may have. And suppose you were at some later

stage to

discover that these beliefs are mistaken. Wouldn't you then
want to revise your judgment of ¢ + w and say it was false

all along? By accepting Faithfulness we remove all erroneous
beliefs from our premise sets. Now Pi contains only those

propositions that we rightly believe to hold at i.

Manywill think that imposing Faithfulness as a
constraint on the premise functions P is still not enoughto

turn our definition

into a decent truth definition.

Erroneous beliefs mayno longer interfere in matters of

truth and falsity, but it maystill happenthat a
counterfactual statement ¢ + w owes its truth value simply
to a lack of knowledgeon the speaker's part. Suppose that,
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for all you know, ¢ + w is 'false'

at i, but that upon

further investigation it appears that X is true at i, and
that adding [X] to your stock of knowledge changes ¢ + w's

truth value. Wouldn't you then want to say that your earlier
judgment was mistaken? It would seem that there is only one

way to meet this criticism and that is to impose
Exhauzsz‘/éuene/44: Pi

= {p

| i E p}.

Unfortunately, imposing Exhaustiveness turns + into
something very muchlike a strict implication.
II.65.

PROPOSITION.18) Let P be an exhaustive premise

function for w, and [ ] any standard interpretation

based

on P. Then for any i, ¢, w the following holds.
(i) if i E [¢] then i E [¢ + w] just in case i E [w];
(11) if 1 ¢ [¢] then 1 e [¢ + w] just in case {¢] c [w].
PROOF.

(i) Suppose i E [¢]. Then Pi extends every [¢]-admitting
subset 0 of Pi. Clearly nPir1[¢] c [w] iff i E [w].
(ii) Suppose i ¢ [¢]. Let j~be any [¢]-world. (If there is

no [¢]-world there is nothing to prove.)Consider
Q = {q I {i,j} c q}. Q is.a maximal [¢]-admitting subset of
Pi. Clearly, nQr1[¢]<:[¢] iff j E [w]. So i E [¢ + w] iff
for any j E [¢] it holds that j E [w].
n

This result is rather astonishing. Wecertainly have not
gone through all these definitions just to end up with a
truth definition that wealready rejected in chapter II.
So we'd better find somegood reasons to reject
Exhaustiveness.
II.3.4. Comparativesimilarity induced
Let P be a faithful premise function for W. Let Q and Q‘ be
non-empty.subsets of Pi. Suppose Q is a proper subset of Q‘.
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Nowcompare two worlds j and k, j an element of ngf, and k

an element of nQ but not of nQ'. Clearly j resembles i in
some respects and k resembles i in some respects. Since Q
is a proper subset of Q‘, we might even be inclined to say
that j resembles i in more respects than.k does. But then
we realize that Q might have another extension Q" C Pi such
that kEZnQ"and j Q nQ". That is, there might be some other
respects in which k is more like i than j. Howshould we

balance off these respects against each other? One answer
would be to say that we cannot balance them off. The worlds
j and k are incomparable. In some respects j is closer to

i than k,.therefore

k is not more similar than i. In some

other respects k is closer to i than j, therefore j is not
more similar to i than k. Also, it would be mistaken to say
that j and k are equally similar to i. Only if j and k are
like j in exactly the same respects could one say so. If

you think this is the correct strategy, and if at the same
time you maintain that P should be exhaustive, i.e. that we
should compare all worlds in all respects, then any two
worlds j and k will become incomparable as far as their
similarity to any world i (different from j and k) is
concerned. This is one of the results reported below.
II.66.

DEFINITION.Let P be a premise function for w, and

<.an ordering function for w, given 0.
P is Lvvte/Lchangeabiie
with < iff

the following

two statements

are equivalent for any i, p, q.
(i)

any non-emptyp-admitting subset 0 of Pi can be extended
to a p-admitting subset 0' of Pisnuﬂ1that.n0' n p C q;

(ii) vj e pnvi ElkE pnDi[k§ij

8.v1 6 pnDi(1 gik 2 1€q)]n

It will be clear that interchangeable premise functions
and ordering functions evaluate counterfactuals alike.
II.67.

PROPOSITION.19) Let w be a set of worlds. Every

premise function for w is interchangeable with someordering
function.

and vice .ueJv$a..
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PROOF.I only state the relevant definitions leaving it to
the reader to complete the proof.
Given P, set
(i) for
(ii) for
Given < and

Di = UPi for any i; and define < by j <1 k iff
any p 6 Pi, if k E p then j E p;
some p E Pi, j E p and k ¢ p.
D, we can derive P as follows:

p E Pi iff

p = {j [ j éik} for some k E Di.

0

Note in passing that each premise function is interchangeable
with someunique ordering function. The converse is not true.
(Suppose P and P’ are the same except that Pi = {{i},{i,j,k}}
while Pi = {{i,j},{i,k}}.

As Lewis (1981: 223) notes in

either case the derived ordering function is the same.)
II.68.

PROPOSITION.Let P be a premise function

for W.

Suppose P is interchangeable with <.
If P is exhaustive, the <1 = ¢ while Di = w for every iéiw.
PROOF. Omitted.

”

It will be clear, then, that we cannot compare the worlds in
all respects - if we do so,-the comparative similarity
relation

becomes empty. Wemust neglect some respects,

or we

must at least balance them off. But which respects are
unimportant enough to be neglected, and when is one respect
more important than another? Comparethe following well
known examples
I5 thL6 pen waAmade 05 capped, it wouﬁd conduct eﬁectnicity.
I5 thx’/5 pen wax: made 05 COPPQJL,coppexc wowed not conduct

e,£ec,Uz,<'u'»ty.

If you agree that the first of these sentences is true and
the second false, you will presumably agree that worlds in
which one or the other physical law is broken are less similar
to the actual world than worlds in which some contingent facts
do not obtain. In terms of premise functions: in adjusting your
stock of premises you will not be prepared to give up a law

just to keep a contingent fact.
Are we never prepared to give up a law? What about sentences

starting with
15 copprmdid nofcconduct exec/Uu'u2t_y,than
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Are these always vacuously true? No, I would say they are
not. Only,in those contexts where they are not vacuously

true (or for that matter false) the proposition expressed
by ‘copper conducts electricity‘ is not being treated as a
law. Suppose you want to teat whether copper conducts

electricity.

Thenyou will try to bring about a situation

in which copper does not conduct. You have asked yourself
‘what would be the case, if this law were not to
hold?‘
and in looking for an answer to that question you may have
taken some other laws for granted, but not the one you are

willing to test. That is not to say, however, that in
another context your attitude towards the very same
proposition will be the same. There are manycontexts where
you will not be willing to give up the proposition in
question. In those contexts you just do not want to reckon

with the possibility that copper that copper might not
conduct electricity. Whenyou treat ‘copper conducts
electricity‘ as a law, it sets limits to your field of view.
I think that there are other kinds of propositions,
besides the propositions which we ordinarily think of as
natural laws, which can set limits to our field of view.
Take the case of the marbles. Suppose you know exactly where

the three marbles are; red in 1, blue in 2, and yellow in 2.
Nowcompare the following two sentences:
15 the /zed manbﬂe had been in box 2, one 05 the oxthe/vs wouiid have

been in box I.

I5 the ned manbﬂehad been in box 2, a££ ihnee.nmu£d have been.in

bwxz.

All the time we have been treating the proposition that
each box contains at least one marble as a law governing the
distribution of the marbles. Therefore I think you will
affirm the first and reject the second of these sentences.
The role which laws - and other propositions we treat as
such —play is important,since they determine which possible
worlds can enter into the relation of comparative similarity
and which cannot. Only those worlds in which the same laws

hold as in the actual one can. But the role which laws play
is not decisive. They do not determine which of these worlds
are nwnesimilar to the actual world than which others.
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There must be other factors which do, other characteristics
with respect to which worlds can agree or differ. As we saw,
not all characteristics of the worlds can be taken into account.
I used to think (see Veltman (1976)) that just those
characteristics should be taken into account with which one
is acquainted, and I thought of each Pi as containing just

these. I still think that those characteristics

with which

we are acquainted are the only ones which can matter, but

I no longer think that they are all relevant. Paul Tichy
(1976: 271) made this clear with the following example:
"Consider a man - call him Jones - who is possessed of

the following dispositions as regards wearing his hat.
Bad weather invariably induces him to wear his hat. Fine
weather, on the other hand, affects him neither way: on
fine days he puts his hat on or leaves it on the peg,
completely at random. Suppose, moreover, that actually the
weather is bad, so Jones 14 wearing his hat....".
Tichy then asks us to evaluate the sentence
15 the weathee weae ﬁine, Joneb wvuzd be weaning hie hat.

Weknow that Jones actually

is wearing his hat. Wealso know

that it is raining. Nowwe must add the proposition that the
weather is fine to our stock of premises, thereby making
whatever adjustments ndnbmdiyrequired to retain consistency.
Clearly,this can be done without Jones having to take his hat
off. So, applying our premise semantical recipe, we see that
the sentence in question is true. But obviously it is not.
Tichy's criticism was directed against Lewis’ and

Stalnaker's theories, but it applies to premise semantics
just as well. I think that his exampledefinitely shows that even
some of the mummcharacteristics
of the actual world are
irrelevant in assessing which worlds resemble it more closely
than which others, but I would not know how to go about

identifying the characteristics whichuwterelevant. I amafraid
that I must admit - together with Stalnaker, Kratzer, and
to some lesser extent Lewis20) - that everything depends on

the context.
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II.4.

MODELTHEORETICRESULTS

What is the logic determined by the class<mEfaithful premise
functions? Or, what is the-logic determined by the class of
all almost-connected and centered ordering functions? And
what is the logic of the class<mEall universal stalnakerlike
selection functions? In the previous sections we have

encountered manydifferent classes, all raising questions
like the above. In this chapter we shall answer as manyof
them as we can. Fortunately, we will not have to treat
them all separately. For example, we already knowthat
premise functions and ordering functions are interchangeable;

Furthermore, all the special properties these functions can have
(think of faithfulness, universality and even the limit L
assumption) carry over from one kind to the other. So we can

restrict ourselves to investigating just one of these
classes. Since ordering functions are mucheasier to
get to grips with than premise functions ihe Choice is
easily made.
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II.4.1. Comparingordering functions and selection functions
In section 2, the strategy followed in answering
the above questions was this: let C be the class of
. . .-functions concerned. Firstly, determine the class K of all
connectors interchangeable with some element of C; secondly,
delineate the smallest.chauwiem&mb£eclass K‘ of connectors
such that K C K’; finally, show that the weakest logic
containing the argument forms characterizing K’ is
complete. Here :1 will often follow a different strategy,
sometimes because there is a shortcut, sometimes because I
can only find a roundabout way. For example, I have _

been unable

to find a useful characterization of the class

”Kof all connectors that are interchangeable with some
ordering function - none, that is, that can serve as a
starting point for a cﬂheot proof that the

class of all connectors validating the logic P is the
smallest characterizable

class K‘ such that K c K‘. What I

can give,however, is a useful characterization of the class
of all selection functions that are interchangeable with some
ordering function; and this will at least makean jﬁaifect
proof of the mentioned result possible.
The following proposition explains whythis restriction
to selection functions makesthings a lot clearer,
II.70.

PROPOSITION.Let F be a connector

for w, and < an

ordering function for w. Suppose F is interchangeable with
<. Then

(i) F is conclusive;
(ii) F is strongly conclusive iff < satisfies the Limit
Assumption
PROOF.(i) comes as no surprise.
(ii) Suppose < satisfies the Limit Assumption. Wemust show

that

nCi(p) E Ci(p) for C the consequence function derived

from F. Let Mi(p) for every i E Wand p c w be the set of
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p-closest worlds to i. Note that Mi(p) E Ci(p), whence
nCi(p) c Mi(p). Given the interchangeability
of F and < we
also have that Mi(p) c q for every q E Ci(p). Hence
Mi(p) c nCi(p). It is clear, then, that nCi(p) E Ci(p).
To prove the converse, suppose that nCi(p) E Ci(p) for
every i E Wand p c w. Consider any p such that pflvi

# ¢.

Wemust show that there is some p-closest world. Note first
that nCi(p) # ¢. Otherwise, the interchangeability of F and
< would yield

Vj €pn1)i Elk€pnDi(k§j

&Vl €pnDi(l§k:»l

E ¢))

which would mean that p n Pi = o. Now, take any m 6 nCi(p);

we will show that m is a p-closest world to i. Assumefor
contradiction that there is some n E prlvi such that n <1 m.
/Then

Vj e: pnvi

Elke pnDi(k§j

By the interchangeability

& v1 E pnDi(l§k

2: 1 E w~{m})).

of F and < it follows that

w’V{m}E Ci(p). In other words m ¢ nCi(p).

Contradiction.

a

strongly conclusive connectors - or selection functions
for that matter —are mucheasier to handle mathematically
than ‘weakly’ conclusive connectors. And so are ordering
functions which satisfy the Limit Assumption, as compared with
ordering functions which do not.
Still, things will turn out complicated enough. This
already becomesapparent if we just state - the proof is
postponed - the theorem that tells which selection
functions are interchangeable with someordering function.
II.71.

THEOREM.

Let S be a selection

function for w.

3 is interchangeable with someordering function for w iff
(i)
S validates AD, i.e. for any p,q,r C w,
if Si(q) c.p and Si(r) c p then Si(q U r) C p
(ii) 3 validates ASC,i.e. for any p,q,r c w
if

(iii)

Si(q)

C p then

3 is cohouudyi.e.
q 6 Q, then

Si(q

n r)

c: p p/LOUL£ded
/tha/t Si(C1) C 1:

if Q # ¢ and j E Si(q) for every

j 6 Si(UQ)
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This coherence condition is monstrous. Before we take a

closerlxxﬂc, it is worth noticing that the following
argumentschemeis not generally valid within the class of
ordering functions:
1*)

(¢

V w) + X /

(¢ + X) v (w + x)

EXAMPLE.Let w = {1,2,3,4,5}.
function for w such that D1 = w and

Let < be any ordering

<1 = {<1,2>,<1,3>,<1,4>,<1,5>,<2,3>,<4,5>}.
Let ¢, w, X be
atomic sentences and set I(¢) = {3,4}, I(w) = {2,5} and
.I(x) = {2,4}. Let C ] be the interpretation conforming to

\

I and based on <. Fromthe picture it is easily seen that
1 E [(¢ v w) + x],whil£aneither

1 6 [¢ + X], nor 1 e [w + X],

‘PIX

1.//36-"

000-8

‘.’e--——
I

x

-6001

The exampleis typical for strict partial orderings. If <
is almost connected, things are different.
II.72.

PROPOSITION.
(*) is valid within the class of almost

connected ordering functions.
PROOF. Omitted.

B

Let us nowturn to the coherence condition. Note that if
the domain wof S is finite, Sis coherent just in case S has
the following property:
(iv)

if Si(q U r) C:w’b{j} then Si(q) CIW’b{j} Or
Si(r)

c: W’\»{j}.

What we have here is a special case of
(V) if Si-(q U1:) cp then Si(q) cp or Si(r) czp.
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The argument scheme corresponding

to (V) is (*). As we have

seen, (*)doesrmH:holdcﬁ1arbitrarv ordering functions. So (V)

will not generally hold for selection functions
interchangeable with ordering functions. Apparently, the
weaker condition (iv) does hold for these selection
functions. But as we will see, (iv) is not characterizable.
(Notice that (iv) would be characterizable if in our formal
languages we could say something like:
case, the world would differ from j‘-)

‘if q had been the

There are selection functions satisfying the conditions
(i),

(ii) and (iv) which lack the property laid downin

(iii). Of course, these selection functions all have an
infinite domain.
EXAMPLE.Let w = w. Let S be the selection

function

for w given by the following clauses
(a) if p is infinite
(b) if p is finite

then Si(p) = {n E p I n 2 i}
then Si(p) = {n e p I ~am e p(n<m<i)}

It is left to the reader to check that 8 satisfies
conditions (i), (ii) and (vi (:1). It is clear then, that
the following holds for every (non-empty) ﬁinbuaset Q of
propositions in w,
if j E Si(q)

for every q E Q then j E Si(UQ)

Nowconsider the infinite
q E Q‘ iff

q = {k E w I k g n} for

Then 1 E S2(q)

Finally,
II.73.

set Q‘ of propositions given by

for every

some n E w.

q E Q}, but 1 E S2(UQ).

u

we do have

PROPOSITION.
Every selection

function validating

AD,

ASCand ASP is coherent.
PROOF. Suppose Q ¢ ¢ and j E Si(q)

first

for every q E Q. Note

that Si(UQ) # ¢. Otherwise, we would have that for

every q E Q,

3i‘”Q’ C q

Si(UQ) C w'vq

}*4§3 Si(UQfTq) = Si(q)

c w"bq = 3i(q)=

¢.

Contradiction.
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Since Si(UQ) # ¢, there will be some q E Q such that
Si(UQ)t1q # ¢..Now assume j E Si(UQ).We then have
Si(UQ) C w'v{j}1AgP
Si(UQ)

nq

Si(UQf1q) = Si(q) C w'v{j}.

Contradiction. u
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These considerations help us to understand why it is
often very cumbersometo prove nmdeltheoretic results
for P whereas the analogous proof for D runs

smoothly. Selection functions validating D are coherent
allby themselves, whereas selection functions validating P
have to be made coherent.

Here is the proof of the easy half of theorem 71.
/Suppose S is interchangeable with <. Wemust show that 3

satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii).

(i) and (ii) are

taken for granted. To prove (iii), consider any non-empty
set of propositions Q such that j E Si(q) for every q E Q.
Weknowfrom proposition 70
that < satisfies the Limit
Assumption. Let Mi(q) for every q E Q be the set of

q-closest worlds to i. Fromthe interchangeability

of S and

< it follows that j E Mi(q) for every q E Q. So, if k < j,
there will be Vwq E Q such that k E q. This means that

j E Mi(UQ), i.e. the set of UQ-closest worlds to i. By the
interchangeability of < and 3, it follows that j E Si(UQ).

The proof of the difficult
runs as folllows.

half of theorem 71

Suppose8 satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii).
Let Di for every i E w be the set of all j such that
j 6 Si(p) for some p.
Take si(j) for every j E Di to be U{p I j E Si(p)}.

Since 3 is coherent j 6 Si(si(j)).
Nowconsider the ordering function < for w given by

k <i j iff k,j E Di, si(j) c si(k), and k £ si(j).
Clearly, <1 is transitive and irreflexive.
So it remains to be proved that S and < are interchangeable.
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Omitting the subscript i, we note first
(a) if j£ES(p) then there is no k < j such that k E p. For,

if j E S(p), then P C s(j),

and if k < j then k i s(j).

(b) if j 6 p110 and j £ S(p), then there is some k < j such

that k E S(p).
Proof: first we show that S(s(j) U p) m s(j) # ¢. Assume
for contradiction that S(S(j) Up) c s(j). Wethen have
S(p)

c: (w m p)

U S(p)

AD

suwwp) ns(j>) c:(w~p> ustm}

-WSU)UP)C(W“mlLNP)(H
$(s(j) Up)c s(j)
This contradicts

.'

.

"“3‘S‘3’ UP’“‘“""P’ “Sm ‘*’

}A§Cs<s<j)>

c (w m p) u s(p)

the fact that j E S(S(j));

Next we show that S(s(j)
S(p) c S(p) U s(j)

U p) m s(j)

3 5PMj K 3(P)

c S(p).

:}€E ‘3(S(j) U P) C 3(p) US(j)
S(s(j)) c S(p) U s(j)
So, consider any k E S(s(j) U p) N s(j). Clearly s(j) c s(k),

k E s(j).

Hence k < j.

This completes the proof of (b).
(a) and (b) not only say that < satisfies the Limit
Assumption, but also that the set of p—closest worlds always
coincides with S(p). It is obvious, then, that S and < are
interchangeable.21)
c
There are many variants to theorem 71_
If you want to knowwhich selection functions are

interchangeable with somefaithful /centered/universal ordering
function then all you need to do is to add the condition

that S itself Ina faithful/centered/universal.frtis

easy

to showthat < is so defined that a selection function with
any of these properties is transformed into an ordering
function with the corresponding properties. Also the cases
of almost-connected and connectedness can be handled in
this manner. Only the proofs are somewhatmore involved.
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II.74. THEOREM. A selection function is interchangeable
with some almost—connected/connected ordering function iff
S validates

AD, ASC, and ASP/CEM.

PROOF.Given proposition

73 , we can be certain

that

S is coherent. So, let < be defined as in the proof of
theorem 71.
Suppose S validates ASP. Wemust show that < is almost
connected.
Assume that k < j and let 1 be any element

of 0. (Like before, we omit the subscript i.)

Twopossibilities
(a) S(s(k) U s(l))ﬂ

obtain.
8(1) = ¢

In this case we have
S(s(k) U s(l)) c: s(k)

.s(s-(k)Us(l)) cS(s(k) Us(l)) } ASC
"' 3(S”"’ C “s(k) “SH”
.It follows that k E S(s(k) U s(l)), whence s(l) c s(k).
It also follows that k i s(l). So, k < 1.
(b) 3(S(k) U S(l» 0 8(1) # ¢
Then we have

3(S(k)lJS(l))flS(l) # ¢
.MsmJUsﬂ»cSmUdUsCU)

ASP

} = S(s(l)) c S(s(k) U s(l))
This means that l E S(s(k) U s(l)), whence s(k) c s(l).
Since s(j) c s(k), we see that s(j) c s(l). So if we show
that 1 ¢ s(j) we have proved that l < j.
Note first that S(s(l) U s(j)) n s(j) = ¢. Otherwise we
could prove - using ASP, just like above - that

s(l) c s(j); but then it wouldfollow that s(k) c s(j),
which contradicts the fact that k i s(j). Given that
S(s(l) U s(j)) n s(j) = ¢, it follows that
S(s(l) U s(j))
S(s(l)) 0 s(j)

c s(l). Applying ASCwe find
s25.80 l 9! s(j).

Now suppose that S validates

CEM.Wemust show that

< is

connected. So, let k,j be any two elements of D such that
k # j. This time we distinguish three cases.
(a)' S(s(k) U s(j)) n s(j) = ¢. Proceeding like under (a)
we find that k < j.
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(b)' S(s(j)

U (s(k)) n s(k) = ¢. Similarly, we find that

j < k.

(c)'

S(s(k) U s(j))

n s(j)

75¢. and s(s(k)

U s(j))

n s(k) 75¢.

.Proceeding like under (b), it can be shownthat s(k) C s(j),

and s(j) c s(k). Fromthis it follows that S(s(k)) = S(s(j)).
Using CEM,it is easy to see that S(s(k))
S(s(j)) = {j}. Hence k = j.

II.4.2.

= {k}, and
0

The completeness of 9

With the next two definitions we take the first steps on
our way to a proof that the property of coherence is not

characterizable.
II.75.

DEFINITION.Let S be a selection

function for w. 3 is

Aemwudiueiff for any i,j E w and p,q d w,
if j E Si(p) and j E Si(q), then p = q~

n

Trivially, separative selection functions are coherent.
II.76. DEFINITION.Let S be a selection function for w.
Consider the set U of all pairs <i,p> with i E W, p c w, and
i E p. Consider also the function

+ from pow w into pow U

defined by
p+

= {u

E U I u1

Let T be any selection
dzbséecutéonof 3 iff

E p}

function

for U. T is a pIL0p0ALté0na£

for every p c: w and u,v E U the

following holds
v e: Tu(p+) iff

v1 e Su1(p) and v2 = p

Proofs to the effect that a given property is not
characterizable often take the form of a recipe. They tell
howa structure without the property concerned can be
transformed into a structure with the property concerned in
such a way that any set of sentences satisfiable on the

original structure is also satisfiable on the derived one.

:1
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This case is no exception to that rule as the following
propositions show.
II.77.

LEMMA.

Every selection

function has a separative

propositional dissection.
PROOF.Let 3 be a selection

function

for w. Let U and + be

defined as above. Consider the selection function T for U
given by the following clauses.
Tu(P)

=

{ ¢,
{v otherwise
e u | v1 5 Su1(p)

and V2 = p},

if

p = p+

Clearly T is separative and a propositional dissection
of S.

II.78.

n

LEMMA.

Let S be a selection

function for w, and

T a propositional dissection of 3. Every set of sentences

satisfiable on S is satisfiable on T.
PROOF. Take U and + as above. Let I be any atomic

interpretation over w, and consider the atomic interpretation
J over U that is related to S as follows:
J(¢) = step)"

Weshow, by induction on the complexity of ¢, that the
interpretation
[ ] conforming to I and based on S, and the
interpretation
E B conforming to J and based on T are

likewise related, i.e.
for every sentence ¢, ﬂ¢] = [¢]+
The case that

¢ = ~w as well as the case that

can straightforwardly
that

¢ = (w A X)

be proved once it has been checked

+ is a boolean homomorphism from pow w into pow U. In

particular we have
(W m p)+

= U m p

+

and

(pnq)+=p+nq+
So it remains to prove the case that

that u eiﬂw + X]. This is so iff

cp = (1p__—>
X) . suppose

Tu(ﬂ¢]) & {X}.

By the induction hypothesis this is equivalent to:
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Tu([¢]+) C [x]+. Since T is a propositional dissection of S
this can be equated with
V1 E [X] for every v such that

V1 6 Su1([w])

and V2 = [w].

In other words, V1 6 [X] for every V1 6 Su1([w]).
That iS, U1 E [w + X].
Or, u e [w + x]+.

II.79.

COROLLARY.
The logic determined by the class of

separative selection functions, and the logic determined by
the class of coherent selection functions both equal B.
Caution! Fromthis corollary it does not follow that the
logic determined by the class of all coherent selection
_functions validating
From theorem 71

AD and ASC is just 8 + AD + ASC = P.
we know that the logic

determined by this class equals the logic determined by the

class of those ordering functions that satisfy the Limit
Assumption. And as we saw when we discussed

Assumption, the latter
Still,

the Limit

logic is not compact.

lemmas 77 en 78 will prove to be of great

help in the proof that the logic
determined by the class
of all ordering functions (those not satisfying the Limit
Assumption included) L5 P. And so will the next proposition.
II.80. THEOREM. Let S be a separative selection function
for w. Suppose [ ] is a standard interpretation over Wbased
on S which vemQH£AP. Then [ ] can be based on an ordering

function for w.
PROOF.Let Di for every i E w be the set of all j such that
j E S([¢]) for some ¢. Take pi(j) for every j E Di to be the

unique proposition p such that j 6 Si(p). Since 3 is
separative this is well defined. Nowconsider the ordering
function

< for w given by

k«<i j iff k.j E Di, pi(j) C pi(k), and k E pi(j).
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Clearly <1 is transitive and irreflexive for every i. (So
far the proof is almost identical to the proof of theorem 71.)
Keep in mind, however, that S does not necessarily vabamie
ADand ASC. Therefore, we cannot expect < to satisfy the
Limit Assumption. Another consequence is that now all

obstacles have to be taken syntactically,

where in the

proof of theorem 71,
we could freely base our
arguments on the structural impact of ADand ASC.)
It remains to be proved that [ ] can be based on <. To this
end it suffices to show that i 6 [¢ + w] iff

vj e1)in[¢] 3k€Din[¢] (kéij s..v1evin[d>] (l§ik::l€[lP])).
Belowthe subscript i will again be omitted.
In one direction the proof is easy.
Suppose Si([¢]) ¢ [w]. Consider any j E S([¢]) N [w]. Since
[ J verifies P, j 6 [¢]. Obviously, j E D. If k < j, then
k E [¢]. For if k < j, then k ¢;uj)andjPCU= [¢]. In sum,
3j eDn[¢] vkevn[<i>] (k§j::EIl€Dn[¢] (l§.k&l¢ [11:]).

For the converse, suppose that S([¢]) c [w].
Consider any j E Dt1[¢].

3k 6 Dn[<1>](kéj

We must show

&v1 e vn[¢]

(lék

: 1 e [w])).

There are two possibilities.
(a) V1 6 D(1[¢] (1,§j :>1.€[¢d). In this case there is
nothing to prove.
(b) 310 e Dn[¢](1O§j&
1O¢[tl2]). Since 10 e D, 1Oe:s([x])
for some x.

Claim: there
k0 ¢ [x].

is some ko such that ko E S([¢ v X1) and

Proof of the claim: as the following quasi derivation in
which all applications of Replacementare left out shows,
the argument form

¢‘*'1J.(¢>VX)’*X/X‘*d(~d>V1.U)
belongs to P.
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¢
(~¢

A X)

+

CI
(~¢

A X)

¢ + W
CW

(~¢

A x)

+ (~¢

v w)

CW

¢ + (~¢

v w)
AD

(¢ v X) + (~¢ v w)
x + (~¢

Nowassume for contradiction

(¢ v x)I+

X

v w)

that there is no k such that

k 6 S([¢ v x]) m [X]. Then we have i 6 [¢ + w],
i 6 [(¢ v X) + X], and therefore also i E [X + (~¢ V w)].

This means that S([x]) c ((w m [¢]) u [w]). However, we
already know that 10 e S([X]), l 0 e [¢] and 10 £ [w].

Contradiction.

Since putQ =[X] c [¢ v x]=;ﬁkO) and k0 £ [X], we find that
ko < 10. Furthermore,
since ¢ + w / ¢ v x + w v X belongs to
P, we have that S([¢ V x]) N [X] c [w]. So, ko 6 [w].

Finally, for all 1 < ko, it holds that 1 ¢ [¢]. So we see
that V1 6 Dr1[¢] (l.§kO :>l.e[qﬂ), which means that we are
through.
a

WhenI first mentioned separative selection functions I
did not give any special reason for introducing them.
I think I can nowfill up this gap by pointing out that the
above proof really hinges on the assumption that S is
separative rather than coherent. In this connection it is
instructive to see where the proof goes wrong if you
try it on a coherent selection function 8.
Take pj = U{[¢] I j E S([¢])} instead of the unique [¢] such

that j E S([¢]). Everything works out well until you arrive
at case (b). The problem is that for.a¢znca;w, you can no
longer be certain that for every 1 E D,;ﬁl)==[x] for some X.
And that is something really needed to carry through the

rest of the proof.
Weare ready now to prove the main result

section.

of this
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II.81.

THEOREM.

P is complete.

PROOF.Since ?.is compact it is sufficient to show that P is
canonical. Let [ ] be any standard compositional
interpretation verifying P. Let wbe the set of worlds over
which [ ] is defined.
some

Wemust show that

[ ] can be based on

F E KP.

Since 3 is canonical, and B c P we may without loss of
generality assume that [ ] can be based on some conclusive
connector

G E KB.

Let Ube the set of ultrafilters

on w, and consider the

function * from pow w into pow U given by p*
{u£EU | peiu}
there
is
a
strongly
conclusive
By theorem 33,

ultrafilter
extensionG' of G with U as its domain. Let E ]
be the interpretation over Ugiven by [¢] = [¢]*- BY

[ ] is a standard interpretation that can be

lemma 31,

based on G‘.
G: is interchangeable with
According to theorem 29
some selection function 3. E B can be based on S.

Next consider
function

V 2 {<u,P> | u E P and P c U}. Let + be the
—-o

from pow U to pow V given by P+

{V 6 V | V1 6 P}.

we can find a separative propositional

By lemma 77,

dissection T of S with V as its domain. By lemma 78,
the interpretation
ME given by M¢m= ﬂ¢]+ is a standard

interpretation

that can be based on T.

Nowwe can apply theorem 80:
there is an ordering
function < for V on which ME can be based. This

function, in its turn, is interchangeable with a connector
G" for

V. G" E KP.

From G" we can derive the desired connector F for Was

follows. Set
i E F(p,q) iff <u(i),U> 6 G" (p*+,q**)

(Hereu(i) is the ultrafilter

generated by {i}.)

Given that * and + are boolean homomorphisms, it follows
smoothly that F E KP. There is hardly any need to check that
[ ] can be based on F.

The above proof also establishes

El
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II.82.

THEOREM.
The logic determined by the class of all

ordering functions is P.22)
II.4.3. Extensions of P
II.83. PROPOSITION.Let < be an ordering function for w.
Suppose [ ] is an interpretation
over w based on < which

verifies MP. Then < can be based on a faithful
function for w.
PROOF.Define a new ordering function

ordering

<' for w as follows.

Let D1 = Di U {i} for every i E w. And set

k <£jiff

k <i j and j ¢ 1

Note that <' is transitive, irreflexive and faithful.
(And note that even if < is connected or almost-connected,
<' need be neither.)
We must show that
Vj E [(1)]no;

i E [¢ + w] iff

Elk E [¢] nDi(kgij

& V1 E [q;] nD:!L(1g:!Lk: l€[1p]))

Suppose i E [¢ + w]. Let j be any world in [¢] n Di. Two

possibilities obtain.

(a) j = i. Since [ ] Verifies MP, i E [¢], and i E [¢ + m],
we may assume that i E [w]. Because there is no k <1 i, this

suffices.

(b) j 75i. Then we have Vk((kEDi & kgij)

3 (kEDi & kgij)).

Since ElkE [cp]nDi(k gij &Vl E [¢]nDi(l gik :3 lE[1p])), this

there is nothing to prove here.

means

Conversely, suppose i E [¢ + w]. Then there is some
jo E Dit1[¢] such that
vk e [<19]nDi(k gijo

: 31 6 [cp] nDi(1;ik

distinguish two jpossibilities.

3. 1 9! huh). Again we

(a)' not i S.
-1 jo, or i E [¢], or i E [w]. None of these
poses any problems.
(b)' i $1 jo, i E [¢] and [w]. In this case there will be
some j1 E [¢]r1Di such that j1 gii and j1 E [w]. Because g

is transitive, it holds that

vk 6 [¢] nDi(k gij1

2 31 6 [¢] nDi(1 gik & 1 9! .[1p])).

Note that if k gi j1 then k gi j1. So we see
aj e: [(1)]nvi

vk e: [cp]nDi(k

§J!_j : a1 6 [¢] nD:!L(lgJ!_k & 1¢‘[xp])).
El
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‘In a similar fashion it can be shownthat the following
holds.
II.84. PROPOSITION.
Let < be a faithful ordering for w.
Suppose [ ] is an interpretation
over w based on < which
Verifies CS. Then [ ] can be based on a centered ordering

function for w.
PROOF.Define a new ordering function <' for w by stipulating

that

k <i j iff

(a) k <i j; or (b) k = i, j # i, and j E Di

It is left to the reader to check that everything works out
well. (Note in passing that if < is almost-connected, <'
will be so too.)
a

II.85.

(i)

COROLLARIES.

The logic determined by the class of faithful ordering
functions

is P + MP.

(ii) The logic determined by the class of centered ordering
functions

is P + MP + C8.

PROOF.(i) Byinserting proposition 83 at the right place in
the proof of theorem 81
, this proof can be extended to a
proof showing that P + MPis complete and determined by the

class of faithful ordering functions.
(ii) Analogous.
If you are wondering why I left out a discussion Of
P + C8, then recall that every ordering function validating
P + CS also validates

MP. (P + CS is incomplete with respect

to classes of ordering functions so:to speak. Cf. section 3.2.)
Let us now turn to P + ASP = D. That 9 is the logic

determined by the class of all almost-connected ordering
functions was first

for a correction.

result.

proved by Lewis (1973). See Krabbe (1978)

I will give here a newproof of this
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II.35.

LEMMA.The following arguments belong to E.

(i)

(W V W) + ~W /

W * ~¢;

(ii)

(W V W) + ~¢,

(W V X)'*~W

(iii)

(W v W) * ~¢,

~((W

(iv)

W + W: ~((¢

/

(W V X) * ~¢:

V X) + ~X) /

V W) + ~X)

/

(W V X) + ~W;

X + (~W V W)

PROOF.There are straightforward semantic proofs showingthat the
arguments mentioned under (i) and (ii) are valid within the

class of all ordering functions. Since we already knowthat
all arguments valid within this class belong to P, we may
rest assured that these arguments also belong to 0.
For (iv),you are referred. to the proof of proposition 80.
There you can find a derivation showing that all arguments
of the form ¢ + w, (¢ v X) + X / X + (~¢ v w) belong

to P.

[By replacing the application of ASCin this derivation by an
application of ASP, we get a derivation showing that all
arguments

of the form ¢ + w, ~((¢

v w) + ~X) / X + (~¢ v w)

belong to D.

(iii) is presumably most quickly proved by first giving
semantic proofs showing that all arguments of the form
(W V W) + ~¢

/

(¢

V W V X)

+ ~¢

(*)

and all arguments of the form
~((W

V X) * ~X) / ~((¢

V W V X) + ~(¢

V X))

(**)

belong to P. We then have
(¢ v X) ->~d>

~((W V x) -*~x)
.

(¢ V W V X) + ~¢

(*)

V

~((W\’W\’X)
.

+ ~(¢

(**)

V x))
ASP

(¢ v W) -*~¢

which shows that all arguments mentioned under (iii)
to

belong

P + ASP = 9.

(If you prefer syntactic proofs, here is a derivation of
(*)p
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<6

(«b v 132)-> Mb

I‘

(xA~(<bv1I2))+(xA~(¢vt12))
CW

(<19
V11?)'* ((X ’\~(d>VI1J)) V~¢>)

.

.

(X /\~(<i> V1lJ))+((X’\~(¢

_

CW

VlP)) V~<1>)

(d>vIbvx)->((xA'9(d>v11J))v~¢).
WCW

(¢V1PVX)‘*"’¢>

The next derivation shows that
(¢ v w v X) + ~(¢

v X) /

(w v X) + ~X belongs

to P.

Given the rules for negation it follows that also (**) E 9.
£6

(¢V1IJVx)+~(¢Vx)
(icbvtbvx)->~{¢vx)

CI

(¢V\1JVx)->(¢VI1JVx)

(d>Vtl2Vx)+(~(d>vx)/~(d>VI12vx)) My
CW

—~CW

(¢>vIIJvx) + ~><

(<I>vt1Jvx)->(wvx)
_

(wvx)

A93

-+~x

)

D

II.37. THEOREM. Let S be a separative selection function
for w. Suppose [ ] is a standard interpretation over Wbased
on S which verifies D. Then [ ] can be based on an almost

connected ordering function for w.
PROOF.Let Di and pi(j) for every i,j € w be defined as in
the proof of theorem 80
. This time we consider the
ordering function < for w given by

k <i j iff k,j 6 vi and si(pi(j) Upi(k)) c: w’\:pi(j).
Just like before, we will omit the subscript i since no
confusion can arise.

Notice that < is irreflexive.
To prove transitivity,
s(p(j)
s(p(k)

we must showthat

U
p(k)) c:
U p(l))
c: wmp(j)}
w'vp(k)

___,
3(p(j)

U Mk”

C wmpﬁ)

Given (ii) of the lemma,it is clear that this is indeed the
case.
To prove almost-connectedness,

we must show that
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s(p(k) u pm) at w~p<1)aI ‘
Here we can apply (iii) of the lemma.
It remains to be proved that [ ] can be based on <.
To this end we show that 3([¢]) d [w] iff
vj 6 '[¢] no ak € [45]nmkggj & V1 E [(13]n0(l‘§k:
1ej[w])).
Suppose 3([¢]) ¢ [¢]. Consider any j E 3([¢]) m [w]. Since
I ] verifies n, j 6 [¢]. Also, j 6 0. Moreover, ifﬁk < j

then k ¢ [¢]. (For, if k < j then s(p(k)tJp(j)) c w'bp(j);
by (i) of the lemmathis implies that 3(p(k)) c w'bp(j);
since k E s(p(k)) and p(j) = [¢], it follows that k ¢ [¢].)
So we see-that
33 € Df)[¢] Vk E Df)[¢]

(k éj 3 31 € D‘7[¢]

(1-§kL& 1 ¢ [¢]))

To prove the converse, assume that 3([¢]) c [w]. Consider any
j € Df)[¢]. It must be shown that
3k 6 vnj[¢](k.<_.j 3. V1 6 vn[¢](1gk
: 1€[.1p])).
As in the proof of theorem 80
, we distinguish two cases:

(a) V1 6 pt)[¢]Kl.gj :>1.€[¢ﬂ). In this case there is
nothing to prove.
(b) 210 e vn[¢](lOgj

& 10 61[xp]). since 10 6 0,10

6 s([x])

for some X.
Claim: ¢ ¢ S([¢ V X1) C w'b[x].

Proof of the claim:
Note that

(¢ v X) + ~X, (¢ v X) + X / X + ~X is an instance

of ASC. So if 3([¢ v X]) would be empty s([X])

would be

empty, too, which contradicts the assumption that 10 6 s([X]).
Secondly, if 3([¢ v X]) ¢ wr»[¢], we would have that
i 6 [¢ + w] and i E [~((¢ v X) + ~X)]; then by tun of the
lemma it would follow that i E [X + (~¢ v w) , which
contradicts the assumption that 10 E s([X]), 10 6 [¢] and
10 ¢ [m]. Nowconsider any ko E s([¢ v X]). Clearly ko < 10.
Furthermore, since ¢ + ¢/(¢ v X) + (w v X) belongs to v and

k0 ¢ [X] we have that ko E [w]. Finally,

such that l 6 [¢]. So trivially

v1e:vn[¢](1sk6:1ej[w]).

there is no l.< ko

n
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II .88 . THEOREM.

(i)

D is complete.

(ii) The logic determined by the class of all almost
connected ordering functions is D.
PROOF.By replacing the application of theorem 30
in the
proof of theorem 81
by an application of the theorem

above, we get a proof of (i). This proof also establishes
(ii).
Perhaps you had.expected instead of theorem 87

U

, a

saying that every interpretation which is based
on an ordering function and which verifies ASPcan be based
on an almost-connected ordering function. In other
words, why did I not treat

D as I treated

P + MPand

P + MP + C8?

Also, having noticed the similarities

between the proofs

of theorem 80
and theorem 87
, you may have wondered
why I did not reduce them to the same denominator. Can

the definition of < in the proof of theorem 80
not be
replaced by a less stringent one - one that does not only
work for P, but also for P + ASP and perhaps even for
other extensions of P? After all, when we were

dealing with questions of interchangeability, we had no
problem defining < in such a way that it did not only
work for ‘plain’ partial ordering functions but also for
faithful, centered, universal almost-connected and connected
ordering functions (see theorem 71)
and the subsequent
discussion). Whythen should there be any problem here?
I amafraid I do not have a satisfactory answer to these
questions. It might very well be that the proposition in
question holds, but the problem is that I would not knowhow
to prove it except for the special case in which < satisfies
the Limit Assumption. And for our purposes this is too weak

a result. Likewise, it could be that the definition of < in
theorem 80
can be replaced a more fruitful one. I am
beginning to believe, however, that there is not very much
to be gained.
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II.89.

THEOREM.

(i)

The logic determined by the class of faithful and
almost-connected ordering functions is v + MP.
(ii) The logic determined by the class of centered and
almost-connected

ordering functions

is D + MP+ CS.

PROOF.

(i) Wecannot apply proposition

83 here (as we already

noted parenthetically whenwe were proving it). Neither is
there a guarantee that the ordering function figuring in
the proof Of theorem 87
will be faithful if the

interpretation concernedverifies MP.Still, it is easy to
see that if-Umusinterpretation happens to verify MP,then
there cannot be any i,k E Di such that k <1 i. Wecannot be
sure, however, that i will always be a memberof Di.

It is not difficult

to remedythis defect. Weadapt the

proof of theorem 87
as follows. Set j e Di iff (i) j =i;
(ii) j 6 Di([¢]) for some ¢. Let pi(j) for every j 6 Di
such that j # i be defined as before, and take pi(i) = w.
The definition of < can remain as it is. And so can the
remainder of the proof once it has been noted that this time

< (Afaithful, and that in-virtue of the fact that [ ]
satisfies MP,we still have that if k <1 j and [¢] 6 pi(j),
then k E [¢].

(ii) I already announcedparenthetically
apply proposition 84 here.

that we would

II.90. THEOREM. The logic determined by the class of
all connected ordering functions is D + CEM.

PROOF.It suffices to showthat any standard interpretation
that is based on a separative selection function S and that
verifies D + CEMcan be based on a connected ordering
function for the domain w concerned.
Let < be defined as in the proof of theorem 87.

Wealready knowthat < is irreflexive,

transitive,

almost

connected and that [ ] can be based on <. Call j,k E w

equivalent iff for every ¢, j 6 [¢] iff k E-[¢].
Claim: for every j,k E w, either j < k, or k < j, orcj is
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equivalent to k.
Proof of the claim. Suppose neither j < k nor k‘<j. Then
S(p(j) U p(kD‘¢ w'bp(k). Since 3 verifies CEMthis means
that S(p(j) U p(k)) c p(k). Likewise we see that
S(p(j) U p(k))c:p(j).
By applying ASCtwo times, we see
that S(p(j)) c p(k) and S(p(k)) c p(j). Since CEbelongs
to n + CEMit follows that s(p(j)) c [¢] iff S(p(k)) c [$1.
Nowsuppose j € [¢]. Using CEM,we see that S(P(j))c [¢].
Hence S(p(k)) c [¢], and therefore k 6 [¢]. Obviously, the

converse holds, too. It is clear, then, that k and j are
equivalent.
Nowlet <5 for every i be any irreflexive, transitive
and connected extension of <1. Note that if k <i j then

either k < j, or k is equivalent to j. Using this it is

.«easy to check that [ ] can be based on <'.

D

The case of v + CEM+ MP is now straightforward
to say nothing

of D + CEM + MP + C8.

The construction used in the proof of theorem 87
also enables us to get to grips with the Limit Assumption.
II.91.

THEOREM.

Let S be a separative

selection

function for w. Suppose [ ] is a standard interpretation
over w based on S which verifies

P + LIM. Then I 1 can be

based on an almost-connected ordering function satisfying
the Limit Assumption.
PROOF.Let < be defined as in the proof of th€0r€m 37

The only thing we have to show is that < satisfies the
Limit Assumption. Assumefor contradiction that < does not
do so. Then there is for some i an infinihesequence of

worlds j0,I.., jn,... such that for all n E w, jn+1 < i jn.
In Viewof the definition of < it follows that there_are
¢O,..., ¢n,... such that for every n E w,
By induction on n, it follows straightforwardly that for
every

n E w
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i E [(¢0 v ...

v ¢n v ¢n+1) a ~(¢1 v ...

v ¢n) .

(a)

(To prove the induction step, you have to apply (*) from
lemma86 twice.) Also, it is clear that for every n 6 w,
i E [~((¢0 v ... v ¢n v ¢n+1) » (¢1 v ...
(Otherwise, we would have for some:n€ w’,

v ¢n)].

(b)

i E [(¢1 v ... v ¢n v ¢n+1) 4 i].
Which would imply that for every k § n+1,

i(-I wk->J.1.
Andthis contradicts the fact that for every n, [¢n] = p(j)
for some j E Di.)

Since [ ] verifies

LIM, it follows from (a) that i E [L].

Contradiction.

o

By replacing the application of theorem 80
in the
proof of theorem 81
by an application of the above
proposition we get a proof of
II.92.

COROLLARY.30+ LIM is canonical.

But since D + LIM is not compact we cannot apply theorem 19.
11.93.

QUESTION.Is v + LIM complete?

COMMENT.
If every D-+LIM-consistent

set of sentences is

extendable to a nuxamwlD-+LIM-consistent set of sentences,
then the proof of theorem 19 can without much ado be

adjusted. If on the other hand, someD-FLIM-consistent set
of sentences is not so extendable, then D+IJJdis
incomplete.
The question has somewider interest, since so far no
example of incomplete canonical logics - either modal
logics, or tense logics, or conditional logics - are known.a
The result reported in theorem 92
ado be transferred

to extensions

can without much

ofiv + LIM. D,+ LIM + CEM,

v + LIM 4 CEM + MP, D + LLM + MP and

v+

LIM + MP + cs

are

all canonical, but perhaps none of these logics is complete.
The.same applies

to P.+ LIM and the logics

P + LIM.+ MP, and
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P + LIM + MP + CS, though here one has to take the

construction of < used in theorem 80
point of the proof.

as the starting

One more remark on the logics containing LIM. Let A/¢ be
an argument with finitely many premises. Suppose A/¢€E£*+LIM
where L is any of the logics
n,

n + MP + CS,

P, P + MP, P + MP + CS,

D + CEM, D + CEM + MP. Then

A/¢ E E + LIM iff

we have

A/¢ E L.

This is so because all of the logics E concerned have the
following property.
11.94. THEOREM.
Let A be a finite

L-consistent

set of

sentences. Then there is a finite set of possible worlds W,
and a standard compositional interpretation [ ] over w,
such that (i) [ ] verifies E, (ii) for some i E w it holds
that i E ¢ for every ¢ 6 A.

PROOF.I will not prove this as it follows immediately from
a much more general result in Lewis (1974).
0

Not only does it immediately follow from this theorem
that all the logics £ concerned are decidable, but we can

also take the finite sets w, together with the standard
compositional interpretations [ ] verifying E and
satisfying A, as the starting point for the construction of
ﬁddle sets w‘, serving as the domain of somesuitable
ordering function < on which [ ] can be based and which

validates £.Since these ordering functions trivially satisfy
the Limit Assumption, the result mentioned follows smoothly.
The only property of ordering functions which we have not

yet discussed is Universality. The logical impact of this
property is well known, and will not be discussed at any
length here. Let E be any of the logics figuring in the
above. Suppose E is determined by the class K of ordering
functions. Let K‘ be the class of all universal ordering
functions in K. Then the logic determined by K’ is the
weakest extension of L closed under the following rules
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D¢/¢.

mb/00¢,

<1>/00 <15

Main ingredients of the proof: Let < be any ordering
function for W, given D. The argument forms concerned are
valid on < iff for any i,j E w, (i) i E Di, (ii) if j E Di
then Dj C Di, (iii) if j E Di then i 6 Dj. Furthermore,

it is not difficult to showthat if Ais satisfiable on
someordering function with the properties (i), (ii), and
(iii), A is also satisfiable on someuniversal ordering

function.(If
take

aH_sentences of A happen to be true at i, then

Di as the new domain, and restrict

to Di.)

<, D and I 1
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NOTES TO PART II

1. In doing so we also meet the wishes of cognitive
psychologists like Philip Johnson-Laird (1985), who argues

that the logical theories for conditionals developedwithin
the framework of possible-worlds semantics cannot serve as
a basis for a cwgnuﬁyetheory of conditionals because, as he
puts it ‘the set of possible worlds goes far beyond what can

fit into an individual's mind ... Each possible world
exceeds what any individual can apprehend ... If Stalnaker,
Lewis or their colleagues have defined the truth conditions
of conditionals, then no one can ever grasp them, and
a ﬁwuﬁoméno one can ever properly evaluate any conditional.‘
(Additional note: By lumping all possible worlds semanticists

together, Johnson-Laird is not doing justice to in particular
Stalnaker.)

2. It is in particular this aspect of possible worlds
semantics that has been muchunder attack recently. Here
data semantics (see part III) may serve as an example.

3. An exception, or rather an attempt to develop an
exception, can be found in chapter 2 of Nute (1980). But in
the meantime Nute has concluded that this proposal has ‘very
serious difficulties‘,
and ‘appears to be a dead end‘. See
Nute (1984: 416).

4. Consider the ne&u%0ni;Jdefined_by:.<p,q> €'f& iff for
some

_¢, pi = .[¢]

and

q. = '.[r.-<j>]. If

fly is

not

a

ﬁuVLO}tCt"J_I!L,i

then there are ¢ and w'such that [¢] = {$1 and {¥¢].# l~w].

But this immediately shows that the principle of replacement
does not hold. That this principle neither holds if fA or £4
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are no functions, can be shown in the same manner. That it
does hold if both f&, fA and fa are functions can be, as well as
proved by showing with induction on the complexity of X that
whenever [¢] = [w], the replacement of an occurrence of ¢ in
X by an occurrence of w always yields a sentence X‘ such
that [X] = [x']
5. The exceptions being R. Routley and R.K. Meyer (see
Routley and Meyer (1973). However, their theory admits

inconsistent as well as incomplete possible worlds, things
that are not possible worlds in our sense of the wordJ
6. Henceforth reference to L is suppressed.

'7. Here we depart from standard practice. A logic that is
complete in our sense of the word is usually called.genoudIy
commie/ta.And a compile/talogic

in the usual

sense of the word

would be a logic 5 for which there is a class K of connectors
such that

{¢ | ¢/¢ 6 E} = {¢ | ¢ is valid within K}.

8. Let F be a connector with
domain w, and G be a
connector with domain V. G is ibmmmmhuzto F iff there is a

function c, mapping w one-to-one onto U such that for any
p,q ¢ w and 1 e w

1 e F(p,q) iff c(i) e G(E(p),E(q)).
(Here 5 is the function from P%ww onto pow V given by
E(p) = {j e v | j = c(i) for some 1 e p})

Note that the isomorphismrelation is an equavalence relation.
Moreover for isomorphic F and G the following holds: let I be
an atomic interpretation over w, and_J be an atomic

interpretation over V. Supposethat for all atomic ¢,
J(¢) = E(I(¢)). Then the interpretation [ ] conforming to I
and based on F, and the interpretation ﬂ ] conforming to J
and based on(3are likewise related, i.e. for every ¢,
[¢] = E([¢]). This means that every A satisfiable by F will
be satisfiable

by G, and uMce\MmAa.So if

F E K, G 6 K(£ K ).
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9. The examples given show in fact that there are logics
with the property that there is no class Kof connectors such
that

{¢ 1 ¢ is valid

within

K} = {¢ 1 ¢/¢ 6 £}, which is

stronger than is needed for our purposes here.
10. Consequencefunctions were first introduced in Chellas
(1975), albeit under a different name.
11. Lewis (1973: 58) credits

John Vickers with the

introduction of selection functions.
12. The assumption that any world j is accessible from any
world i (formally: vi==wfor any i) yields the theory

of strict implication that wediscussed in section I.2.1.1.
13. Note that not all quantifiers

aﬁﬂ satisfy

between by ﬂanthe moist and

(1LFor example, consider the quantifier

Q defined

by

[p Wq[ = 0, when p is finite

Qw‘P'q’ iff

{lp N ql is finite

and even, when p is

infinite

Obviously, this quantifier does not satisfy the condition
that Qw(p,r) if Qw(p,q) and q C r. (This example-was brought
to my notice by Peter van EmdeBoas.)

14. Given Aug and Cut this form of the principle

of Modus

Ponens is equivalent to the one introduced in section 2.1.
15. This is how Lewis described the Limit Assumption in his
(1981). In Lewis (1973) a much weaker version relative to

interpretations is discussed which says that for every
sentence ¢, such that [$1 n Di # ¢ there is some [¢1-closed

world to i.

16. Counterexamples to AD, CC, and ASP are pictured
An arrow

is

drawn. from k to

j 1,5 .6U./id
onfiy «£5.j; <1 k

belowh
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wr~¢rX

¢:~¢:~X

é~
....s

¢:~W:X

o (

6 {

I\)

U)

¢z~¢:~X
0
uh

¢r~¢IX
Note that

1 6 [¢ + X],

1 E [¢ + w],
¢(1p]

1 ¢ [¢ + (w A X)].

X

¢ 0 z/////// K\\\\\‘\\

W

x K\\\\\\\ k/////,//

0

¢

1

~x

¢IXI~w

Note that

1 e [1 + x1.

1 6 [¢ + w], 1 ¢ [(¢ A w) + x1.

These are the simplest counterexamples I have been able to

find.

17. John Pollock has tried on various occasions, most
recently in Pollock (1981).For a rejoinder, see Nute (1984:
435).
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18. This result is mentioned in.Veltman (1976). Its importance,
however, was first noticed by Kratzer (1981).
19. The result

is due to Lewis (1981).

20. See Lewis (1979).

21. Johan van Benthemsuggested a different proof of this
theorem which starts from the following definitions:
Di =-Rig w| j E Si(p) for some p}

j gi k iff j,k e vi and Si{k,j} c {j}
22. John Burgess (1979) gave a proof of the somewhat weaker

/theorem that the set of sentences valid on all ordering functions
coincides with {¢| ¢/m E P}.

I learnt a lot from his proof.
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PART III
D A T A

S E M A N T I C S
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III.l.

SEMANTICSTABILITY AND INSTABILITY

The semantic system developed here differs in various
respects from the kind of systems developed in part II.
These differences have largely to do with the role which
information plays. In part II we concluded that background
information plays an important role in the evaluation of
counterfactuals. Premise semantics can be seen as a first
-attempt to makethis role explicit. In data semantics it
becomes even more important, since whereas in premise
semantics the evaluation of just somekinds of sentences is
made dependent on background information, in data semantics
this is extended to all kinds of sentences. This more radical
approach derives from the idea that the meaning of many kinds
of expressions is deeply bound up with the restricted
knowledge which we have of the world in which we live. Weuse
language not only to say what we know about the world but also

to express our ignorance of it.

III.1.1.

Information models

As we already saw in the introduction (I.2.l.2),

the central

concept in data semantics is not truth Aimpbﬁdietbut
truth

on the ba/3495
06 the avaiiiablie evidence. Consequently,

our
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principal concern will be to sort out what it
means for a sentence to have this property.
Following usual logical practice,I shall not deal with
this directly but introduce a formal language L,
the sentences of which will serve as ‘translations’ of
English sentences. L is given by:
(i) a vocabulary consisting of countably manyatomic
sentences, two parentheses, three one-place operators
I\J

, "mix, and may and three two-place operators
and +.

A, V,

(ii)the formation rules that one would expect for a
language with such a vocabulary.
As usual the operators ~, A and V are meant as formal

counterparts of negation, conjunction and disjunction
respectively. If ¢ and w are formal translations of the
English sentences ¢' and w’, then ¢ + w is meant to be a

formal translation of the induudiue conditional with
antecedent ¢' and consequent w‘. The operation may represents
the expression ‘it maybe the case that‘, and the operator

nuxt the expression ‘it must be the case that‘. It will
appear that the semantic and pragmatic properties of
indicative conditionals are closely boundup with the
properties of these modal expressions, which is why I have
included them in L.
Up to section 4.2. we will be primarily concerned with
sentences which are in a sense simple. To be more precise,vma
will be concerned with sentences of which the depth does not
eXCeed-1:'wheretjm2depth<xE¢, d(¢) is determined as follows:
if ¢ is atomic then d(¢) = 0;
if ¢ = ~¢ then d(¢) = d(¢):
if

¢ = w v X or ¢ = w A X then d(¢)

if

¢ = may ¢ or ¢ = rmwt ¢ then

if ¢ = w + X then d(¢)

d(¢)

= maximum(d(¢),d(x));
= d(w) + 1:

= maximum(d(w),d(x))

+ 1

In presenting the semantics of L we shall again follow

usual logical practice and first specify the admissable
models for L.
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III.1.

DEFINITION. An Lngonmcwéonmodel’, (for L)

is a triple

<3,g,u>with the following properties

(i)

S

(ii)

g is a partial ordering of 3

(iii)

76 (25

V is a function with domain 3; for each s E S, Us is

a partial function assigning at most one of the
values 1 or O to the atomic sentences of L.
If S § S‘, Vs cl/5..

An information model is ciobmi iff in addition to (i),

(ii)

and (iii) it has the following property.
(iv)

Each maximal chain in <S,§:> contains a maximal
element. If s is a maximal element of <3,§2n Us is

total.

The basic entities
of S, are called

a

of an information model, the elements

(pobbxlbﬁe)
inﬁolnma/téon
Maia:

the speakers

of

the language L - one speaker at different times, or different
speakers at the same time - can have different information

about a particular state of affairs.

For our purposes all there is to knowabout any
information state is covered by the relation g and the
function V. V tells for each atomic sentence ¢ and each
information state s whether ¢ is true on the basis of the
evidence available at s, in which case US(¢) = 1, or whether
¢ is false on that basis, in which case VS(¢) = O, or
whether the evidence available at s does not allow any
definite conclusion about the truth value of ¢, in which
case VS(¢) is undefined. The relation § determines the
position of each information state amongthe others. In this

connection it is particularly important to know,given the
evidence at a certain information state, what the outcomeof
any further investigations
that

might be. Whenevers g s‘, we say

Alt «(/3p02.sM'.b£e
501 s 10 glwwin/to s‘. So understood,

it

will

be clear why g is taken to be a partial order.
The requirement that Us c V8,, if s g s‘ constrains the
semantic properties of atomic sentences considerably: once an
atomic sentence ¢ has turned out to be true (or false) on the
basis of the evidence, it will remaintrue (or false) , whatever
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additional data may come to light. As we shall see in the
next section, not e-very...s.entenceof L is Atablie in this
sense. Notice that it mayvery well be that s < s’ while
Vs = V8,: accumulation of evidence need not necessarily
meanthat more atomic sentences get a definite truth value.
(Suppose it is possible for s to grow into an information
state where both the atomic sentence ¢ and the atomic
sentence ware true. It mayvery well be that this
possibility is excluded once s has grown into s‘. That does
not mean, however, that it must be clear at s‘ which of the
atomic sentences ¢ and w is false.)
It remains to explain condition (iv). Consider any subset
S‘ of S. S‘ is called a chaua (in <$,§:ﬁ iff the restriction
of g to S’ is a linear order. Think of a chain as a sequence

of increasingly rich information states. A chain 3' is
manmuziff every chain 3" containing 3' is identical to 3'.
Think of a maximal chain as a sequence of successive
information states which is in no way extendable. Now, (iv)
says that any such sequence contains a state s‘ where the

information is richeAt:if S‘ is a maximalchain then there is
some s' E S‘ such that for no s 6 S, s’ < 9. Moreover, in

such a final information state sf, the information is, in
fact, cmmmetezVS. assigns a definite truth value to every
atomic sentence. In other words, (iv) excludes the
possibility of there being any sequence of successive

information states that does not ultimately end in
an information state that is complete. Every incomplete
information state can grow into a complete information state

- in principle, that is, not necessarily in practice.
In the following we will mostly be concerned with closed
information models. This is partly for technical convenience.

It will appear that as far as logic is concerned everything
turns out the same if (iv) is replaced by the muchweaker
assumption
(iv)' For every s E S and every atomic sentence ¢ there is
some s‘ 2 s such that VS.(¢) is defined.
But manyresults are more easily proved for information

models satisfying the stronger condition (iv)

than for
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information models satisfying only (iv)'.

(Note that for

&UuX£.models(iv) and (iv)? are equivalent.)

Theother reason for restricting ourselves to closed
information models is that (iv)' seems natural. Whatit
amounts to is just this: the question whether a given
atomic sentence holds or not always hab an answer.(Once

again: whether it will always be possible to really ﬁind

this answer is an altogether different question) So (iv)'
works as a constraint of meaningfulness. And in the context
of propositional logic, where nothing can be said about the
reasons why certain atomic sentences might be meaningless,
imposing this constraint seems a natural thing to do.
Now, let M==<S,§,V>be any closed information

model. One

of the maximal elements of 3 plays a special role. At that
’"point, say so, the information is not only complete, but
also cauami: the evidence available at so comprises exactly
what is in fact the case. Since the speakers of the language
L cannot but get their data from what is in fact the case,
they will always be in an information state - perhaps
‘evidential situation’ wouldbe a better term 2) - that can
grow into so. However, as long as their data are incomplete,
they do not exactly knowwhat holds at so and what does not.
That is where the information states that cannot grow into
so come in: a speaker may at a given point have to reckon

with the possibility that further investigations bring him
in such an information state even if this does not in fact
happen. (Of course, as time goes on, not only may the

available information change, but also the facts of the
matter. The latter possibility is neglected here. Think of
it this way: even if the facts have changed, the
investigations under consideration continue, but in such a
case they pertain to the past instead of to the present.)
Definition 1 leaves many questions unanswered. For one
thing, whenever VS(¢) = 1 for a given atomic sentence ¢ and
information state s we say '¢ is true on the basis of the
evidence available at s‘, but the model <S,§,V> does not

give us any clue as to what this evidence consists in.
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Another point is that apart from the requirement that there
be sufficiently manycomplete information states, no
constraints at all are placed on the kinds of information
states that an information model should contain. The
so-called data models introduced in section 4.1. are
more satisfactory in these respects. Whatis here called
the evidence available at a given information state, is
there identified with a data set, this being a special kind
of subset of ‘the’ set of possible facts. Whatis here taken
as the extension relation '§' between information states,
there boils downto the subset relation 'c' between data
sets. Here, a speaker is supposed to be in a given
information state; there he is supposed to be acquainted with
the facts that constitute a given data set. Within data
models atomic sentences are treated as names of possible
facts. The atomic sentence ¢ is true on the basis of a given
data set iff this set contains the fact namedby ¢. And ¢ is
false on the basis of a given data set iff this set contains
a fact that is incompatible with the fact namedby ¢. Thus,
in data models the condition that atomic sentences should
remain true (or false) once their truth (or falsity) has been
established - which we had to stipulate for information
models- is automatically fulfilled.
The reason why I mention data models here is

because there is one particular feature of information
models that cannot be properly explained without
reference to data sets. Notice that the information
models <S,§,U> are so defined that it may very well occur
that for a given atomic sentence ¢ and an information state s

the following holds:
(i) for no s' 2 s, VS.(¢) = 0;

(ii)VS(¢) is undefined.
From (i) it follows that VS.(¢) = 1 for every complete s';:s.
So it mayvery well occur that a certain atomic sentence ¢‘is
not true on the basis of the evidence available at s while on
the other hand it is impossible for s to grow into an
information state at which ¢ will turn out false. Indeed, s
will inevitably growinto an information state at which¢ is true .
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One may wonder whether we should allow this.

Wouldn't it

be plausible to call ¢ true on the basis of the evidence
available
s‘ 2 s,

at s? Shouldn't we demand that US(¢) = 1 if for no
VS.(¢) = 0?

I do not think so. I think it would blur an important
distinction

- that between d/ULQC/t
and Lndi/Lee/tevidence - if

one were to maintain that it is solely on the basis of the
evidence available at s that the sentence ¢ is true.
In the terminology of data sets: speakers in information
state sanxanot directly acquainted with the fact namedby ¢.
Their data at best enable them to infer that no fact
incompatible with the fact named by ¢ can be added. In other

words,their<knx1at best constitute indirect evidence for the
truth of ¢:;¢ must be true, all right, but it maytake quite
sometime until this is definitely shown.

III.1.2. Betweenassertability and truth
Let M= <S,§,V> be any (closed)

information

model, s an

information state in S, and ¢ a sentence. In the sequel,
3 FM ¢

abbreviates'¢ is true (in M)on the basis of the evidence

available at s' and
Swfl ¢

abbreviates '¢ is false (in M)on the basis of the evidence
available at s‘. Whenno confusion can arise as to which
model M is meant, the subscript

'M' in 'sNf4 ¢' and 's %M¢'

will be omitted.
The following definition specifies, for any model M, the
extension of the relations % and. 4. It applies to
arbitrary sentences, but in the course of this study it will
appear that for sentences of depth greater than one some
modifications are called for.
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III.2.

DEFINITION.Let M = <S,§,U> be any closed information

model and s an information state in S.
- If ¢ is atomic, then
s k ¢ iff

vS(¢) = 1

s=|

VS(d>) = 0

<13iff

-sl=~¢ iffs=] ¢
s=| ~¢ iff

s[= cb

- s|=nuyq>iff
s4

for some s’ 2 s, s’ F ¢

may/cbiff for no .9‘ 2 s,

s‘ |= cp

- s|=nwAId>iff for no s‘ 2 s, s'== ¢
s=I mu/stqbiff for

some s'

2 s, s'=l

- s F ¢ A w iff

S F ¢ and s P w

s=| Cb/\1[Jiff

s=| q; or s-I112

<13

--s|=q>v1piffs==¢ or s=1p
s=[

<1)V112iff

- s k ¢ + w iff
s=4 ¢ + w iff

s=|

cbands=|

Lp

for no s‘ 2 s, s‘ P ¢ and s'=4 w
for

some s‘ 2 s,

s‘ F ¢ and s?=% w

In discussing this definition I shall often refer to the
following information states.
Inga/unaxulon
Amie 1. You are presented with two little
boxes,
box 1 and box 2. The boxes are closed but you know that

together they contain three marbles, a blue one, a yellow
one, and a red one, and that each box contains at least one
of them.
Inﬁo/Lmaatéon
Amie 2. As 1, except

that

in addition

you know

that the blue marble is in box 1. Where the other two
marbles are remains a secret.
(So we are back where we started:

the case of the marbles.)
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Nqyuﬁon

I trust that the truth and falsity conditions for sentences
of the form ~¢ do not need any further explanation. It may,
however, be illuminating to compare these conditions with a

few alternatives. Presumably,it will not be difficult to
convince you that the following stipulation
completely mistaken.
(f) s F ~¢ iff

would have been

S V ¢

If the evidence available in information state 1 does not
allow you to conclude that the blue marble is in box 1, this
does not mean that it allows you to conclude that the blue
marble is not in box 1. Hence, (*) does not generally hold.
(*) only holds if the evidence in s happens to be complete
but that is a rather exceptional case. 3)
Readers familiar with Kripke's semantics for

intuitionistic logic will be attracted to the following
alternative to the account of negation given in definition 2.
(**) s F ~¢ iff for no s' 2 s, s F ¢
I can hardly imagine that anyone would adhere to (**) and

yet agree with the falsity conditions proposed in definition
2. There seem to be no grounds for denying that the

following two statements are equivalent.
(i) ¢ is false on the basis of the available evidence;
(ii) the negation of ¢ is true on the basis of the
available evidence.
So I would expect the supporters of (**) to completely

reject our falsity conditions rather than to reject the
equivalence between (i) and (ii).

The incorporation of (**)

in definition 2, therefore, wouldalmost certainly bring a
drastic revision of the entire system along with it.
At this moment,we are not yet in a position to explain

in detail whydefinition 2 offers a better analysis of
negation than (**) does. I shall here briefly sketch the
relevant argumenttrusting that the remainder of this
chapter will enable you to fill in the details for yourself.
To begin with, it is worth noting that the negation
described by (**) is expressible within the framework
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presented here, albeit not by means of the operator ~.
Still, we have
for no s‘ 2 s, s F ¢ iff

Hence, the easiest

s = muAt ~¢

way to compare the (**)—negation and

the negation of definition 2, is to study the different
properties attributed by definition 2 to sentences of the
form WUAI~¢ on the one hand, and sentences

of the formmv¢

on the other. By doing so for different kinds of sentences,
you will undoubtedly sooner or later arrive at the
conclusion that 'not' has more in commonwith the operator
~ than with the operator nuAt ~. The following cases are
decisive: (i) ¢ is a sentence of the form (w + X); (ii)
is a sentence of the form muutlp.

¢

May

Suppose you
blue marble
Suppose you
blue marble

are in
may be
are in
may be

information
in box 2.‘
information
in box 2.‘

state 1.
Would you
state 2.
Would you

Somebodysays: ‘The
agree?
Somebodysays: ‘The
still agree?

According to definition 2, your answer to the first
question should be ‘Yes’, and to the second question ‘No’.
Definition 2 says that a sentence of the form may¢ is true
on the basis of the evidence available at a given information

state s as long as it it possible for s to grow into an
information state s‘, where, on the basis of the then
available evidence, ¢ is true; and that such a sentence is
false on the basis of the evidence available at s iff this
possibility is excluded. In information state 1 you must
still reckon with the possibility that the blue marble will
turn out to be in box 2. Therefore the sentence ‘The blue
marble may be inkxn{2‘ is true on the basis of the evidence
available there. In information state 2 you do not have to
reckon with this possibility anymore. Once you knowthat the
blue marble is in box 1 it is wrong to maintain that it may
nevertheless be in box 2. At most you can say that it might
have been in box 2.
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Unlike atomic sentences, the truth of sentences of the
form may¢ need not be stable. They will often be true on
the basis of limited evidence only to becomefalse as soon

as new evidence becomesavailable. Once their falsity has
been established, however, it has been established for good.
In terms of the following definition: sentences of the form
may¢, though in general not T—stable, are at least Festable.
III.3.

DEFINITION.Let ¢ be a sentence.

¢ is T1Aﬂﬂ%eiff

state

for every model M = <S,§,V> and information

s E S, if s FM¢ then s' kM ¢ for every information

state s' 2 s;

¢ is Fﬁatdﬂe iff for every model M = <S,§,V> and information.

state s E S, if sAf4 ¢ then s'hr4 ¢ for every information

/state s‘ 2 s;

(I)is zvtabiieiff (p is both T-stable

and F-stable.

The theory of 'may' developed here differs widely from
those developed within the framework of possible worlds

semantics. (See II.3.4.)

It renders the sentence

(a) The.b£ue manb£e.iA in box 1 and it may not be theme

a logical absurdity, just like
(b)_ The bzue mcucbﬁe4'25in box 1 and Lt mm

According to all other theories (a) is a pragmatic, rather_
than a logical absurdity: (a) can be perfectly true although
nobodycan ever sincerely assert it.
I5 there any empvdhaﬁevidence in favour of this claim,

that sentences like (a) are pragmatically rather than
logically absurd? I do not think so. The only empirical
support which it could conceivably get should consist in an
informal example which shows that the apparent inconsistency
ofsentences<1Ethe

form ¢ A may ~¢ can sometimes be cancelled.

I am pretty sure, however, that no such example will ever be

found. Anyoneasserting a sentence like (a) fails to fulfill
the conversational maximof quality as for example
Groenendijk & Stokhof (1975) are ready to explain. (Roughly:
by asserting the right hand conjunct ‘the blue marble maynot
be in box 1' one indicates that the sentence ‘the blue marble
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is not in box 1' is consistent with everything one believes.
But according to the maximof quality one is not allowed to
assert the left hand conjunct if one does not believe that
the blue marble is in box 1.) So if there is any example
showingthat the apparent inconsistency of these sentences
can really be cancelled, it must be one in which one

indicates (either explicitly or implicitly, but at least in
a way clear enough to the hearer) that one is stating
somethingone does not, in fact, believe, but that this is
done for a good reason - a reason which can be reconciled
with the overall Cooperative Principle. I amafraid that no
hearer will ever be found who is able to detect what good
reason that might be.
That it is impossible to breach the maximof quality and
yet observe the overall Cooperative Principle has been
noticed before. 4) For example, Gazdar (1979: 46) notices
that an implicature arising from the maximof quality
‘differs from those arising from other maximsbecause it
cannot be intelligibly cancelled‘. Yet the only conclusion
which is usually drawn is that the maximof quality has a
privileged position amongthe other maxims. Everybody seems

to accept, if reluctantly, that the criterion of
cancellability offers at best asAuﬁﬁicierttcondition for
calling somethingpragmatic instead of logical.
The one argument I have to offer in favour of the
position that sentences of the form ¢ A may~¢ are logically

rather than pragmatically absurd is highly theoretical.
Consider the following (re)formulation of the
Maxim05 Quaziiy: Do not aéaant a Aentence ¢ un£eA¢ ¢
125Due on the bazsizs 05 the evidence out you cwspo»sa£.

Notice that every sentence which owes its pragmatic
absurdity simply and solely to the fact that it can never be
asserted without violating this maximis also absurd for
semantic reasons - for daaz semantic reasons at least.
Hencethe question of cancellability need not arise. By

doing data semantics instead of the usual truth-conditional
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semantics, we have so to speak annexed part of what was
always called pragmatics. As a consequence the border

between logical and pragmatic-but-not-logical inconsistency
and that between logical and pragmatic-but-not-logical
validity has been redrawn. Actually it seems that now
cancellability
can serve as a condition which an argument
must satisfy in order to be classified as pragmatically but

not logically valid.
These considerations are meant to raise an issue rather

than'u3settleitu

It could be that within the standard

frameworkbetter explanations can be given for the fact that
the ‘apparent’ inconsistency of sentences of the form
¢ A may~¢ cannot be cancelled.

Or it may turn out that the

frameworkpresented here, just like the standard one, will
have to allow for uncancellable implicatures. Moreover, even

if neither of these possibilities turns out to be the case,
the arguments presented above may not on their ownbe strong
enough to decide which framework is preferable. Other things
than a neatly drawn line between semantics and pragmatics
may have to be taken into account.
Mum‘.

I already hinted at the truth condition for the operator
nuat near the end of section 1. According to definition 2, a
sentence of the form mu&t¢ is true on the basis of the
available evidence iff no additional evidence could make ¢
false. Hence, if one keeps on gathering information, ¢ will
inevitably sooner or later turn out true. As long as ¢ could
yet turn out false, nmAt<bis false.
It is worth noting that in manycases this analysis
renders a sentence of the form mwMt¢weaker than ¢ itself.
If an atomic sentence ¢ is true on the basis of the
available evidence, then muAtd>is true on that basis as
well. But mu&t¢ can be true on the basis of the evidence
without ¢ being true on that basis. In the latter case the

data constitute at best indirect evidence for ¢, in the first
case direct evidence.
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That nmAt¢ is often weaker than ¢ has been noticed by

a numberof authors. Karttunen (1972: 12) illustrates
with the following examples:
(a)

this

John mwszthave 326$

03) John hab £251

His informal explanation fits in neatly with my formal

analysis:
'Intuitively,
(a) makes a weaker claim than (b). In general,
one would use (a), the epistemic rmwt, only in circumstances
where it is not yet an established fact that John has left.
In (a), the speaker indicates that he has no first hand
evidence about John's departure, and neither has it been
reported to him by trustworthy sources. Instead (a) seems to
say that the truth of John ha»:Zeﬁt in some way logically
follows from other facts the speaker knows and some

reasonable assumptions that he is willing to entertain.
A man who has actually

seen John leave or has read about it

in the newspaperwould not ordinarily assert (a), since he
is in the position to makethe stronger claim in (b).'
Similar remarks can be found in Groenendijk & Stokhof (1975),
Veltman (1976), Kratzer (1977), and Lyons (1977). Still,

despite the unanimity on this point no theory has yet been
proposed which actually predicts that on manyoccasions
nmAI<bis a logical consequence of ¢. Most theories treat
hay and nmAtas epistemic modalities and depending on whether
the underlying epistemic notion is knowledge or belief muMt¢

turns out to be either stronger than ¢ or independent of it.

(Cf. II.3.4.)
Notice that

sentences

of the form muxs/t
<1)are T-stable

though they are not in general F-stable. Consider for
example the sentence
us) Eithen the yeﬁﬂow on the had manbﬁe muét be in box 2

For all you know in information state 1 it may very well be
that the blue marble is in box 2, while both the yellow and
the red marble are in box 1. Hence it is not the case that
either the yellow or the red one must be in box 2. But as
soon as you are told that the blue marble is in box 1 this_is
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different. At least one of the marbles is in box 2 and it
cannot be the blue one. So it must be the yellow one or the
red one.
16

According to definition

2, a sentence of the form ¢ + w is

true on the basis of the evidence available at a given
information state s iff s cannot grow into an information
state s' at which ¢ is true on the basis of available
evidence and w is false. If, by any chance, further
investigations should reveal that ¢ is true they will also
reveal that w is true. Furthermore it is stated that ¢ + w
is false on the basis of the evidence available at a certain

“information state s iff it is still possible for s to grow
into an information state at which ¢ is true and w false on
the basis of the available evidence.
As a consequence we find that sentences of the form
¢ + w are not in general F-stable. Consider the sentence
(a)

I5 the ye££ow'mahb£e LA in box 1, the hed one £4 tn box 2

Again, the evidence available in information state 1 allows
for the possibility that both the yellow and the red marble
are in box 1. So on the basis of the limited evidence

available there (a) is false: it is not so that if the
yellow marble is in box 1, the red one is in box 2. In
information state 2, however, (a) is not false anymore. Once
you know that the blue marble is in box 1, you can be sure
that if the yellow marble happens to be in box 1, the red
one will turn out to be in box 2.
Nowconsider the negation of (a).
(b)

It 1/.»not 250that t5 the yeuiow mahbte 125tn box 1, the /zed

one it in box 2

This sentence is true on the basis of the evidence available
at information state 1 - at least if we apply definition 2 to
it. Suppose you are in information state 1 and somebody
- Mrs. S. - asserts (a): ‘If the yellow marble is in box 1,
the red marble is in box 2.‘ Wouldit be appropriate, then,
to reply like this: ‘No, you are wrong, it mayvery well be
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that both the yellow and the red marble are in box 1. So it
is not the case that if the yellow marble is in box 1, the
red one is in box 2'?
Such a reply would only under very special circumstances
be correct. Only when you know for certain that Mrs. S. is
not better informed than yourself, because only then can you
be sure that she is mistaken. Certainly, for allgnm know
(in information state 1), sentence (a) is false and sentence
(b) is true, but sentence (a) is not F-stable and sentence
(b) is not T-stable. If by any chance the blue marble should
be in box 1 and if Mrs. S. should know this,

then what she

says is true on the basis of the evidence available to hen.
So perhaps she is better informed than yourself, perhaps she
is telling you something about the marbles you did not yet
’ know. Therefore, instead of denying the truth of her
statement you'd better ask yet on what evidence it is based.
In normal conversation every statement is meant to convey
some new information and only when this new information is

incompatible with someT-stable sentence that is true on the
basis of the evidence gathered mayone raise doubts about it.
Like when you are in information state 2 and Mrs. S. says
‘Maybe the yellow marble

is in box 1 and L5 50, the Iced one 12.5

«U1boxlimo‘. However, even in this case it would be

inappropriate to reply with a simple denial: ‘No, it.may
very well be that the yellow marble is in box 1 and the red
one is in box 2.‘ Again, such a sentence is not Tvstable; it
might owe its truth to a lack of information on your part 
that is certainly what Mrs. S. will think. So what you will
have to reply is something much stronger: ‘No, it cannot be
that the yellow and the red marble are both in box 1. Mﬁthe
yettow manb£e.tA tn box 1, the ned one tAn't.'

These considerations

the peculiarities

may help us to understand some of

of negated conditionals. For one thing,

they explain why a conditional statement ¢ + w is so often
refuted with a counterconditional ¢ + ~¢ rather than with a
negated conditional ~(¢ + w). But they do so without thereby
equating sentences of the form ¢ + ~¢ with sentences of the
form ~(¢ + w). On the account given here, ~(¢ + w) is not
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logically equivalent to ¢ + ~¢, as it would be if + behaved
as Stalnaker (1968) and Adams (1975) predict. Nor is it
equivalent

to o A ~w as it would be if + behaved like

material implication. Wefind that ~(¢ + w) is equivalent to
may(¢ A ~w).

Let ¢ be F-stable and suppose that ¢ is false on the basis
of the available evidence. Then according to definition 2,
¢ + w is true on the basis of the evidence for any sentence
w. Similarly, if w is T-stable and true on the basis of the
available evidence then ¢ + w is true on the basis of the
evidence for any sentence ¢. In other words, the present
treatment of conditionals does not meet the requirement that
/a sentence of the form ¢ + w should never be true unless the
antecedent ¢ is somehow'relevant' to the consequent w. The
well-known 'paradoxes' of material implication turn out
logically valid. Wefind, for example, that from a logical
point of view, there is nothing wrong with
(a)

The bﬁue mexbﬂe LA in box 1

..

I5 the bﬂue maxbﬂe LA in box 2, it LA in box I

If you do find it difficult to accept the validity of this
argument, please read the conclusion once more without losing
sight of the premise. The argument does not run like
(b)

The.b£ue.manb£e.iA in box 1
.Z

16 the bﬁue manbﬁa had been in box 2, LI wouﬁd

have been in box 1

Or perhaps it helps to compare (a) with
(c)

The.b£ue,mahb£e id in box I
.2

The bﬂue maxbﬁe LA in box 1, L5 it LA anywhexe

axcux
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(Anywhere... then why not try box 2.) If this does not help

either, the reader is referred to section 2.3, where I shall
argue that (a), though logically valid, is nevertheless
pragmatically incorrect.
D%AjunctLonand conjunction

English sentences of the form '¢ or w’ are often uttered in
a context where the available evidence does not enable the
speaker to decide which of the sentences ¢ and w are true,
but only tell him that at least one of these sentences nmAI
be true. Moreover, it would seem that sentences of the form
'¢ or w’ are sometimes true, and indeed true on the basis of
the available evidence whenuttered in such a context. Take
for example the sentence
(a)

Bathe): the mad manbze on the yeeﬂow mauzbie «U.»in box 2

uttered by someonein information state 2. Clearly, there is
nothing wrongwith this statement, even though it is not yet
settled which of these two marbles really is to be found in
box 2.

‘

If this observation is correct, it would seemthat in most
contexts the operator v cannot serve as the formal
counterpart of ‘or ' . Accordingto definition 2, a sentence of
the form (¢ v w) is not true on the basis of the available
evidence unless it is clear which of the sentences ¢ and w
is true on that basis - and, on most occasions, this is a bit
too much to ask.

Fortunately, the present theory provides yet another
possible analysis of disjunctive sentences: in place of a
sentence of the form (¢ v w) one can take a sentence of the
form nuAt(¢ v w) as their formal translation.
mu&t(¢ v w) is

true on the basis of the evidence available at a given
information state s iff this information state cannot
possibly grow into an information state s’ where both ¢ and w
are false on the basis of the available evidence. This means
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that at least one of the sentences ¢ and wwill eventually
turn out to be true if one continues to accumulate
information.
At this point the reader may wonder why I did not.assign
to sentences of the form (¢ v w) the truth conditions which
are now associated

with sentences of the form mw&t(¢v W).

Wouldn't that have been a more elegant procedure?
The reason I did not proceed that way is this: sometimes
disjunction Lb used in the manner formally captured by the

truth and falsity conditions associated with the operator v.
In fact, from a syntactical point of view, there are only a
few cases —the case where 'or"occurs

as the only

connective of the relevant sentence being the most salient 
in which the meaning of English disjunction does not seem to
~conformto the meaning of v. Yet I venture the hypothesis
that even in these special cases the Kéuwaﬂmeaning of 'or'
can be equated with the meaning of v, and that it is for
pmqmmtdzreasons that a sentence of the form '¢ or w‘ often
has to be interpreted as ‘it must be the case that ¢ or w’.
I will not defend this position here. Fred Landmanwill
do so in his forthcoming dissertation. In the meantimethe

reader is invited to think of ‘better’ clauses for v. (This
is not just a matter of changing the true clause for v
into
(*) sI= ¢ v w iff

for no s‘ 2 s, s=4 ¢ or s=4 w

while leaving everything else as it is. An example will make
this clear. Consider the information model given by the

following picture.
02

U1(¢) is undefined
-3

v3(¢)

o

Applying (*) and the clauses forrmwxi and aegiven in

definition 2, weget
1 1:

mum:

(b v muzvt ~¢
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Applying the falsity clause for v and the clauses for nmAt
and ~ given in definition 2, we get
1=4nmAt ¢ v

rmwt

¢

Obviously, something is wrong here.)

So muchfor disjunction. The truth and falsity
conditions pertaining to conjunction need no further
comment- except perhaps that much of what has been said

about sentences of the form '¢ or w’ applies equally well
to sentences of the form ‘not both ¢ and w’.
III.4.

PROPOSITION.Suppose ~, A, v are the only operators

occurring in ¢. Then ¢ is stable.
PROOF.Induction

on the complexity of ¢.

n

In the sequel I shall sometimes discriminate between the
sentences which contain no operators other than ~, v and A,
and the other ones by calling the former demudptam, and the
latter mwuwAomqﬁZve.
All descriptive sentences are stable,

most nondescriptive sentences are not. Intuitively,

the

difference between these two kinds of sentences amounts to

this: by uttering a descriptive sentence a speaker only
informs his audience of the evidence he already has. By

uttering a nondescriptive sentence he also expresses his
expectations about the outcomeof further investigations.
III.5.

PROPOSITION.Let Nl= <S,§,V> be a closed information

model, and s E S.

(i)

For no sentence ¢, both s F ¢ and s=4 ¢

(ii) If s is maximal, then for every sentence ¢, either
s|= ¢ or s=4d In particular we find
s F ¢ + w iff

s F ¢ or s F Q

s|= nay ¢ iff s.F ¢
s F mwut¢ iff

PROOF.Induction.

s F ¢

n
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What this proposition

shows is that it does not make much

sense to use the phrases ‘if ... then‘, 'must',and 'may'iJ1a
context where the information is complete. In such a context
‘if ... then‘ gets the meaningof the material implication
while the meaning of both ‘must’ and ‘may’ boils downixnthat
of the empty operator. However, in such a context therezusno
need to use non-descriptive sentences: the information is
complete; so, what could possibly betjuegood of speculations
on the outcome of Quaker investigations?

Proposition 5 also enables us to clarify the relation
betweenthe relative notions ‘true/false on the basis of the
available evidence‘ and the absolute notions ‘true’ and
‘false’.

Indeed, the reader mayhave wondered whether these

””notionsare related at all. Wouldn't it be better to say
that definition 2 deals with the notions of verification and
falsification rather than the notions of truth and falsity?
After all, it is obvious that nothing is verified or
falsified except on the basis of evidence. But it is far from
obvious that this evidence, or rather the availability of it,
could makea difference to the truth value of the sentence
concerned. Truth and falsity depend only on the facts of the
case and not on information one may have gathered.

5)

The absolute notions of truth and falsity can be defined
in terms of the relative notions as follows: a sentence is

true/false iff it is true/false on the basis of the evidence
that will be available whenthe data are complete. In
formulas:
M % ¢ iff

so kM ¢

M=l 4) iff

so M=| ¢

Here so is the special information state discussed near the
end of section 1. The evidence available at so comprises
exactly what is in fact the case. Hence, it is indeed the
facts and nothing but the facts that determine whether a
sentence is true or false in the absolute sense.
Wesaw, however, that there are many sentences for which

the absolute notions of truth and falsity makelittle

sense.
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There is a lot to learn from what is in fact the case but
not which sentences may-be true or must be true or will be
true if only ... There is no way to decide the question
whether the red and the yellow marble nmyiboth be in box 1

by just opening the boxes. A question like that can only be
judged in the light of what mu; be case: the possibilities
left open by the facts as far as they are known.
Given the possibilities left open by the facts knownin
information state 2, the yellow and the red marble cannot
both be in box 1. The sentence ‘the yellow and the red
marble may both be in box 1' is false on the basis of the
evidence available in information state 2. Now, I have no
objections against replacing this phrase by another one —

‘falsified by the available evidence‘ or 'refutable in
”information state 2', whatever you like. The real issue is,
I think,
of truth
them. In
relative

which notions are fundamental: the absolute notions
and falsity or the relative ones, whatever you call
this paper we are exploring the idea that the
notions are fundamental. So far it has proven

fairly fruitful: it enables us to drawthe distinction
between direct and indirect evidence and that between stable
and unstable sentences - important distinctions it would
seem, even in purely logical matters.

III.1.3. Data logic. Preliminaries
III.6. DEFINITION.Let 6 be a sentence and A a set of
sentences A F ¢ iff every closed information model
M.= <S,§,V> is such that for every s E S,
if

s FM w for

every

w E A, then

s FM ¢.

‘AF ¢' abbreviates ‘the argument A/¢ is (data-)logically
vaﬂaﬂ. I shall write ‘F ¢' instead of '¢ F ¢', and
'A,w1,...,wn F ¢' instead of ‘A U {w1,...,wn} F ¢'. Read
W=<$'as '¢ is logically valid‘.

u
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The logic generated by the above definition differs in
someimportant respects-from any in the literature. Most of
the following observations have to do with these differences.
For a more systematic account the reader is referred to
chapter 3.
And, on and not

As far as descriptive sentences are concerned, the
departure from classical logic is not too drastic. Many
classical principles concerning A, v and ~ are valid in the
sense of definition 6 as well:
- If

A F ¢ A w, then

— If

A F ¢ and

*- If
- If

A F\¢

A F w then

and A F w;
A F ¢ A w;

A F ¢ v w, and A,¢ F X, and A,¢ F X, then
A F ¢ or A F w, then

A F X;

A F ¢ v w;

--If A F ~¢ and A F ¢, then
- If A F»»~¢ then A F ¢.

A F w;

Notice that this list is madeup entirely of principles
underlying the classical system of natural deduction for
A, v, and ~. Actually, only one of these principles is
missing. Within the present context the usual introduction

rule for negation fails. It is not necessarily so that
- If A,¢ F ~¢ then A F ~¢.

The closest approximation available is this:
- If A,¢ F ~¢, and each w e A is T-stable,

then A F »mwz.~¢.

The matter can also be put as follows. Within the present
context

proofs

by Reduotéoad A"bAu/Ldum
are not always valid.

It is not generally so that
- If

A,~¢ F w A ~¢

then

A F ¢.

That is, if you can derive an absurdity from the assumption
~¢ this does not always qualify as di/Leetewldeneefor cb. At
best it gives you /éndi/Lecxt
evidence for <1),but even this only

in those cases where the premises in A are all T-stable. So
we get
—If A,~¢ F w A ~w and each w 6 A is T-stable,
A|=

rmwt<b.

then
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III.7.

PROPOSITION.Let A, v, and nabe the only operators

occurring in the sentences of A/¢. Suppose A/¢ is
classically validl Then A Frmwi ¢.

PROOF.Given propositions 4 and 5, there is little
prove.

left to

In other words, if by the standards of classical logic,
the descriptive sentence ¢ must follow from the descriptive
sentences in A, then at least

nuAt ¢ follows from A by the

standards set here. (In this respect mud: behaves in data

logic as double negation in intuitionistic
Enmmwe.Let ¢ be descriptive.

logic.)

Then # ¢ v ~¢. The Principle

of Excluded Middle does not generally hold. (In fact there

are no valid descriptive sentences at all.) That does not
mean, however, that ¢ v ~¢ can ever be false on the basis of

the available evidence: nuAt(¢v ~¢) is logically valid.
Besides, we get a Principle of Excluded Muddle in return.
Nomatter what the exact evidence is, the sentence
rmwt¢\/mu&t~¢\/Mug ¢/§may»4ﬂ

is always true on the basis of it.
What and

way

In many respects uut and.nuy behave as ordinary modal
operators. Weget for example
rmwt ¢f=~mmy~¢
~may ~¢ l= mwst «b

which shows that.mwMt and may are related as the box a and
the diamond O of any old modal system. We also have
muA1:(¢‘A xp) l=rncwc.¢

A mu/.s/t xp

rmwi ¢/\nuAt1pF=muAtNA1M

Frmwt(¢\/~¢)

which makes it seem as if we are dealing with just another
extension of K. (See section II.2.3.) Furthermore, we have
mwst

<1»if ¢

nmAt<bF=may<p
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muMt¢l=nmAtnmAtq
nmAt:mwd:¢l=nmAt<b

which might easily create the impression that muat and nag
are the obligation and permission operators of some system
of

dean/t<'.clogic.

But then we see
<1>!‘-"may

¢

which not only gives the logic ofnmq/ an aﬁeﬂuh flavour,

but also seemsirreconcilable with the earlier observations.
And finally, we note
If ¢ is T-stable, then ¢[=rmwtI¢
If ¢ is F—stable,

then

nmy¢, ~¢ F X for any X

whichdistinguish this logic clearly from all earlier
systems. (Cf. the discussion in section 1.)

The following two figures will help to clarify the

situation

D~¢

~u~¢

~n¢

Whatis pictured here are the logical relations between the
six formulas ¢, ~¢, u¢, u~¢, ~n¢, ~n~¢ in any of the
standard alethic modal logics. I have drawn an arrow from
Wto x to indicate that w.F x. When w and X are connected
by a dotted line this means that w,x F 9 for any 6.
Now, if we draw a similar picture for muzvt
we get this,
at least _if ¢ is a Aﬂﬁweformula.
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jjjjjjjijtjjij

Here, the assumption that ¢ is Audie is essential.
example,

For

if ¢ = may w, for any atomic w we find

nug1PI% mwatnug w

In fact, things are the other way around:
mwiwwiwtrmyw
This last example shows that the Principle of
Substitution cannot be carried over from classical logic
to data logic without modification. It mayvery well be that
a given argument is valid - ¢ / mwMt¢, for instance - while
the result of substituting an anbumanysentence - mayw 
for someatomic sentence (at all places where this atomic
sentence occurs) is not valid any more - witness
my 112/maul may/lb. In general,

only substitution

of a Astabﬁe

sentence for an atomic sentence will transform a valid
argument into a valid one.
Also the Principle of Replacement needs to be treated
with some care. Let us call
e.qu,£va£e.n/t iff

iff

both

cb I= myand

the sentences
112l= d>, and

¢ and w wammy
Amongﬂy equivaﬁerut

¢‘# w, w P ¢, ~¢ P ~w and ~w P ~¢. This distinction

is

important. Consider, for example, the sentences (¢ A ~¢)
and (w A ~¢), where ¢ and w are two distinct atomic
sentences. (¢ A ~¢) and (w A ~w) are weakly equivalent

but

not strongly equivalent. If the occurrence of (¢ A ~¢) in
~(¢ A ~¢) is replaced by an occurrence

of (w A ~w) then the

resulting sentence ~(¢ A ~w) is not weakly equivalent to the
original ~(¢ A ~¢). Hence, the Principle of Replacement

fails for weakequivalents. Yet, it holds for strong
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equivalents: if ¢ and ware strongly equivalent then
replacement of an.occurrence of ¢ in a sentence Xby an
occurrence of diwill always yield a sentence X‘ that is

strongly equivalent to the orginal X.
Exampﬁea

~~I¢ is strongly equivalent to ¢
¢ v w is strongly
¢ A Wis strongly
may ¢ is strongly

equivalent
equivalent
equivalent

to ~(~¢ A ~w)
to ~(~¢ v ~w)
to ~nmAt~¢

rmwtd>is strongly equivalent to ~nuy ~¢
may ¢ is strongly equivalent to ~(¢ + ~¢)
nuAt¢ is strongly equivalent to ~¢ + ¢
/¢ + w is strongly
¢ + w is strongly

equivalent
equivalent

to rmwi(~¢ v ¢)
to ~muy(¢ A ~¢)

So we see that in principle it is possible to give a more
economic presentation of the present system by choosing ~r One
of A and v, and one of nuy,rmwi, and + as primitive

operators and defining the other ones in terms of these.
Let us return to the logic of mg; and nuat. As usual 6)
we define a mowuﬁiy as any unbroken sequence of zero or more
monadic operators (~, nuit, mag). Twomodalities X and Y are
eqwamiewtiff the result of replacing X by Y (or Y by X) in

any sentence is always strongly equivalent to the original
sentence. Proposition 8 says how manyequivalence classes

there are.
III.8.

PROPOSITION.Let X be any modality and ¢ be any

sentence.
(i) X¢ is strongly equivalent to one or other of the
following inn sentences:
gb, muAI ¢, may ¢, mbt

may ¢, may mubt ¢,

vv¢,«vmuAt ¢,«vmay ¢,rvmuAt may ¢,rvmay mubt ¢

(ii) If ¢ is.&&w£e, X¢ is strongly equivalent to one or
other of the following Adxsentences:
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<b,nwAt<m may<b
"'¢:__'Vmu-A’t (by Nmay

¢

PROOF.Below a model is pictured

showing that

mu&tnmy¢

is not always strongly equivalent tormwi ¢.
-2
1-

////,/’)W

v1(¢) is
undefined
II

v2(w)

I

v3<w)

..x

O

-3
Note

that

1 l-'- mwst may (mu/41:11:v rnuzst ~1p),

and

1=|mwtmmzwvmwtwL
However, if ¢ is F-stable,
to

mwwtnuy¢ is strongly equivalent

nuAt ¢.

The picture

also shows that nagrmwx¢ is not always

strongly equivalent to
1 |= may(may U2A may ~w),

nay ¢, witness the fact that
and

1=|

may mwst (mag w A may~xI2).

However, if ¢ is T-stable, maynwsz¢ is strongly
equivalent to nay ¢.
Turning to nuynudtnuy ¢, we find that a sentence of
this form is always strongly equivalent to mayrrws/tcb, no

matter the stability of ¢. Fromthis it follows
immediately that.mu&tnuyrmwt ¢ is always strongly
equivalent to nmdtnmy¢.

The remainder of the proof is left to the reader.
In section 4.2, I will propose a somewhatsubtler
analysis of may and.nmAt - one which results in (ii)
holding even for unstable ¢.
16

III.9. PROPOSITION.
Suppose that_& is the only operator
occurring in ¢. Then,

P ¢ iff ¢ is classically valid

a
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PROOF.The proof from right to left is trivial. The converse
follows straightforwardly from the following lemma.
Let M==<S,§,V>be any closed information model, and let
¢ be any sentence in which no operator occurs other than +.
Suppose there is some s E S such that s=4,¢. Then there is
some nuxﬂmdl s‘ E S such that

s‘ 2 s and s'=4

¢.

0

This suggests that the logic attributed to indicative
conditionals by the theory presented here is rather strong.
The scope of proposition 9 is, however, very limited. For
one thing, one cannot even conclude from it that if + is the
only operator occurring in ¢ and in the sentences of A, it

holds that
AF ¢ iff A/¢ is classically
Exampﬂe. Let

<1)and ll) be atomic.

valid
Then the

argument

Cb, ¢->1lJ/ 11)

being an instance of Modem
Ponem, is classically valid.
According to definition 2, however, ¢ + w is true on the

basis of the data just in case these data augmentedwith
d/ULQC/C
evidence

S0

We get

for

(1;amount

to Lnd,<'JLec/tevidence

¢, ¢ + w FHMAI w rather

than

for

1]».

¢, ¢ + w F w.

III.10. PROPOSITION.
Let + be the only operator occurring in
¢ and in the sentences of A.
If A/¢ is classically valid, then A F mw&t¢.

PROOF.The proposition is another corollary
mentioned in the proof of proposition 9.

of the lemma

0

Both proposition 9 and proposition 10 remain true if we
permit the conjunction operator to occur in ¢ and in the
sentences of A. For other connectors things go wrong.
Enmmwc.Let ¢, w, x be atomic sentences. The argument
(¢ A w) + x / (¢ + X) v (w + X) is classically
valid.

Within data logic, however, it isn't.
(¢ A w) + X / nuAt((¢ + X) v (w + x)),

pictured below.

Nor is the argument
witness

the model
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02

v2(¢) = v3<¢) =1;
1o——:—-—)o3

v4<¢) =

V3('~!J)= V4(11?)=1;V3(1P)

=

[7300

=

= V4(X)

= 0? V2(X)

04
Clearly

1 % (¢ A 1D) -* X;

1=| mu»st<(¢ -> x)

=l (¢ + X) v (ID '* X);

and

v (112+ x)).

The model also explains what is wrong with the following
informal example, taken from Adams (1975):
I6 Auhtchet A and B ate thhowh, the m0toh.wtt£.Ataht
(Lt mubt be the caae that) ettheh L5 Auhtch A tA thhown, the
motolt wttt Atcuzt, on, 415Awétch 8 ts thxwwn the match wttt Atafbt

Not only the principle

of ModusPonens, but also the

other mainstay of classical logic, the principle of Free
Deduction (see section II.2.1), cannot be carried over to
data logic without modification. It is not generally so that
If

A, ¢ % w then

A % ¢ + w.

If you want to prove ¢ + w from the premises A, you cannot
just add ¢ to the premises and try to prove w from A
together with ¢. By making an assumption - suppose that ¢

will turn out true-you mayrule out someof the
possibilities left open by the premises - mu; ~¢, for
example. In other words, the assumption ¢ can interfere
with the T-unstable sentences in A. Therefore, if you want
to prove w from the assumption ¢, you may only use the
T—stable premises. So, we get
If A, ¢ % w and each x E A is T-stable,

then

A % ¢ + w.

(Actually, we can get something a bit stronger, for the
premises A together with the assumption ¢ have to supply
only thdi/Lee/t evidence for 112:
If A, ¢, ~¢ F W, and each X E A is T-stable,
then A k ¢ + w.)
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By nowit will be clear that the logic attributed to
indicative conditionals by the theory presented here cannot
easily be fitted into the spectrum formedby the theories
proposed so far. In certain respects it is very strong,
as strong as classical logic: recall that. ¢ + W
follows from w, and also from«~¢, at least if ¢ and w are

stable. In other respects the behaviour of + matches with
the behaviour of the strict implications occurring in the
Lewis Systems (I mean C.I. Lewis here):

as we saw ~(¢-+ w)

is (strongly) equivalent with may(¢ Arvw). This is exactly
what we would get if + were the implication

and maythe

possibility operator of another extension of S.O.5. In yet
other respects data logic is weaker than the weakest logic
in the literature.

One more example: the principle of Modus

,Tollens, whichholds both in classical and in intuitionistic
logic, and also in the systems of strict and variably strict
implication, and even in such a weak system as the system
of Relevance Logic, fails. One cannot in general conclude
~¢ from ¢ + w and ~¢, The closest approximation available is
this: if m is F-stable then nmat~¢ follows from ¢ + w and
~w. If w is not F-stable even this weakened version of
ModusTolles does not hold. Consider for example the
premises

¢ + (w + X) and ~(w + X), where ¢, w, and X are

three distinct descriptive sentences. Neither ~¢ norrmwt-¢
follow from these sentences, we only have that.may~¢ is true
on the basis of the available evidence if ¢ + (w + X) and
~(w + X) are. (You will have recognized the case of the

marbles.

See also sections I.1.1 and I.2.1.2.)
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III.2.

PRAGMATIC CORRECTNESS AND INCORRECTNESS

In certain respects data logic is weaker than the
weakest logic in the literature. In other respects it
is at least as strong as any of the others.
I like to think that the arguments which on my

account are logically invalid cannot easily be
explained away as ‘just’ pragmatically unsound by those

whothink they are valid. Notoriously difficult (for
those whobelieve that indicative conditionals.behave
like material implications) are for example the schemes

';'(‘1?“*1l!)/¢>and(¢/\1P)‘*X/(¢‘*X)V(1P'*X)
So far no satisfactory pragmatic explanation has been
offered for the fact that manyinstances of these
inference patterns seem anomalous.
On the other hand, those who think that my theory is
too strong, that I have dubbed too many of

the wrong

arguments valid, can produce a lot of intuitive
counterexamples to make their _point. Here I am the
one who has to produce the good reasons for saying that

these are ‘just’ pragmatically unsound instances of
valid argument forms. I shall turn to this now.
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III.2.1. Gricean constraints
Recall the Principle of Excluded Muddle:
rnuzst <1>
v mubt ~d> v (may cpA may ~cb) is

a datalogical

law.

This

means that the possible contexts in which a conditional
with antecedent ¢ and consequent m can be uttered all fall
into the following nine categories:
.1. mm:

d>

muAt_W

2. mwstgb
may U)
may

4. may ¢

miwi

my
ll!

muét-vw

“'11!

5. may q)

may ~¢

3. mum: ¢

My

may 1!!

6. may

¢

my’

~<1>

muﬁt

~19

maU'WP
7. mu/it ~¢

mwtlb

8. mws/t ~¢

nuylb
nuy'~¢

% 9. mws1:~<l>

mwtow

(Read this as follows: in category 1Jmwi.¢ is true on the
basis of the evidence available to the speaker andrmwttp
too. Etc.)
Claim: Assumethat ¢ and w are descriptive sentences.
Then the only contexts in which a speaker can assert ¢ + w
without violating any conversational maximare the ones

in category 5. In other words, an indicative conditional
statement with a descriptive antecedent and consequent
will normally implicate that neither the truth nor the
falsity of its antecedent or consequentare definitely

established.
The claim itself is not new. Already in Strawson
(1952: 88) we find the remark that ‘the hypothetical

statement carries the implication either of uncertainty
about, or disbelief in, the fulfillment of both the
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antecedent2nuiconsequent'. (See also Stalnaker (1976) and
Gazdar (1979).) What is new is the straightforward proof of

it. Consider first the contexts fitting into category 2, 3
or 6. In such contexts the sentence ¢ + Wis false on the

basis of the evidence available to the speaker. (It is left
to the reader to check this with the help of definition
2.)
So if you say ¢ + w in one of these contexts you are
saying something for which you lack adequate evidence, which
according to the maximof quality (the one formulated in
section 1.2) you are not supposed to do. Secondly, anyone
who knows, or at least could have known, that ¢ cannot be

true, and whotherefore falls within one of the categories
7, 8 or 9 could according to definition 2 truthfully assert
that ¢ + w. But anyone who did so would be sinning against

"the maximsof quantity and manner: by definition 2.
nuat ~¢ is stronger and therefore more informative than
¢ + w. Apart from that it is also less wordy. So, it would
be a lot more helpful to say nuat ~¢. The only remaining
categories are 1 and 4, in both of which the speaker knows
that w must be the case. Again: rmwiw is both stronger and
less wordy than ¢ + w. So, if you say ¢ + w in such a

context, you are not telling us all you knowand that in too
many words.

So, indicative conditionals are typically uttered in
contexts fitting in category 5, the center of the table. This
is of course not to say that any conditional statement will
automatically be correct whenuttered in such a context.
For one thing, in such a context the sentence ¢ + w cannot

be true on the basis of the available evidence unless the
antecedent ¢ is somehow'relevant' to the consequent w. Let
w be any descriptive sentence - take ‘the red marble is in
box 1'. Suppose you do not know whether w - maybe the red

marble is in box 1, maybe not. Likewise, let ¢ be any

descriptive sentence - ‘it is raining in Ipanema‘. Again,
you do not know whether ¢ —maybe it is raining in Ipanema,
maybe not. Nowconsider ¢ + w - ‘if it is raining in

Ipanema, the red marble is in box 1'. Clearly, there must be
somenon-coincidental connection between ¢ and m if it is
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really to be so that no additional evidence can establish
the truth of ¢, without establishing that Wmust be true
- how on earth could the weather condition in Ipanema have
anything to do with the position of the marbles?

In section 1.2 we noted that our semantics in itself
does not guarantee that a conditional is true on the basis
of the available evidence if its antecedent is relevant to
its consequent. Wecan now see why this does not matter too

much. Pragmatic constraints ensure that an indicative
conditional will normally be asserted only in circumstances
where this requirement is fulfilled. Those contexts in
which definition 2 makes a‘ conditional true without the
antecedent being relevant to the consequent are contexts in
which so much is knownabout the truth and falsity of either
“of these that it cannot be asserted without violating some
conversational maxim.

III.2.2. Oddconditionals
Should conditionals never be uttered in other circumstances
than the ones fitting in category 5, just because this
violates one or the other conversational maxim?Of course
not. There are plenty of good occasions for doing just this,
only it must be clear that a maximhas been overruled and
why.

Contexts fitting

into 2, 3 and 6 are not amongthese

occasions. There the conditional is false on the basis of
the evidence available to the speaker and as we noticed in
section 1.2 any violation of the maximof quality is
incompatible with the overall Cooperative Principle. 7)

But the literature is full of if's and then's with the
most eccentric things in between and all those I knowfit
quite neatly in that part of the table formedby the

categories 1, 4, 8 and 9. In fact,this categorization is of
great help whenwe want to classify the figures of speech
beginning with L5.
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All of the examples which go
(a) I5 ...,

I'££ eat myhat

belong to g§g§gggy=g:the speaker is clearly not intending
to eat her hat and the hearer is expected to complete the
(weakenedversion of) ModusTollens for herself, which gives
03) It cannot be the case that ...

Whysay (a) rather than (b)? Surely in order to make the

claim that the antecedent is as definitely false as the
applied ModusTollens is valid. The same rhetoric occurs in

constructions like
(c)I5..”

Imnavmmmmn

(d) I5 ...,

I am the Empftusbo¢( China

(e) I'£t be hanged, L5 ...

whichall implicate the falsity of their antecedents (unless
of course the speaker could be a Dutchman, or the Empress of

China, or sentenced to death).
There are also plenty of examples of which the antecedent
is trivially true and the hearer is supposedto apply (the
weakened version of) Modus Ponens:
(f)

She 4'25on the waong Aide 05 thi/Lty,

L5 Aha 4'25a day

.(g) I6 theae it one.thtng I cannot Atand, tt tn getting
caught tn the hunhhoahtaagﬁtc

It will be clear that these examples belong to gateggry 1.
gateggry_g is the most diverse. In addition to examples
where ‘if’ is used for purely rhetorical reasons, like
(h) Thtt t4 the bebt booh 05 the month, tﬁ not oﬁ the
you:
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it also contains examples where.q5 serves as an opting out
device.
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)

Thene tt eoﬁﬁee tn the pot,.Lﬁ
15 thene tb anythtng you need,
I putd back that ﬁtven, L5 you
I5 I may.tntennupt you, you'ne

you want Aome
my name ta Muneta
nemembeh
wanted on the tetephone

Let us first discuss (h). The speaker supposes that the
hearer is well aware of the trivial truth that this book
will certainly be the best of the month if it LAthe best
of the year. In formulas, the hearer is supposed to know
that ¢ + w. Fromthis together with what the speaker tells,
~¢ + w, the hearer could (by data logical means) conclude
watt w: this must be the best book of the month. Just as in
the above examples the speaker intends the hearer to draw

this conclusion.
Example (i) works differently. The hearer knows that the
speaker is not in the position to knowwhether the hearer
wants somecoffee or not. From this the hearer can infer

that the conditional is asserted in one of the categories
4, 5 or 6. It cannot be category 6, for then the statement
wouldbe false onthe basis of the information available to the
speaker. For the same reason it cannot be category 5 (unless
the speaker happens to be a genie who could just make coffee
in the pot on command- but let us assume that the hearer

knowsthis is not the case). so the only possibility left is
category 4: there must be coffee in the pot.
To what good purpose - if any - does the speaker prefer
the 1.6-form to the statement

that

the/Le125c.oﬁ5ee.tn.the,pot?

I think that the speaker in simply asserting the consequent
would run the risk of defying the maximof relevance, by

saying something which does not interest the hearer at all.
With the antecedent the speaker indicates that he is well
aware of this: it provides a condition under which the
consequent will be interesting. The examples (k) and (1)
showthat it is not always the maximof relevance that is
involved. In (k) the speaker indicates with the antecedent
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,
.
.
that he is opting
out of the maximof
quantity

3)

i t0

account for (1) we must appeal to a maxim of

politeness 9)1O).
Also in ga eggry_§ one can breach the conversational

t

c-nu¢¢--—j——o¢—oun--——cu

un) I5 it d0eA not nain tomonnow, then it.LA going to poun

(given as a summaryof a dismal weather forecast)
um 15 Icwnhttmatﬁum,IV££:UMnAhfMm

(a boxer boasting before his fight).

Both (m) and (n)

conveythat their antecedent will turn out false, but they
/leave their consequent undecided. The reader will be able to
work out these implicatures himself. (m) and (n) both mirr0r
example (h).
I have not been able to find any good (idiomatic)
conditionals fitting in g§§ggggy=Z.Nor can I offer a

satisfactory explanation whythere aren't any. A rather
unsatisfactory explanation runs like this: saying ¢ + w and
conveying by this both the more informative nunt ~¢ and the
more informative nwnt w involves violating the maximof
quantity not once but twice. It could be asking too muchof
a hearer to expect him to work this out.
The examples discussed above must look odd if not

perplexing to those whohold the view that a conditional
statement cannot be true unless the antecedent and the
consequent are in some sense 'causally' connected. How
could any causal chain ever bridge the gap between the
antecedent AheU.»a day and the consequent
Ahein on the wlwng
Aide 05 znozzg of (f); or that between the antecedent 2':heJ‘Le
4'/3
anything you need and the

consequent

my name «(.6Mancpiac
of

(j)?

Given that howthe dots are filled in is irrelevant to the
truth of Lﬁ...,17££émiIm/hat as long as they are filled in
with something which is false, what could such a sentence
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express if not a simple truth functional connection between
the antecedent and.thenconsequent?
One might reply that these examples only showthat the-/L5of

natural languageis ambiguous:usually it expresses a causal
connection, but in someexceptional cases it does not. I do
not think that this is the only way to see it. Oneof the
advantages of the data semantic approach is that we can
uphold the idea of an unambiguous L5. The.i5 that enables

a speaker (in information state 1) to formulate the general
constraint that the blue marble is in box 2 if the other two
are in box 1 is the very same L5 that enables him (in

information state 2) to say that the blue marble is in box 1

if it is anywhereat all.
Nonetheless, there are somedistinctions which can
"usefully be drawn. I would distinguish conditionals that
express a £340.)‘
from those expressing ac»orrLén'geVLt
truth,
no/zmcu’.
conditionals
from degene/La/taones.

and

Let ¢ + wbe an indicative conditional with a
descriptive antecedent and consequent. Assume ¢ + w is true
on the basis of the evidence available at the information
state s. Now, it might be that ¢ + w really owes its truth

to the evidence available at s: there are information states
s’ 2 s, i.e. information states in which less data are
available, such that ¢ + w is false on the basis of the
evidence available at s’. In this case ¢ + Wis a contingent
truth. In the other case ¢ + ¢ expresses a law: the data
available in s hardly matter; ¢ + w would have been true
even if no specific information had been available; ¢ + w

owesits truth to the structure of reality rather than to
the particular facts whichconstitute it.11)
Both laws and contingent truths can be degenerate. They
are so when nobody could truthfully assert them in a context
fitting into category 5. Moreprecisely: suppose ¢:+¢ is
true on the basis of the evidence available at s. ¢ + w is
degenerate in s just in case for any s‘ s s, ifi¢ + w is

true in s‘ then this is so because the evidence.availablejJ1
s ' excludes either ¢'s truth or 112
's falsity

(j---e1WM:"’¢ Or

nmAIw is true on the basis of the evidence availableeu:s').
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Otherwise, and this is where one might say that there is
something more than a truth-functional connection between
antecedent and consequent, ¢ + w is normal.
In ‘information state 2 the sentence 16 the yettow mcucbtet/.>tn
box1, it t2sn’t tn box 2 is a normal law, andthe sentence I5 the
yettowmanbte t/3 tn box 1, the /Ledone it tn box 2 a normal
contingency;
15 the yeftow mahbte 1/.)both tn box I and box 2, then
230tJ.>the btue one is a degenerate
law, and The btue mahbte t/5 tn

box] tﬁ tt t/5 anywhe/Le
at all a degenerate

contingency.12)

Actually, manyof the examples discussed in this section will
be degenerate contingencies in any information state in which
they are true on the basis of the available evidence.

IIIZ2.3. A test for pragmatic correctness
Consider the following well-known example.
(a)

IK thene tt Augantn the coﬁﬁeethen tt wttt tatte good
I5 thene tt Augantn the coﬁﬁee and dte4et~ott at wett

then tt wtttltatte good

This argument sounds suspicious. In fact, it is often claimed
that it is quite possible to accept the premise while
rejecting the conclusion. So it would seem that (a) provides
a clear cut counterexample to the principle of Stjienghtentng
the Antecedent.But is it really

so clear cut? Compare (a) with

(b) .

(b)

Maybethene t4 dteaet-ott tn the eoﬁﬁee
I5 thene.t5 Augantn the coﬁﬁee, then tt wttt.tatte

good

I5 thehe tt Augantn the coﬁﬁeeand dtebet-ott at wett,

then.tt:uMtt tatte good

Wouldthose who accept the premise of (a) while rejecting

its conclusion also be prepared to accept the premises of
(b)? I do not think so. sugared coffee which may contain
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diesel-oil

as well does not in general taste good. Yet the

difference betweenw(a%~amd(b) is very small: it is a

conversational implicature of the conclusion of (a) that the
coffee maywell contain diesel-oil (along with other things
you usually take in your coffee). All we did to get (b) was

to add this implicature as another premise to the original
argument. The addition of this implicature is enough to
destroy the credibility of what is nowthe second premise:
if there is sugar in the coffee, then it will taste good.
The same trick can be applied to the Smith/Jones example

of section I.2.2.
(c)

I5 Johei mini the eieetioh, Smith wiii netihe to

;wayaaeii5e
15 Smith diet beﬁohe the eiectioh,

JOWQA-WXKK
wih.it

15 Smith diezs beﬁone the eﬂectioh, he wiu neti/Le to

pmiveﬂiiiﬁe

Here the conclusion implicates that Smith may die before the

election.
(d)

MaybeSmith diet beﬁohe the eieetioh

I5 Johei «uni the.eieetion, Smith.uXii.hetihe to
pmimxuziiﬁe
15 Smith dieA.be5onethe.eieetion,

Jonei exit win it

°. 15 Smith diet beﬁonethe eieetioh, he.uMii.aetiie to

'pmamteiiﬁe

As in the first example, the premises of the original
argument (c), in particular the first premise, are no
longer plausible once you are confronted with the
implicatures of the argument's conclusion. Once you reckon
with the possibility of Smith's sudden death, you are not
likely to accept that he will retire if Jones should win
the election. It mayvery well be that Jones wins the
election and that Smith does not retire because he died.
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Froma data-logical

point of view (a) and (c) are

perfectly in order: if the premises are true on the basis of
the available evidence, then so is the conclusion. But
.unfortunately the premises of these arguments cannot be true
on the basis of the available evidence if one takes the
pragmatic implicatures of the conclusion into account. T} t
is why they lack any cogency. I would suggest generalizing

these examples as a test for the pragmatic correctness of
an argument:

any a/Lgument 05 whxhh the paemfzsezscannot holid L5 one

taheb the.tmp£tcatuneA 05 the concﬁaoton tnto account to-paagmatxcatty

anumnd. This seems to be a reliable test for the following
reason. The purpose of an argument is to convince others of
its conclusion. Youwant to persuade someoneto accept
something he would perhaps rather not accept by showing that
it logically follows from somethinghe is willing to accept.
‘In a way the conclusion

comes first,

togethen with aﬂ’. 4'12»

twmﬁbaﬂuww,and the premises are brought in later when it

appears that the conclusion is not taken for granted. But
then, of course, it will not help if you bring in premises
that are incompatible with the implicatures of the
conclusion - unless you also say that in asserting the
conclusion you have violated the conversational maxims.
There is one more argument which I have claimed to be

pragmatically incorrect rather than logically invalid, and
for which the above test yields the right result13), the
marble example of section 1.2:
(e)

The bﬂue maabﬁe LA in box 1

15 the btae maabﬁe{A in box 2, it it in box I

The conclusion

implicates

box 1. If we add this

that the bﬂae ma/Lbtemaynot be in

to the premise

the b£aema2Lb£eto tnxbox 1

we get a datasemantic contradiction. Hence (e) is not
pragmatically correct. But the following argument, which is
of the same form as (e), is without fault.
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(f)

The bﬂue manbﬁe LA in box I
The bzue, maxnbliéa

in box 2, 45 Lt 4'25any/whe/Leat we

Here the conclusion does not implicate that the blue marble
maynot be in box 1. It belongs to category'1rather than to
category 5.
Note that no instance of the argument form W/ ¢-*¢ will
pass our test unless its conclusion is a degeneaa/ta
conditional like in (f). In this respect the argument forms
w /q>+1p and ~¢ / ¢-+w differ from argument forms like the
Hypothetical Syllogism w + X, ¢ + w / ¢-+ x and the
principle of Strengthening the Antecedent ¢ + w / (¢ A X)-+w
which have many pragmatically correct instances with mwwui

conclusions. Thus, in a way these so-called paradoxes of
implication are paradoxes indeed, but only pragmatically so.
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III.3.

DATALOGIC

III.3.1. Deductionprinciples
Data logic is not as messy as it mayhave appeared at first
sight, when we compared it with the more established logics
in section 1.3. As the more systematic investigations in

this chapter will show, it turns out that it reduces to a
fairly simple stock of deductive principles.
In the official parts of this chapter - the definitions,
the lemmas, the theorems and their proofs - we will for
reasons of economyassume that the object language has as
its primitive operators only v, ~ and nmAi.Sentences of the
form (¢ A w), may¢, and (¢ + w) will be treated

metalinguistic abbreviations
nuAt(~¢ v w) respectively.

as

of ~(~¢ v ~w), ~nmAt~¢,and

III.11. DEFINITION.Let A be any set of sentences. Then
¢ € At iff (i) ¢ is atomic; or (ii) ¢ = ~¢ for some atomic
w; or (iii)

¢ = mwutw for some w.

The main reason why the sentences of At are of special

interest is that they are all T-stable.
III.12.

DEFINITION.Let D be the smallest set of arguments

for which the following holds.
- Id

: ¢/¢ 6 D for every sentence ¢

- Aug
- Cut

: if
: if
A/¢

A/¢ E D, then F/¢ E D for every P 3 A
A,F/¢ E D and A/w E D for every w 6 F, then
E D

u
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- ETV

: if

- ITv
— EFV
— IFV

A/cb V111E ‘D, and

A,¢/X

13,11;/X 5 JD,

then A/x E D
: if A/¢ E D or A/W E D, then A/¢‘vw E D
: if A/~(¢ v w)e D , then A/~¢ e D and A/éw e D
: if

A/~¢

e D and

A/~w E D then

— ET nmAt: if

A/mu&t¢

E D and

- IT nuetz if

At,~¢/¢

E D then

— EF mu/Mi: if

A/~mu/51¢

- IF

E Dand

A/~¢

— EF~

; if

Aﬂ~~¢ e D, then

- IF~

: if

A/¢ e D, then

- M

: if

ct)is

atomic

E D, then

v w) e D

A/w E D

Ahmwi ¢ 6 D

E D and

muzvt: 95/(mwsi ¢ v~mu/51¢)

A/~4¢

A/mum’: ¢ED,

then

A/11: E D

E D

A/¢ e D

Aﬂv~¢ e D

and

A/mu.6.t.cb E D then

A/ may ¢i ED

:1

I have baptized this set of arguments D, because 'd' is

the first letter in ‘data logic‘. Weare, however, not
entitled to think of Das data logic until we have proved
that Dreally coincides with the set of all arguments that
are valid in the sense of definition 6.
To facilitate comparison, I have specified D in exactly
the sameway as I specified the logics figuring in part II.
(See section II.1.1,
in particular definition II.6 and
the concluding remarks. Note in passing that D is compact in

the sense of definition II.13.)
For each of the operators nuet and v there are fours
deduction principles: an ET—rule,an IT-rule, an EF-rule,
and an IF-rule.

AnET—rulesays howto expﬂoxlta sentence,

once

you know this sentence to be inue on the basis of the
information in A. For example, ETVsays that if the
disjunction (¢ v w) follows from A, and if you want to show
that x follows from A, then it suffices to show that X
follows from A together with ¢, and from A together with w.
An IT-rule indicates how to /Udhmﬂmca ihue sentence. Thus,
ITnmwt says that if you want to show that ymwt¢ follows
from A, it suffices to show that ¢ follows from At and the

additional assumption=¥¢. (If wanted, this rule can be
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liberalized a bit. There is nothing wrongwith using other
T-stable premises than the ones belonging to At in this
deduction of ¢. There are, however, theoretical reasons why
the given rule is preferable: the more rigorous the rules,
the stronger the completeness result will be.)
An EF-rule

says how to expﬁai/t a 5a.?/so,
sentence

in a

deduction. EFV, for instance, says that once you know that
¢ v w is false on the basis of the information in A, you may
conclude that both ¢ and w are false.
Finally, an IF-rule says how to proceed if you want to
showthat a sentence is false on the basis of the
information in A. IF muat does so by saying that for
sentences of the form.mw&t¢>the principle of Excluded Third
holds.

So if you can somehow show that

nmAt¢ is not true

. on the basis of the information in A, you can be sure that
~mmAt ¢ is.

For the negation operator there is neither an IT—rulenor
an ET—rule.Or rather, these are implicit in the IF-rules
and the EF-rules for the other operators.
The M-rule falls outside the scope of the E- and I—rules.
Its validity does not so muchdepend on the truth and
falsity conditions of sentences of the form nuat ¢, as on
the structural constraints we imposedon the information
models. (If wanted, Mcan be strengthened to a rule which
says

that

for

any (I), if

A/muzwt <1:ED then

A/may <1)6 D.)

If we had started out with +, v, and ~asprimitive' operators
we would have included the following rules for +.
ET->: if

A/<1)->-11)
ED, A/¢

E D and

A/~11) e D then

A/X E D;

- IT+: if At,¢,~w/¢ e 5 then A/¢-+¢ e D;
EF+: if A/¢-+w E D and A/¥(¢ + w) 6 D then A/X € 9:
IF+: ¢/(¢ + w) v ~(¢ + w) 6 D;
- M : if (bis atomic and At,~¢/¢> € D, then. A/~(¢ "’ ~43) 5 9

Of course, if we had proceeded this way we should have

defined At in such a way that it would contain all
implications instead of all nmat-sentences.
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III.13.
if

PROPOSITION.Let ¢ be atomic.
A/¢ E D and A/~¢ E D, then

A/w 6 D for

PROOF.As in part II we use a Gentzen-style

any W

shorthand.

¢/¢
t

A ,~¢.¢/¢
A/¢

Ar¢/"U51: d)

Aug

~¢/~¢

IT mudt

_t . ..
A ~r~~.¢I~¢/~¢

Cut

.

A/ mum‘. 4»

..

Aug

IT|mwt

A,~’d>/ mwsf. ~¢

I
A/~¢

M

.

AAmwz~¢

'

A/mwta¢

EFnuAt

A/w

n

In fact, proposition 13 holds for any sentence ¢. But
since we do not need this result to prove the completeness
of D, it is preferable to wait until a semantic proof can be
given.
III.14.

PROPOSITION. If A/¢ E D then A P ¢.

PROOF.Since D is recursively
by induction.

specified,

this can be proved

n

In working out the proof of this proposition, you will
notice that the only rule whosevalidity depends on the fact
that our information models are closed is M. However, even
here 'depends' is too muchsaid: Mremains valid if the
requirement of closedness is replaced by the muchweaker

requirement (iv') discussed in section III.1.1.
III.3.2.

Completenessand decidability

This section contains a proof of the converse of
proposition 14: the characterization of data logic given by
D is not only correct but also complete.
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III.15. DEFINITION.Let A and F be sets of sentences.
(i) A is coniaxznt iff there is some ¢ such that A/¢ ¢ 9
(ii) A is Aaﬂuwimiiff for any two sentences ¢ and w it
holds

that

if

¢ vw E A, then

(iii) A is a Jtheolzywiihin 1‘ iff
if

A/¢ 6 D then

¢ 6 A or w E A

for every E 1"it holds that

¢ 5 A

(iv) A is Michiff A satisfies

the following conditions.

(a) A is closed under subformulas:
subformula

if ¢ 6 A and w is a

of ¢ then w E A

(b) A is closed under negations of proper subformulas:
if ¢ E A and w is a subformula of ¢ such that
then

w;£¢,

~w E A

(c) if ¢ 6 A, and ¢ is atomic, then.(mw&t¢>v~mmAt<M e A
(d) if ¢ 6 A, and ¢ = mwbtw for some w, then
(¢ V ~¢)EEA.

D

Readers acquainted with intuitionistic logic will have
gathered from this definition that the completeness of D is
going to be proved along the lines of the completeness proofs
for intuitionistic
logic given by Aczel (1968) and Thomason
(1968).
Note that the set of all sentences is rich. The only

other interesting rich sets of sentences are the finite ones.
And even these will not be interesting
discuss the decidability of D.
In the following

we will write

until we cometo

‘A is a CSeUm0nyuMihO1P'

to abbreviate that A is a consistent and saturated theory
within F. WhenF happens to be the set of all sentences we
will suppress mention of F and just say that A is a
CS-theory. In the completeness proof of D, CS—theories play
very much the same role as maximal L-consistent sets of

sentences did in the completeness proofs for the logics L of

part II.
III.16.

LEMMA.Suppose A/cb ¢ 3). Let 1“be any set of sentences

such that AlJ{¢} C P. Then there is an extension A‘ ofzlsuch
that A‘ is a CS-theory within P and ¢ ¢ A.
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PROOF.Assuming that the language we are dealing with has
countably many sentences14), we enumerate the sentences of
F in such a way that each sentence in F OCCUIS

countably manytimes. Let o1,...,on,...
the resulting
(i)

enumeration.

be the

Wedefine A‘ to be n:wAn, where

A0 = A

(ii) each An
- if

A /0

- if A /0
n+1 -

is determined as follows
£ 9 then

An+1 = An

E p, and on is no disjunction,

then

n U {on}

- if

Notice

An/on E 9, and on = w v X, then An+1=An
if An,¢/¢ £ 9; otherwise An+1==An U {on,x}

U {Orly-4)}

(a) If w e F, and A‘/w e p then w E A‘. Proof: Suppose
A‘/w E 9. Given the compactness of D, we can find some n

such that

An/W E Danuion = w. It follows

that

w E An+1.

Hence w E A‘.

(b) ¢ f A‘. Proof: It is sufficient to showthat their is no
n such that An/¢ 6 D. That A0/¢ £ D is our starting
Now suppose Ak/¢ i D. We will

show that

point.

Ak+1/¢ ¢ 9. There

are four cases (see above).
- Ak+1= Ak. This case is trivial.
- Ak+1 = Ak U {w} for

some w such that

Ak/w e 9. Using the

cut-rule it is easily seen that if Ak+1/¢were to belong
to D, also Ak/¢ would belong to 9. Which, by the induction

hypothesis, it does not.

- Ak+1 = Ak U {w v x, w}, where

Ak,¢M¢ K D. This case

- Ak+1 = Ak U {w v x, X}, where

Ak/wx/x

obvious.

is

E D, and Ak,w/¢

E 9.

Suppose Ak,w v XIX/¢ E D. Then Ak, X/¢ E D (apply cut).

Applying ETv, we see that

Ak,1pv )(/¢ 6 D. Using the cut-rule,

weget Ak/cb6 D, which contradicts the induction hypothesis .
(c) A‘ is saturated. Proof: Suppose wx/x E A’. Then
¢:vx_€ Ak for some k. Consider any n 2 k such that cn==w\/x.
clearly

IL:6 An“ or x€An+1.

»

n
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III.17.

DEFINITION.Let.A and P be sets of sentences.
A.<.1" iff

At c: Ft

'3

III.18. LEMMA.
Let F be a rich set of sentences. Suppose
A is a CS-theory within P. Then the following holds for any
x E F.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

if
if
if

X = ~~¢
then
x = (¢ v w) then
X = ~(¢ v w) then

(iv)

if X = rmwt ¢
A‘ within

(v)

X E A iff
X e A iff
X 6 A iff

¢ 5 A
¢ e A or w e A
~¢ E A and ~¢ 6 A

then X e A iff

P such that

there

A‘ > A and ~¢ e A‘

if_X = ~nuAt ¢ then X E A iff
A‘ within

T such that

is no CS-theory

there

is some CS-theory

A‘ > A and ~¢ e A‘

PROOF.

(i) holds in virtue of EF&and IF~,

(ii) The one direction holds because A is saturated; the
other in virtue of ITV.
(iii) holds in virtue of EFv and IFV.
(iv) Suppose

nmAt¢ 6 A. Let A‘ be any CS-theory

such that A’ > A. By the definition
~<1>i A‘, otherwise

inconsistent.

For the converse,
IT mcwt, we find

consistent.

within

P

of <, muM:¢e A‘. Hence

ET muzm‘.would yield

that

A‘ is

suppose mu&t¢ f A. Then A/nmAt¢ i 9. Given
At,

cb/d>£ 1). This means At u {.§¢} is

By lemma 15 there is a CS-theory A‘ within P such

that At U {&¢} c A‘. Clearly, A‘ > A.
(V) Suppose ewmwt ¢-€ A. Then nuAt¢ i A; otherwise

would give that A is inconsistent.

EFrmwt

Given (iv) it follows

that there is a CS-theory A‘ within T such that A‘ > A and
&¢ e A‘.

For the converse,

suppose ~rmwx<b¢A. Since F is rich,

(mws»t¢'v ~ mwst ch) 6 P. In virtue

of IF mubyt,

(nuAt¢ v ~rmwI ¢) 6 A. Since A is saturated,

and ~nuAt¢ i A,

it follows that muMt¢€ A. Given (iv) it is clear, then, that
there is no CS-theory A‘ within.F

'("¢€A'.

such that A‘ > A and

:1
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III.19.

DEFINITION.
Let I‘be rich. Consider the triple

MI. = <8, é, V> where

S = {A I A is a CS-theory
for

within

any two A,A' 6 S, A g A‘ iff

V is the (partial)

A < A‘;

function which assigns to each A E S and

each atomic sentence ¢ the value
the value VA(¢) = 0 iff ~¢ E A.
MI. is called

T9;

the

VA(¢) = 1 iff

canonicaii model’.for

¢ E A, and

1‘

:1

In View of proposition 13, we may rest assured that the
function Vis well-defined.
III.20. THEOREM.
Let T be rich, and consider the canonical
model Mr = <S,§,V>. MTis a closed information model with
the property that for every ¢ 6 F and A 6 S,
A #M ¢ iff

¢ 6 A

A;M4 ¢ iff

~¢ e A

PROOF.First,

we show that g is a partial

order. From

definition 17 it is clear that s is reflexive and
transitive.

That é is antisymmetric follows from the

following claim:
if

A,A' e s,

_
and At = A't then

A = A’

The proof of the claim is straightforward: showwith
induction to the complexity of ¢ that.if ¢ 6 F then (1)
¢ e A iff

¢ e A‘ and (ii)

&¢ 6 A iff

~¢ e A’.

Next we show that each maximal chain in <S,§> has a
maximal element. Let S‘ be a maximal chain in <S,§>.
Consider A‘ = U{At | A € 3'}. Obviously, A‘ is consistent.
By lemma 16 there is a CS-theory A" within P such that
A’ C A". Clearly, A" 2 A for any A E 3'. Clearly, A" 6 3',

otherwise 3' would not be a maximal chain. And it is also
clear that there are no A"'6 S such that A" g A"'.In other
words, A“ is a maximal element of S.
Wemust also show that if A is a maximal element of 3

VAis total.
muét

Let ¢ E F be atomic. Since P is rich

d) v ~mL:/51: ¢ 6 F.

Since

A/(mws/t

(D V ~muA»t ¢)

and A is a CS-theory within P, mwst (bv
since A is saturated we have that either

6 D,

(I)E A. So,
(i)nmAt ¢ 6 A; or
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(ii) ~muMt¢E A. Let us first
M, we see

that

if

consider case (i). Using rule

‘mum? (1: E‘ A, then

~mu2st ~¢> E A.

By lemma18(v), it follows that there must be a CS-theory
A‘ > A within

P such that

¢ 6 A‘. Since A is maximal, A‘

must coincide with A. Hence ¢ 6 A. The proof of case (ii)

similar.

is

It remains to be proved by induction that for any ¢ E F
and any A 6 3,

(i)

A AM¢ iff

¢ 6 A; and (ii)

AAf4 ¢ iff

~¢ 5 A. Given lemma 18, the proof is straightforward.
111.20.

COROLLARY.If

A k ¢ then

0

A/¢ e D.

PROOF.Suppose A/¢ i 9. Let T be the set of all sentences.
T is rich. Given lemma 16, there is a CS-theory A‘ within P
,such that A C A‘ and ¢ £ A‘. A‘ is an information state in
the canonical model MT= <S,§,V> for F. Applying theorem 20
we see that A‘ PM w for
Hence A ¥ ¢.

111.21.

all

W E A, while

A’ VM ¢.
0

COROLLARY.
{A/¢ e D | A is finite}

is decidable.

PROOF.It suffices to show that if A is finite and A/¢ Q D,
there is a ifinxltemodel M = <S,§,V> such that for some s ES,
s FM w for

all

Fromdefinition

W 5 A, while

s HM ¢.

15 it is clear that since A U {¢} is finite,

there is a ﬁbudz rich P such that A U {¢} C P. It follows

that the canonical model for F is finite.

Fromthe above it

is clear that this modelhas all the properties desired.

a

Johan van Benthemsketched an altogether different route
to the main results reported here. In his (1984a) he shows
that data logic is reducible to the modal logic 54.1. Here
54.1 is the weakest logic in the sense of definition II.6
extending K (see theorem II.44 and the subsequent remarks)
and containing all arguments of the form
u¢/¢, u¢/nu¢, and no¢/om¢.

The proof is based on the insight that the data semantic
truth- and falsity definitions can be encoded in the language
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of modal logic, provided that the underlying modal logic has
enough ‘locomotive powerf,.as Van Benthem puts it, ‘to
drive the reduction.‘ For all data logical sentences ¢, two
modal translations, ¢+ and ¢:.are defined by simultaneous

recursion:
—if
-

¢ is atomic

(~d>)"' = 45';

then

(~¢>)'

¢+ = u¢ and ¢— = u~¢;

= <15’;

- <¢ v w)* = ¢* v w*;

— (mu/.»t W

= u~¢";

(¢ v w)‘

(mm

= ~<~¢'

v ~w">

cm‘ =<>¢'.

Nowthe result can be stated thus: let A/¢ be an argument in
the language of data logic. Then
A/o is logically valid iff A*/¢+ e 54.1.
Since 34.1. is knownto be decidable, the decidability of
data logic follows immediately. For the details of the proof
/the reader is referred to Van Benthem (1984a).
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III.4.

PROBLEMSAND PROSPECTS

III.4.1. Datalattices
As I have already mentionedythe definition

of an information

model <S,§,U> leaves many questions unanswered. To repeat,
whenever VS(¢) = 1 for a given atomic sentence ¢ and

‘information state s, we say '¢ is true on the basis of the
evidence available at s', but the model <S,§,U> does not give
us any clue as to what this evidence is. Another point is that
hardly any constraints are placed on the number of information
states that an information model should contain. Suppose, for
example, that the model consists of two information states,
s and s‘; and that the atomic sentence ¢ is true on the basis
of the evidence available at s, and false on the basis of the
evidence at s‘. Shouldn't there then be an information state
s

such that s" < s and s" < s‘ while VSu(¢) is undefined?

The data models defined below are more satisfactory in
this respect. Theyare built not on a set of information

states, but on a set of possible facts. These being the
primitive entities of our models, I do not intend to say a
great deal about their nature (they just are what possible
worlds are madeof).The only thing I will assume is that if
two possible facts f and g can obtain together, this
simultaneous occurrence of f and g qualifies as another
possible

fact.

This fact is called

the comb/énaztéon
05 f and g.

Since we want to talk of the combination of f and g even if
f and g cannot possibly hold together, we introduce as a
technical convenience the so-called improper fact, and we

stipulate that if f and g cannot obtain simultaneously, the
combination of f and g amounts to this improper fact.
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These considerations taken jointly give the set of

possible facts the structure of a semi-lattice:
111.22.

_DEFINITION.A.wumM&udxceis a triple

<F,o,0> with

the following properties:
(i) 063“, F’»{0} #¢;
(ii) o is a binary operation on F such that
(a) f“of = f
(b) f<>g = 9<>f

(C) (fog) oh
(d) 0°:f

fo(goh)

= O

EmdhmatawnThe members of F W {0} are to be conceived

of as

the possible facts, 'f<>g' is to be read as ‘the combination
"of f and g‘. 0 is to be thought of as the improper fact.
Given our informal remarks, it will be clear that the
°-operation should have the properties laid downin (a)-(d).
Whenf<>g = 0, we shall often say that f andggahe
Lncompazibﬂe 15) , and when fcrg = f, we shall say that
f inc0np0haieA g.

111.23. DEFINITION.Let <F,°,0> be a data lattice. A possible
world in <F,9,0> is a subset Wof F with the following

properties:
(i)

for

every f E F, either

that gof = 0;
(ii) for no f1,...,fn

f E Wor g e W for some g such

E F, f1o ...o»fn = O.

A possible world is a rather peculiar set of possible
facts: it is complete in the sense that if a given fact f
does not obtain in it, somefact g incompatible with f
obtains in it; and it is consistent in the sense that no
incompatible facts obtain in it. Actually, possible worlds
are so peculiar that one might wonder whether they exist at
all. In other words, given any data lattice <F,9,0>, are
there subsets of F meeting both the requirements (i) and

(ii)? A well knowntheorem in lattice theory tells us that

n
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we may rest assured that this is the case. Before we can
state the result, we need one more definition.
III.24.

DEFINITION.Let <F,o,0> be a data lattice.

A @&%£n
in <F,o,O> is a subset of F meeting the following

condition:
A filter

for any f,g € F, f,g E G iff f og E G.
G is p/Lope/Liff

A proper filter
such that

0 E G.

G is mwbmuiiff there is no proper filter

G‘

G C G‘ and G # G‘.

D

III.25. THEOREM.
Let <F,o,0> be a data lattice.
(i)
A subset E of F can be extended to a proper filter
iff for every f1,...,fn E D, f 1 O... ofn # 0;

(ii)

Every proper filter

can be extended to a maximal

proper filter;
(iii) Every maximalproper filter

is a possible world and

vice uehba.

PROOF. Omitted.16)

n

Weare ready now to say what will be the analogue of an

information state in this framework.
III.26.

DEFINITION.Let <F,o.0> be a data lattice.

A (pobzsibﬁeldata set in <F,o,_0> is any subset

property that for any f1,...,fn

D of F with the

E D, f1 o... ofn # 0.

u

Given theorem 25, we see that any set of facts that might
be obtained by investigating somepossible world is a
possible set of data. Thus, it would seemthat a data set is
just the right candidate for providing the ava/Eﬁabﬁe
evidence

at a possible information state. Think of a data set as the
set of facts you are

state.

acmudntmiwith in a given information

A few more observations

before we pass on from ontology

to semantics: notice that the theory of facts put forward
here does not carry the metaphysical burden of manyother

theories. It is not assumed, for example, that there are
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facts of minimal complexity: any fact may incorporate other
facts- Neither is it assumedthat there are facts of maximal
complexity: any fact maybe incorporated by other facts.
Furthermore, it is not assumedthat there are nqyuiue facts:

if a certain possible fact does not obtain in a
certain possible world, then somepossible fact g
incompatible with f obtains in it, but there does not have
to be someparticular fact g incompatible with f which
obtains in even/possible world in which f does not obtain.
And finally, it is not assumed that there are any c&Aﬂuwiiua
facts: suppose there are worlds in which f obtains and g
does not obtain, as well as worlds in which g obtains and f
does not. What we do nat assume, then, is that there will be
some fact h obtaining in exactly those worlds in which

either f or g obtains.
In short, Occam's Razor has been of great help in
developing definition 22. 18) Still, this does not meanthat
it might not be sensible to impose someadditional

constraints on the semilattice of possible facts. For
example it would seem that muchconceptual clarity is gained
if we add the following condition to (a)-(d):
(e) if f °g'# f then there is someh € F such that
f'°h.#

0 and g<>h = 0

That is, if f does not incorporate g, then there is some
fact h which is compatible with f but incompatible with g.
In this way one ensures that if f does not incorporate g,
there will be some possible world in which f obtainstmuﬁout

g obtaining there as well. Or, to put it differently, in
this

way one ensures

that

any two »éndiA»t£ngu/£Ahab£e
facts,

i.e. any two facts that obtain in exactly the samepossible
worlds,

will

be emwwa19)

III.26.

DEFINITIOM.
Let <F,o,0> be a data lattice.

An (atomic) LnﬂymmatuﬁonI over <F,o,0$ is a function

assigning some element I(¢) of F to.each atomic sentence ¢.
M = <F,°,_0,I>"i‘s called

a data modeﬁ.
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Informally, this definition can be put as follows: each
atomic sentence.describes.a.possible fact. Hence, in a way
the definition offers a final clue to the question of what
possible facts are: apparently, possible facts are things
that can be described by the most elementary kind of
sentences. 0)
Let M= <F,°,0,I> be a model, 0 a data set in <F,o,0>
and ¢ a sentence. In the following, ‘D FM<#'will be short
for '¢ is true (in M) on the basis of the evidence provided
by D‘, and 'DAf4 ¢' will be short for '¢ is false (in M) on
the basis of the evidence provided by D’. And we stipulate

that for atomic sentences the following is to hold:
-DI--M¢iff

Md») 6 D

-1?Mﬁ ¢iff

for some f 6 D, f0 I(¢) = 0

"Given definition 2 it will be clear howto extend this to
complex sentences. One example:
D PM¢-+w iff there is no data set D‘ 2 D such that
D"l=M

<1:and

D'M=I'1IJ

I)M%¢-+w iff there is some data set D’ 3 D such that
D‘

I=M cb and

D‘ M=I

1!)

There are two reasons why I prefer data models to
information models. The first is that data models showmuch
more clearly than information models that data semantics can
be understood as a correspondence theory of some sort.

‘Truth’ can still

be equated with ‘correspondence to the

facts‘, albeit with the qualification that only the facts
one is acquainted with matter. The same idea plays a key role
in situation semantics, recently developed by Jon Barwise and
John Perry (see Barwise and Perry (1984)). The main

difference with situation semantics lies in the treatment of
modality. Wherehere the notions of compatibility and
incompatibility.are introduced to make things work out Pr0Per1Yr
Barwise and Perry introduce so-called ‘constraints’ - a kind

of higher order 'facts'.21)
The second reason why I prefer data models to information
models is that they allow for a smoothgeneralization of the
present theory to other phenomena. In Landman (1984) a start
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has been madewith a data semantic treatment of attitude

reports, and this.will¢be further developed in his
forthcoming dissertation. In Groenendijk:et.alJ (forthcoming)
it is shownthat the ideas presented here can be fruitfully
generalized so as to deal with problems of quantification
and equality.
One final remark: It is obvious that the logic generated
by data models is at least as strong as the logic generated
by information models. It would be interesting to know
whether they are the same. Though I conjecture that
this is indeed the case, I will not attempt to prove it.

III.4.2.

Complexconditionals

Wemust now face the fact that the theory of conditionals
developed in the preceding pages does not in all respects
work as well as may have been suggested.

This becomes

apparent if we take a closer look at arguments containing
sentences of depth greater_than one.
Let ¢ and w be atomic sentences.

The argument

¢ +«may1p/¢+ ¢ is valid in data logic. In other words, the
sentence
L5 the /Led manblie 4'23in box 1, the yeuiow maxnbﬁemy be in box 2

datalogically implies the sentence
4'5 the

/Led mcucblie 4'25in box I, the

yeuiow maxzbﬁe 4'23in box 2

But clearly someonein information state 1 (see section 2.1)

will be prepared to accept the first of these sentences, but
not the second.
It is tempting to try to explain this counterexample awayby

saying that the first sentence is not really an implication,
but has the form of a conjunction

may(ILedin I A yebﬂowLn 2).

This is what Peter Geach (1976) advises us to do. Or we

could follow Stalnaker (1976) and stipulate that the logical
form of the first

sentence

is

mccymedin I ->yefifiow/in 2) .

Wehave already decided, however, to resist such temptations.
(See section I.2.3.) Consequently, we must look for another way out.
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Here are alternative clauses for nmy,rmwi and +.
D Frmwt d>iff for every 0' 3 D such that D'=4¢, there is
some 0" with
v=|

may (1) iff

v|;é

D C D" C D‘ such that

D" F ¢

muzszttcb

D F nay ¢ iff there is some D‘ 3 D such that D‘ F ¢,
while for no 0" such that D C D" C D’, D"=4 ¢
D=4 may ¢ iff

Dlﬁ

nay ¢

D F ¢ + w iff for every D‘ 3 D such that D‘ F ¢ and D'=1w
there is some D" with D C D" c D’ such that
D" i: q» and

D" |= w

D=l¢‘*1lJiffDIaé ¢+1p

It is not that definition 2 is wrong,it is just that its
/range of application is restricted. Theclauses for
‘b'*¢U'm“y¢, and mu/wgiven in definition
but °n1Y f0r'AﬂﬁW£ ¢ and w. Definition

2 work well,

2 could have been

invented by someonewho did not yet realize that there are
unstable sentences, and that sentences can contain these
unstable sentences as subsentences.
All sentences with depth less than 1 are stable. So we get
III.27.

PROPOSITION.Let ¢ be a sentence with d(¢} § 1.

D }= d>in the new sense of 'l=' iff DI= <1)
in the old sense
‘D=l ch in the new sense of '=I' iff D --‘Icbin the old sense

of '|=';
of '=| ' .

PROOF.Left to the reader.

0

In working out the proof of this proposition it will have
become clear how the new clauses work. Definition 2 says that
a sentence of the form ¢ + w is true on the basis of the

available data iff the possibility is excluded that upon
further investigation ¢ turns out true and w false. This
condition is somewhatweakened here: there might be extensions
of the data.on the basis of which ¢ is true and w is false,

but ¢ + w still counts as true if these data sets are as it
were shielded by data sets on the basis of which both.¢ and
Ware true: you will never arrive at a situation where ¢ is
true and w is false on the basis of the available data without
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arriving first at a situation where both ¢ and w are true.
Similar remarks apply to the other clauses. One more
example: the new truth condition for mu; is somewhat
stronger than the old one. For a sentence of the form nmy¢
E0 be true it is not only necessary that there be extensions
of the data on the basis of which ¢ is true; at least one
of these extensions must be unshielded in the sense that
the additional information can be acquired without ¢'s
becoming false at any stage on the way. .
Below a data model is pictured which shows that on this
new account ¢ +-nay w / ¢ + w is no longer valid.

\/

°\,/“K,/“M
The dots represent the possible facts. Wheneverf incorporates
g an arrow is drawn from f to g. It is easy to see that in
this model ¢ + mu; w is true on the basis of the empty data
set while ¢ + w is false.
The above amendments solve some of the problems but

unfortunately do not solve them all. For one thing it turns
out that

may (¢ + w) / ¢ + w is valid on the new truth

definitions

and this may seem even worse than the validity of

¢ + nay / ¢ + w. Be this as it may, it is no reason for

prefering the earlier truth definitions: if you think about it
enough then it appears that these share the problem inherent
in the newtruth definitions which results in the validity of
mu/(¢ + w) / ¢ + w, though without the same obviously counter

intuitive ramifications. I think that this problemis quite

fundamental, and that it ultimately amountsto this: both
truth definitions allow for the background knowledgewhich one
employsto be partial: this is built into the whole idea of
successive information states and the like. But the extent to
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which they do so is limited. Both truth definitions assume in
a sense that ones knowledge of the cmugebwhich ones partial
knowledge

couﬂdyet uncle/Lgo
is complete.

By freely

quantifying

over aﬂﬂ possible extensions of partial information they
assumethat one, in evaluating conditionals, is in a position

to take all of these possibilities

into account, that one

has a complete knowledgeof the structure in question.

This is of course not very true to real life.
Another result of this is the validity in both systems
of the excluded middle for conditionals: they both give
(¢ + w) v

=v(¢ + W).

Either ¢ + w is true on the basis of the data or it is false.
There is no room for question here. The problem is thus
quite deep, and the modifications which would solve it go

”muchfurther than just fiddling around with the truth
definitions

some more. The idea that a speaker may be only

partially acquainted with the way the world is structured
will have to be built into newtruth conditions, and into
new and presumably very complicated sorts of structures.
Amplematter for further study.

III.4.3. Counterfactuals
Up till now, I have only dealt with indicative conditionals,
so by way of conclusion

I would like to comment on how

counterfactuals can be treated within data semantics. The
obvious first step is to try the sameapproach as earlier on
in II.3.3. and give a formal version of Ramsey's suggestion.
In the following truth definition ¢ and w are restricted to
sentences of depth 0, to descriptive sentences, since as we
saw above complex conditionals complicate matters enormously.

':' stands for counterfactual implication
III.28.
(i)

DEFINITION.Let <F,o,o,I> be a data model.

D awmdz ¢ iff

for

some D‘ D D, D'k=¢

(11) D k ¢=>w iff every ¢-admitting D‘ c D can be extended
to a ¢-admitting D" C D such that for no D"'D D" it
holds

that

0'"

l: «pand 0'" =l xv
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This way, all of the schemes we had in 9, the logic of
premise functions,turn out valid. To sumup:
CI
¢/<b=><b
CW

¢ a

CC

ID/d>=>(I!2vx)

¢.=>1l2,y¢=>x/¢>=>(1PAx)

AD

¢=>x,¢=>x/(¢vIPl=>X

ASC

<b=>1D.<I>=>x/(¢Ax)=>11J

But in addition to these we also get:
ASP ¢ = w, ~(¢

MP

=’~x)

/

(¢ A x) = w

¢.¢=>112/112

CS

¢ A W

while

AS

/

¢ = W /

turns out invalid.

¢ =

W

(¢ A X) é ¢

So it appears that the logic which results when Ramsey's

advice is fitted into data semantics has a first degree
fragment very similar to the logic which Lewis favours,
which is based on an almost connected comparative similarity

relation. In particular the validity of ASPis pleasing.
A few quite considerable problems do however remain.

This approach leaves the problem of disjunctive antecedents
unsolved, and it does not deal adequately with the puzzle
presented by Paul Tichy.
Data semantics does suggest another and quite different way

of dealing with counterfactuals. I think that it can best
be illustrated by finally giving awaywhich boxes contain
which marbles. Wealready know (information state 2) the blue
marble to be in box 1. What's new is that the yellow one is
too, and that the red one is in box 2. And now a question:
if the red marble had been in box 1, would the yellow one
then have been in box 2? If you think that it would, then

you are not evaluating counterfactuals as the previous
definition would have you do so. What you are doing is this:
you are going back to a time, or to be more precise to an
information state, at which you did not yet knowthe red one
to be in.box 2. You go back to information state 2 and you
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ask yourself ‘Suppose I learned that the red marble is in
box 1?’

In other words, what you are doing is going back to theaawi
information state which you actually reached and at which
you did not knowthe antecedent of the counterfactual you
are being asked to evaluate to be true.

Turning counterfactuals into something indexical in this
waywill uncover more problems than it will solve. Still, I
think it's worthwhile developing further.
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NOTES TO PART III

1. The information models defined here closely resemble the
Kripke models for intuitionistic logic. See Kripke (1965).

Formally, the main difference with intuitionistic

semantics

lies in the treatment of negation. See Thomason(1969) for

still

another treatment of negation within this framework.

It was Prof. N. Lob who suggested using these Kripke models

instead of the data models of section 4.1.
2. See Kripke

1965: 98). I am ready to admit that the W0rd

‘information’ as it occurs in the phrase ‘information state‘
is not used in its ordinary sense. Wewill always be
thinking of information as being correct information.
3. That one cannot impose condition

(*) - negation by

failure - whenthe information is incomplete is also
relevant in computer science. This may become clear from

following quotation which is taken from Barbara‘Partee's
contribution
to the Repo/vt05 woidvshopon Inﬁolurwtéonand
Rep/Le/$eILta.té0_n,
Washington D.C., 1985:

‘Question-answering systems that are connected to data
bases are typically designed so that when a yes—noquestion
is asked, the machine tries to verify the corresponding

assertion; if it succeeds, it answers 'Yes,' otherwise it
answers ‘No.’ But sometimes it should in principle

‘I don't know.‘ It turns out to be quite a difficult

answer

problem

to design a system that knows when to say ‘I don't know.‘
The ‘closed world‘ assumption amounts to the dogmatic

position ‘If I don't knowit, is isn't true.‘ Related
problems arise for the semantics of negation in partial
models, for the semantics.of

the programming language PROLOG

which equates negation with failure,

and in the analysis of
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propositional attitudes, where the distinctions among
disbelief, agnosticism, and total absence of attitude can
only be made in the context of powerful systems for
reasoning about one's ownbeliefs. Awareness of one's own

possible ignorance makes life infinitely more troublesome;
but I believe it is one of the most significant among

distinctively humanattributes - it is, after all, what
makes science possible, amongother things. Computers that
had some ‘awareness’ of their limitations could be not only

more trustworthy, but certainly more user-friendly. This is
an area with rich promise for both theoretical and practical
Pa¥9ff°',
“4. Cases of irony and metaphor will perhaps be considered as
counterexamples to this claim. But I think these phenomena
are best explained as involving an amxwnntinfringement of

the maximof quality. In short: since a literal
interpretation of an ironical or metaphorical statement is
out of the question, as it would immediately lead to the
conclusion that the speaker is breaching the maximof
quality, the hearer tries to reinterpret the wordsof the.
speaker in such a way that they can as yet be reconciled
with this maxim- the maximof quality itself. Cases like
these must be clearly distinguished from cases where the
hearer ultimately concludes that a maxim- any maximother
than the maximof quality - has Madly been overruled, albeit
in a manner that can be reconciled with the supposition that

at least the overall Cooperative Principle - but not the
maximin question - has been observed.

5. These critical remarks were madeby Stanley Peters in his
discussion of a talk I held at the Stanford Symposiumon

Conditionals.
6. See Hughes and Cresswell

(1972: 47).

7. The statement ‘He is a fine friend, if he is really

telling all these lies‘ belongs- after reinterpretation-to
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category 5. Compare footnote 4. (This example was brought to
my notice

by Richmond Thomason.)

8. Admittedly, this remark leaves a lot of questions
concerning the example (k) open. For one thing, it is unclear
why English speakers prefer

(k) to the sentence

'Ipmid£mnh

«that Mu?/‘L,£5 you don't /Leme,mbeJL.
Given our explanation

for

(i),

one would expect things to be the other way around - as they
are when one uses in ca/we instead
Iaemembe/L,I paid back that given sounds

of £5. (In causeyou don't
better

than

In CGJSQ
you

nmmmben,...) Only if the antecedent contains a negation one
can safely say that it provides a condition under which the
consequent would be informative.
9. Manyof the examples discussed in this section have been
taken from Lauerbach (1979). For a further discussion of,in

particular,examples involving a maximof politeness the
reader is referred to pp. 240-250 of this book.
10. English allows both clause orders antecedent-consequent
and consequent-antecedent. From the examples given so far, it
appears that this is so even for conditionals that implicate
the truth of their consequent. Notice, however, that one
cannot overtly mark the consequent with iken in some of these

conditionals without affecting their original impact. This
is particularly so for conditionals where ‘if’ is used as an
opting

out device,

witness

I6 I mayvérute/Uwptyou, than you CUZQ

wamtedon the toﬂephone. In Dutch and German changing

the word

order in the consequent has the same effect: it seems
obligatory to give the consequent the word order of a
single main clause (finite verb second) when ‘if’ is used
as an opting out device; while in all other cases with the
antecedent preceding the consequent the verb of the
consequent gets second position with respect to the
antecedent clause and thus precedes the subject of the
consequent. This means that the whole conditional
construction is treated as a single main clause with the

antecedent taking the front adverbial position.
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11. In section 4.1 it will appear that this is to be
understood literally;~~

12. It is instructive to comparethis subdivision of true
conditionals into normal laws, normal contingencies,
degenerate laws and degenerate contingencies, which is given
in the light of a uniform semantical treatment of
conditionals, with the tripartition offered by Johnson-Laird
(forthcoming), which is made as a (syntactic?)

preamble to a

pluriform treatment of conditionals. Those conditionals that
would be classified

by Johnson-Laird as true membersof his

first category wouldbe classified as degenerate
contingencies by me. The true membersof Johnson-Laird's
second category are all normal laws. And the true membersof

his third category are all what I would call normal
contingencies.
13. See chapter 8 of Cooper (1978) for a load of other examples.

14. It is left to the reader to generalize the proof.
15. I want to stress that the improper fact is introduced
merely as a technical convenience. In principle, one can
dispense with it by taking a pmntawicombinationoperation
and calling two facts f and g incompatible iff the
combination of f and g is not defined.
16. The proof is identical to the proof of the analogous
theorem for Boolean Algebras. For details, see for example
Bell and Slomson (1969: 13-15). It is worth noticing that
(ii), though somewhat weaker than1ﬂuaAxiomof Choice, is
independent of the axioms of Zermelo Fraenkel Set Theory.

Therefore, its status as a mathematical truth is not as
solidly based as these axioms - and so the existence of possible
worlds becomesquestionable is just as questionable as (ii).
17. The position on ‘negative facts‘ taken here is not so
different from Mr. Demos‘position, which is discussed by
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Bertrand

Russell

in The Philiabophy 05 Loginaﬁ Azamé/5m.
See the

relevant chapter in Russell (1956).
18. Somemay wonder whether it is possible to do without

‘conjunctive’ facts as well. It L5 possible but muchof the

simplicity and elegance of the data lattices gets lost.
19. See Landman (forthcoming) for arguments against this.

20. Admittedly, in the absense of a clear cut grammatical
criterion to determine which English sentences count as most
elementary, this remark is not yery illuminating.
21. See Landman (1985) for a detailed

comparison.
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SAMENVATTING

Wat is de logica van conditionele zinnen? Er zijn in de
laatste decennia zoveel verschillende antwoorden op deze
vraag gegeven dat met het simpelweg toevoegen van weer een

nieuw antwoord aan de lange lijst van reeds bestaande, de
problemen alleen maar groter lijken te worden. Daarombegint
dit proefschrift met een methodologische verhandeling: hoe

te kiezen tussen alternatieve logische theorieén? In die
verhandeling bestrijd ik de opvatting.dat logica een
descriptieve

wetenschap kan zijn. De vraag waarmee deze

samenvatting begint is misleidend en.dient vervangen te
worden door de meer pragmatische vraag welke logica voor

conditionele zinnen de beste is. (Zie ook stelling I).
Het tweede hoofdstuk van deel I van dit proefschrift
is eveneens inleidend van aard. Aan de orde komende scholen
die zich met conditionele zinnen en hun logica bezig houden.
Ze Worden onderscheiden aan de hand van de explicatie van

logische geldigheid die ze als uitgangspunt voor hun studie
nemen. Aan de orde komen ook de voornaamste soorten van

argumentatie waarmeemen andermans standpunt bestrijdt en het
eigen standpunt verdedigt. Ruwwegkunnen hier drie soorten
van argumentatie onderscheiden worden - semantische,
pragmatische en syntactische argumentatie - maar als

complicerende factor geldt dat niet iedereen hetzelfde onder
deze begrippen verstaat. De verschillende opvattingen over
logische geldigheid geven aanleiding tot evenzovele opvattingen
over wat semantiek is - of moet zijn. En hoewel men het er in
het algemeen over eens is dat de pragmatische component de
vorm moet aannemenvan een conversatietheorie 5 la Grice zijn

er grote meningsverschillen over de inhoud ervan - dat kan
ook niet anders aangezien zo'n conversatietheorie
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een semantische theorie vooronderstelt. Wat de syntactische
componentbetreft.is er in.de genoemdescholen nauwelijks
sprake van gedegen theorievorming. Daarin brengt dit proef
schrift trouwens geen verandering. Waarin het wel van de
meeste andere studies op het gebied van de Conditionele lOgiCa
verschilt is dat er zo min mogelijk een toevlucht genomen
wordt tot ad hoc argumentatie op syntactisch gebied.
In deel II worden de semantische theorieén die ontwikkeld
zijn door de belangrijkste van bovengenoemdescholen nader
bestudeerd. Het betreft hier de theorieén ontwikkeld binnen het
raamwerk Van de zogenaamde mogelijke werelden semantiek. Na

een beschrijving van dit raamwerkvolgt een vergelijking,
zowel filosofisch als mathematisch, van de verschillende
analyses van counterfactuals die menheeft voorgesteld.
Aan de orde komentheorieén gesteld in termen van selectie
functies, (met name die van Stalnaker (1968D, theorieén die
gebruik makenVaneen comparatieve similariteitsrelatie
tussen mogelijke werelden (zoals in Lewis (1973)), en
theorieén die gebruik makenvan premissefuncties (Veltman
(1976) en Kratzer (1979)). Middels een aantal representatie
stellingen worden deze theorieén zoveel mogelijk onder eén
noemer gebracht. Deze stellingen bieden ook de sleutel tot de
oplossing van een aantal open problemen van meer technische aard.
Eén van de bevindingen in deel II is dat bij het gebruik
en de interpretatie van conditionele zinnen de achtergrond
informatie waarover sprekers en luisteraars beschikken een
cruciale rol speelt. De theorie gesteld in termen van premisse
functies kan daarbij gezien worden als een eerste poging om

deze rol te expliciteren. Dezetheorie blijkt echter niet in
alle opzichten even bevredigend. Omwel tot zo'n theorie te
komenworden in deel III enkele van de inzichten opgedaan in
deel II geradicaliseerd. Waarin deel II de rol van achter

grondinformatie beperkt blijft
factor,

tot die van een contextuele

die de waarheidswaarde van Awmﬂgesoorten van zinnen

medebepaalt, krijgt in deel III achtergrondinformatie de rol
van een determinerende factor bij de interpretatie vancule
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soorten van zinnen. Niet waarheid biwmuhitwi maar waarheid
op glwnd van de, b'eAch/élabalceg.
Lnﬁonmwtéewohrdt daarbij

tot

fundamentele

semantische notie gemaakt. Door deze perspectiefverschuiving
komeneen aantal tot nog toe onopgemerkt gebleven aspecten
van conditionele zinnen aan het licht. Zo blijkt bijvoorbeeld

dat in tegenstelling tot puur descriptieve zinnen conditionele
zinnen niet stabiel zijn: ze kunnenbij uitbreiding van de
beschikbare informatie van waarheidswaarde veranderen. Een
aantal logische eigenaardigheden van conditionele zinnen

blijken direct op deze instabiliteit
Worden(zie ook stelling III).

teruggevoerd te kunnen

Het grootste gedeelte van deel III wordt besteed aan een
vergelijking van deze ﬁieuwe theorie met de bestaande. In
dat kader wordt ook ruime aandacht besteed aan de
repercussies van deze semantische aanpak voor de pragmatiek
(zie ook stelling I). Ophet wiskundige vlak beperkt het
onderzoek zich tot het ontwikkelen van een deductiesysteem
en het bewijs van de volledigheid daarvan.

Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift
van F.J.M.M. Veltman.

Logicb50/LCandi/téonabs

Of de voorspellingen van een_logische theorie goed, minder

goed, of zelfs slecht aansluiten bij de intuities van de
taalgebruikers is een kwestie van ondergeschikt belang. Waar
het omgaat is of die theorie zo goed gemotiveerd is dat de

taalgebruikers zich erdoor laten leiden en corrigeren, juist
bij gelegenheden dat de voorspellingen van de theorie niet
—nog niet - aansluiten bij hun intuitieve verwachtingen.

[Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk I.1]

II
Menmoet van een semantiek niet verlangen dat ze het

predikaat ‘waar’ slechts aan die conditionele zinnen toekent
waarbij sprake is van een 'causaa1' verband tussen antecedent
en consequent. Zo'n semantiek zou geen ruimte bieden om
pragmatisch te verklaren hoe het komt dat de volgende zinnen
waar kunnen zijn ondanks de afwezigheid van een dergelijk
verband.

- Als.het morgenniet gaat regenen dan gaat het gieten.
- Als ik ergens een hekel aan heb dan is het aan vroeg opstaan.
- Als u me nog nodig mocht hebben dan ben ik bereikbaar

op

toestel 4564.

[Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk III.2]

III
Noemeen zin ¢ Aiabawlals ¢ de volgende eigenschappen heeft:
(i) als ¢ waar is op grond van een verzameling gegevens dan

blijft

¢ waar bij uitbreiding van die gegevens; (ii) als ¢

onwaar is op grond van een verzameling gegevens dan blijft
¢ onwaar bij uitbreiding van die gegevens.

In tegenstelling tot zuiver descriptieve zinnen zijn
conditionele zinnen, zinnen die beginnen met 'misschien' en
zinnen die beginnen met ‘vast en zeker' niet stabiel. Het
grillige logische gedrag van deze zinnen is gegrond in deze

instabiliteit.

[Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk III.1]
IV

Noemeen kardinaalgetal 0 te verwaarlozen ten opzichte van
kardinaalgetal T als‘i) 1 eindig is en 0:0, of ii) T oneindig
is en 0”<T. Noemeen conditionele zin waar als het aantal
gevallen waarin het antecedent waar is maar het consequent
onwaar te verwaarlozen is ten opzichte van het aantal
gevallen waarin antecedent en consequent beide waar zijn.
De logica voor conditionele zinnen die door deze waarheids
definitie wordt gegenereerd, valt samenmet David Lewis‘
systeem V.

[J. V. Benthem: ‘Foundations of Conditional Logic‘,
Jounnai 05 Phéﬂoéophicaﬁ Logic, I3,

1984]

V

.Hetbelang van de begrippen 'exhaustiviteit',

'rigiditeit'

en 'definietheid' voor een theorie over de vraag-antwoord
relatie blijkt duidelijker wanneerde stellingen 12 en 35
uit hoofdstuk V.4. van het proefschrift van Jeroen Groenendijk
en Martin Stokhof als volgt worden versterkt en samengevat:
Een term a is in een bepaalde kontekst c exhaustief, rigide
en definiet dan en slechts dan als a in c een compleet
antwoord is op elke vraag van de vorm ‘Wat zijn de B's?‘

waarop a geen contradictoir
[J.

antwoord is.

Groenendijk

and M. Stokhof:

S«tu.dx'.eA
in the

SemaniicA 05 QueAIionA and.the

PhagmaticA 06 AnAumnA.

Dissertatie,

van Amsterdam,1984]

Universiteit

VI

Een bevredigende oplossing van de Sorites Paradox dient
gebaseerd te zijn op een semantiek voor vage predikaten die
net begrijpelijk maakt dat van een verzameling zinnen

waarin vage predikaten optreden, elke zin,afzonder1ijk
beschouwd, waar kan zijn terwijl die verzameling als geheel
toch incoherent is.
Hans Kampsoplossing is van deze aard, maar zijn semantiek
voor vage predikaten kan nog aanzienlijk Vereenvoudiqd worden.
[H. Kamp: ‘The Paradox of the Heap‘, in
U. Monnich

(ed.)

Azspec/tzs05 Ph,<LKo2sophj.ca!i
Logic,

Reidel, Dordrecht, 1981]
VII

Stelling 6.124 uit Wittgensteins Tractatus kan gegeneraliseerd
Worden:

Jaﬂ1Logik beschreibt das Gerﬁst einer Welt, oder vielmehr sie

stellt es dar.

[L.

Wittgenstein:

T/LCLCJCILCUA
ﬁogico-phiﬁobophécub

]

VIII

Het zal de kwaliteit van het universitair

onderwijs ten goede

komen als meer docenten er een gewoonte van maken studenten

niet met hun onderzoeksresultaten lastig te vallen voordat ook
docenten aan andere universiteiten deze daarvoor interessant
genoeg vinden.

IX

Zelfs bij het knikkeren gaat het niet omhet spel.

